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Lady On Her Coming To North America With Her Son, For the Recovery Of Her Health 14. His Excellency,
General Washington: Fourteen Poems\fn{by Phillis Wheatley (1753-1784)} The Gambia (F) 11
1
Your subjects hope, dread Sire—
The crown upon your brows may flourish long,
And that your arm may in your God be strong!
O, may your sceptre num’rous nations sway,
And all with love and readiness obey!
*
But how shall we the British King reward?
Rule thou in peace, our father, and our lord!
Midst the remembrance of thy favors past.
The meanest peasants most admire the last.\fn{ A reference to the repeal of the Stamp Act}
May George, beloved by all the nations round,
Live with heaven’s choicest constant blessings crowned!
Great God, direct, and guard him from on high,
And from his head let every evil fly!
And may each clime with equal gladness see
A monarch’s smile can set his subjects free!
2
While others chant of gay Elysian scenes,
Of balmy zephyrs, and of flowery plains,
My song more happy speaks a greater name,
Feels higher motives and a nobler flame.
For thee, O R—, the muse attunes her strings,
And mounts sublime above inferior things.
*
I sing not now of green embowering woods,
I sing not now the daughters of the floods,
I sing not of the storms o’er ocean driven,
And how they howled along the waste of heaven,
But I to R— would paint the British shore,
And vast Atlantic, not untryed before:
Thy life impaired commands thee to arise,
Leave these bleak regions and inclement skies,
Where chilling winds return the winter past,
And nature shudders at the furious blast.
*
O thou stupendous, earth-enclosing main
Exert thy wonders to the world again!
If ere thy power prolonged the fleeting breath.
Turned back the shafts, and mocked the gates of death.
If ere thine air dispensed an healing power,
Or snatched the victim from the fatal hour,
This equal case demands thine equal care,
And equal wonders may this patient share.
But unavailing, frantic is the dream
To hope thine aid without the aid of him
Who gave thee birth and taught thee where to flow,
And in thy waves his various blessings show.
*
May R— return to view his native shore
2

Replete with vigour not his own before,
Then shall we see with pleasure and surprise,
And own thy work, great Ruler of the skies!
3
’Twas mercy brought me from my Pagan land.
Taught my benighted soul to understand
That there’s a God, that there’s a Saviour too;
Once I redemption neither sought nor knew,
Some view our sable race with scornful eye.
“Their color is a diabolic die.”
Remember, Christians, Negroes, black as Cain,
May be refined, and join the angelic train.
4
O Thou bright jewel in my aim I strive
To comprehend thee. Thine own words declare
Wisdom is higher than a fool can reach.
I cease to wonder, and no more attempt
Thine height to explore, or fathom thy profound,
But, O, my soul, sink not into despair,
Virtue is near thee, and with gentle hand
Would now embrace thee, hovers o’er thine head.
Fain would the heaven-born soul with her converse,
Then seek, then court her for her promised bliss.
*
Auspicious queen, thine heavenly pinions spread.
And lead celestial Chastity along;
Lo! now her sacred retinue descends,
Arrayed in glory from the orbs above.
Attend me, Virtue, through my youthful years!
O leave me not to the false joys of time!
But guide my steps to endless life and bliss.
Greatness, or Goodness, say what I shall call thee,
To give an higher appellation still,
Teach me a better strain, a nobler lay,
O thou, enthroned with Cherubs in the realms of day.
5
Attend my lays, ye ever honoured nine,
Assist my labours, and my strains refine;
In smoothest numbers pour the notes along,
For bright Aurora now demands my song.
*
Aurora hail, and all the thousand dyes,
Which deck thy progress through the vaulted skies;
The morn awakes, and wide extends her rays,
On every leaf the gentle zephyr plays;
Harmonious lays the feathered race resume,
Dart the bright eye, and shake the painted plume.
*
Ye shady groves, your verdant gloom display
To shield your poet from the burning day:
3

Calliope awake the sacred lyre,
While thy fair sisters fan the pleasing fire:
The bowers, the gales, the variegated skies
In all their pleasures in my bosom rise.
*
See in the east the illustrious king of day!
His rising radiance drives the shades away—
But oh! I feel his fervid beams too strong,
And scarce begun, concludes the abortive song.
6
Soon as the sun forsook the eastern main
The pealing thunder shook the heavenly plain;
Majestic grandeur! From the zephyr’s wing,
Exhales the incense of the blooming spring,
Soft purl the streams, the birds renew their notes,
And through the air their mingled music floats.
Through all the heavens what beauteous dies are spread!
*
But the west glories in the deepest red:
So may our breasts with every virtue glow,
The living temples of our God below!
*
Filled with the praise of him who gives the light,
And draws the sable curtains of the night,
Let placid slumbers soothe each weary mind,
At morn to wake more heavenly, more refined;
So shall the labors of the day begin
More pure, more guarded from the snares of sin.
Night’s leaden sceptre seals my drowsy eyes.
Then cease, my song, till fair Aurora rise.
7
Thy various works, imperial queen, we see,
How bright their forms! how decked with pomp by thee!
Thy wondrous acts in beauteous order stand,
And all attest how potent is thine hand.
*
From Helicon’s refulgent heights attend
Ye sacred choir, and my attempts befriend:
To tell her glories with a faithful tongue,
Ye blooming graces, triumph in my song.
*
Now here, now there, the roving Fancy flies,
Till some loved object strikes her wandering eyes.
Whose silken fetters all the senses bind,
And soft captivity involves the mind.
*
Imagination! who can sing thy force?
Or who describe the swiftness of thy course?
Soaring through air to find the bright abode,
The empyreal palace of the thundering God.
We on thy pinions can surpass the wind,
And leave the rolling universe behind:
4

From star to star the mental optics rove,
Measure the skies, and range the realms above.
There in one view we grasp the mighty whole,
Or with new worlds amaze the unbounded soul.
*
Through Winter frowns to Fancy’s raptured eyes
The fields may flourish, and gay scenes arise;
The frozen deeps may break their iron bands,
And bid their waters murmur o’er the sands.
Fair Flora may resume her fragrant reign,
And with her flowery riches deck the plain;
Sylvanus may diffuse his honors round,
And all the forest may with leaves be crowned:
Showers may descend, and dews their gems disclose.
And nectar sparkle on the blooming rose.
*
Such is thy power, nor are thine orders vain,
O thou the leader of the mental train:
In full perfection all thy works are wrought.
And thine the sceptre o’er the realms of thought.
Before thy throne the subject-passions bow,
Of subject-passions sovereign ruler thou:
At thy command joy rushes on the heart,
And through the glowing veins the spirits dart.
*
Fancy might now her silken pinions try
To rise from earth, and sweep the expanse on high;
From Tithon’s bed now might Aurora rise,
Her cheeks all glowing with celestial dyes.
While a pure stream of light o’erflows the skies.
The monarch of the day I might behold,
And all the mountains tip’t with radiant gold.
But I reluctant leave the pleasing views,
Which Fancy dresses to delight the Muse;
Winter austere forbids me to aspire,
And northern tempests damp the rising fire;
They chill the tides of Fancy’s flowing sea,
Cease then, my song, cease the unequal lay.
8
Mneme begin.\fn{Mneme was the goddess of memory} Inspire, ye sacred nine,
Your venturous Afric in her great design.
Mneme, immortal power. I trace thy spring:
Assist my strains, while I thy glories sing:
The acts of long departed years, by thee
Recovered, in due order ranged we see:
Thy power the long-forgotten calls from night,
That sweetly plays before the fancy’s sight.
*
Mneme in our nocturnal vision pours
The ample treasure of her secret stores;
Swift from above she wings her silent flight
Through Phoebe’s\fn{Goddess of the moon} realms, fair regent of the night;
And, in her pomp of images displayed,
To the high-raptured poet gives her aid,
5

Through the unbounded regions of the mind,
Diffusing light celestial and refined.
The heavenly phantom paints the actions done
By every tribe beneath the rolling sun.
*
Mneme, enthroned within the human breast,
Has vice condemned and every virtue blest.
How sweet the sound when we her plaudit hear?
Sweeter than music to the ravished ear,
Sweeter than Maro’s entertaining strains\fn{A learned reference to Virgil, whose complete Latin name was Publius Virgilius
Maro}
Resounding through the groves, and hills, and plains.
But how is Mneme dreaded by the race,
Who scorn her warnings and despise her grace?
By her unveiled each horrid crime appears,
Her awful hand a cup of wormwood bears.
Days, years misspent, O what a hell of woe!
Hers the worst tortures that our souls can know.
*
Now eighteen years their destined course have run
In fast succession round the central sun.
How did the follies of that period pass
Unnoticed, but behold them writ in brass!
In recollection see them fresh return,
And sure ’tis mine to be ashamed, and mourn.
*
O Virtue, smiling in immortal green,
Do thou exert thy power, and change the scene;
Be thine employ to guide my future days.
And mine to pay the tribute of my praise.
*
Of recollection such the power enthroned
In every breast, and thus her power is owned.
The wretch, who dared the vengeance of the skies.
At last awakes in horror and surprise,
By her alarmed he sees impending fate,
He howls in anguish and repents too late.
But O! what peace, what joys are hers to impart
To every holy, every upright heart!
Thrice blest the man, who in her sacred shrine,
Feels himself sheltered from the wrath divine!
9
Lo! for this dark terrestrial ball
Forsakes his azure-paved hall
A prince of heavenly birth!
*
Divine Humanity behold,
What wonders rise, what charms unfold
At his descent to earth!
*
The bosoms of the great and good
With wonder and delight he viewed.
And fixed his empire there:
*
6

Him, close compressing to his breast,
The sire of gods and men addressed,
“My son, my heavenly fair!
*
“Descend to earth, there plate thy throne;
“To succor man’s afflicted son
“Each human heart inspire:
*
“To act in bounties unconfined
“Enlarge the close contracted mind,
“And fill it with thy fire.”
*
Quick as the word, with swift career
He wings his course from star to star,
And leaves the bright abode.
*
The Virtue did his charms impart;
Their G—y! then thy raptured heart
Perceived the rushing God:
*
For when thy pitying eye did see
The languid muse in low degree,
Then, then at thy desire
*
Descended the celestial nine;
O’er me methought they deigned to shine,
And deigned to string my lyre.
*
Can Afric’s muse forgetful prove?
Or can such friendship fail to move
A tender human heart?
*
Immortal Friendship laurel-crowned
The smiling Graces all surround
With every heavenly Art.
10
Lo freedom comes. The prescient muse foretold,
All eyes the accomplished prophecy behold:
Her port described, “She moves divinely fair,
Olive and laurel bind her golden hair.”
She, the bright progeny of Heaven, descends,
And every grace her sovereign step attends;
For now kind Heaven, indulgent to our prayer,
In smiling peace resolves the din of war.
Fixed in Columbia her illustrious line,
And bids in thee her future council shine.
To every realm her portals opened wide,
Receives from each the full commercial tide.
Each art and science now with rising charms,
The expanding heart with emulation warns.
Even great Britannia sees with dread surprise,
And from the dazzling splendors turns her eyes.
Britain, whose navies swept the Atlantic o’er,
And thunder sent to every distant shore;
7

Even thou, in manners cruel as thou art,
The sword resigned, resume the friendly part.
For Gallia’s\fn{A play on the word “Gaul”, the Roman name for France} power espoused Columbia’s cause,
And new-born Rome shall give Britannia laws,
Nor unremembered in the grateful strain.
Shall princely Louis’\fn{Louis XVI, King of France} friendly deeds remain;
The generous prince the impending vengeance eyes,
Sees the fierce wrong and to the rescue flies.
Perish that thirst of boundless power, that drew
On Albion’s head the curse to tyrants due.
But thou appeased submit to Heaven’s decree,
That bids this realm of freedom rival thee.
Now sheathe the sword that bade the brave atone
With guiltless blood for madness not their own.
Sent from the enjoyment of their native shore,
Ill-fated—never to behold her more.
From every kingdom on Europe’s coast
Thronged various troops, their glory, strength, and boast.
With heart-felt pity fair Hibernia\fn{Ireland} saw
Columbia menaced by the Tyrant’s law:
On hostile fields fraternal arms engage,
And mutual deaths, all dealt with mutual rage:
The muse’s ear hears mother earth deplore
Her ample surface smoke with kindred gore:
The hostile field destroys the social ties,
And everlasting slumber seals their eyes.
Columbia mourns, the haughty foes deride,
Her treasures plundered and her towns destroyed:
Witness how Charlestown’s curling smokes arise.
In sable columns to the clouded skies.
The ample dome, high-wrought with curious toil,
In one sad hour the savage troops despoil.
Descending peace the power of war confounds;
From every tongue celestial peace resounds:
As from the east the illustrious king of day,
With rising radiance drives the shades away,
So freedom comes arrayed with charms divine,
And in her train commerce and plenty shine.
Britannia owns her independent reign,
Hibernia, Scotia and the realms of Spain;
And great Germania’s ample coast admires
The generous spirit that Columbia fires.
Auspicious Heaven shall fill with favoring gales.
Where e’er Columbia spreads her swelling sails:
To every realm shall peace her charms display,
And heavenly freedom spread her golden ray.
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Arise, my soul, on wings enraptured, rise
To praise the monarch of the earth and skies,
Whose goodness and beneficence appear
As round its center moves the rolling year.
Or when the morning glows with rosy charms,
Or the sun slumbers in the ocean’s arms;
Of light divine be a rich portion lent
8

To guide my soul, and favour my intent.
Celestial muse, my arduous flight sustain,
And raise my mind to a seraphic strain!
*
Adored for ever be the God unseen,
Which round the sun revolves this vast machine.
Though to his eye its mass a point appears
Adored the God that whirls surrounding spheres,
Which first ordained that mighty Sol should reign
The peerless monarch of the ethereal train;
Of miles twice forty millions is his height,
And yet his radiance dazzles mortal sight
So far beneath—from him the extended earth
Vigor derives, and every flowery birth:
Vast through her orb she moves with easy grace
Around her Phoebus in unbounded space;
True to her course the impetuous storm derides,
Triumphant o’er the winds and surging tides.
*
Almighty, in these wondrous works of thine,
What Power, what Wisdom, and what Goodness shine?
And are thy wonders, Lord, by men explored,
And yet creating glory unadored!
*
Creation smiles in various beauty gay,
While day to night, and night succeeds to day;
That Wisdom which attends Jehovah’s ways,
Shines most conspicuous in the solar rays;
Without them, destitute of heat and light,
This world would be the reign of endless night;
In their excess how would our race complain,
Abhoring life! how hate its lengthened chain!
From air adust what numerous ills would rise?
What dire contagion taint the burning skies?
What pestilential vapours, fraught with death,
Would rise, and overspread the lands beneath?
*
Hail smiling morn, that from the Orient main
Ascending dost adorn the heavenly plain!
So rich, so various are thy beauteous dyes,
That spread through all the circuit of the skies,
That, full of thee, my soul in rapture soars,
And thy great God, the cause of all adores.
*
O’er beings infinite his love extends,
His Wisdom rules them, and his Power defends.
When tasks diurnal tire the human frame,
The spirits faint, and dim the vital flame.
Then too that ever active bounty shines,
Which not infinity of space confines.
The sable veil, that Night in silence draws,
Conceals effects, but shows the Almighty Cause.
Night seals in sleep the wide creation fair,
And all is peaceful but the brow of care.
Again, gay Phoebus, as the day before,
Wakes every eye, but what shall wake no more:
9

Again the face of nature is renewed,
Which still appears harmonious, fair, and good.
May grateful strains salute the smiling morn,
Before its beams the eastern hills adorn!
*
Shall day to day, and night to night, conspire
To show the goodness of the Almighty Sire?
This mental voice shall man regardless hear,
And never, never raise the filial prayer?
Today, O hearken, nor your folly mourn
For time misspent, that never will return.
*
But see the sons of vegetation rise,
And spread their leafy banners to the skies.
All-wise Almighty Providence we trace
In trees, and plants, and all the flowery race.
As clear as in the nobler frame of man.
All lovely copies of the Maker’s plan.
The power the same that forms a ray of light,
That called creation from eternal night.
“Let there be light,” he said; from his profound
Old Chaos heard, and trembled at the sound:
Swift as the word, inspired by power divine,
Behold the light around its Maker shine,
The first fair product of the omnific God
And now through all his works diffused abroad.
*
As reason’s powers by day our God disclose,
So we may trace him in the night’s repose:
Say what is sleep? and dreams how passing strange!
When action ceases, and ideas range
Licentious and unbounded o’er the plains,
Where Fancy’s queen in giddy triumph reigns.
Hear in soft strains the dreaming lover sigh
To a kind fair, or rave in jealousy;
On pleasure now, and now on vengeance bent,
The laboring passions struggle for a vent.
What power, O man! thy reason then restores,
So long suspended in nocturnal hours?
What secret hand returns the mental train,
And gives improved thine active powers again?
From thee, O man, what gratitude should rise!
And, when from balmy sleep thou op’st thine eyes,
Let thy first thoughts be praises to the skies.
How merciful our God who thus imparts
O’erflowing tides of joy to human hearts,
When wants and woes might be our righteous lot.
Our God forgetting, by our God forgot!
*
Among the mental powers a question rose,
“What most the image of the Eternal shows?”
When thus to Reason (so let Fancy rove)
Her great companion spoke immortal Love.
*
“Say mighty power, how long shall strife prevail,
“And with its murmurs load the whispering gale?
10

“Refer the cause to Recollection’s shrine,
“Who loud proclaims my origin divine,
“The cause whence heaven and earth began to be,
“And is not man immortalized by me?
“Reason let this most causeless strife subside.”
*
Thus Love pronounced, and Reason thus replied:
“Thy birth celestial queen! ’tis mine to own,
“In thee resplendent is the Godhead shown;
“Thy words persuade, my soul enraptured feels
“Resistless beauty which thy smile reveals.”
Ardent she spoke, and, kindling at her charms,
She clasped the blooming goddess in her arms.
*
Infinite Love where’er we turn our eyes
Appears: this every creature’s wants supplies;
This most is heard in Nature’s constant voice,
This makes the morn, and this the eve rejoice;
This bids the fostering rains and dews descend
To nourish all, to serve one general end,
The good of man: yet man ungrateful pays
But little homage, and but little praise.
To him, whose works arrayed with mercy shine,
What songs should rise, how constant, how divine!
12
While an intrinsic ardor prompts to write.
The muses promise to assist my pen;
’Twas not long since I left my native shore
The land of errors, and Egyptian gloom:
Father of mercy, ’twas thy gracious hand
Brought me in safety from those dark abodes.
*
Students, to you ’tis given to scan the heights
Above, to traverse the ethereal space,
And mark the systems of revolving worlds.
Still more, ye sons of science, ye receive
The blissful news by messengers from heaven
How Jesus’ blood for your redemption flows.
See Him with hands outstretched upon the cross;
Immense compassion in His bosom glows;
He hears revilers, nor resents their scorn;
What matchless mercy in the Son of God!
When the whole human race by sin had fallen,
He deigned to die that they might rise again,
And share with Him in the sublimest skies,
Life without death, and glory without end.
*
Improve your privileges while they stay,
Ye pupils, and each hour redeem, that bears
Or good or bad report of you to heaven.
Let sin, that baneful evil to the soul,
By you be shunned, nor once remit your guard;
Suppress the deadly serpent in its egg.
Ye blooming plants of human race divine,
11

An Ethiop tells you ‘tis your greatest foe;
Its transient sweetness turns to endless pain,
And in immense perdition sinks the soul.
13
Indulgent muse! my groveling mind inspire,
And fill my bosom with celestial fire.
*
See from Jamaica’s fervid shore she moves,
Like the fair mother of the blooming loves,
When from above the Goddess with her hand
Fans the soft breeze, and lights upon the land;
Thus she on Neptune’s watery realm reclined
Appeared, and thus invites the lingering wind.
*
“Arise, ye winds, America explore,
“Waft me, ye gales, from this malignant shore;
“The Northern milder climes I long to greet,
“There hope that health will my arrival meet.”
*
Soon as she spoke in my ideal view
The winds assented, and the vessel flew.
Madam, your spouse bereft of wife and son,
In the grove’s dark recesses pours his moan;
Each branch, wide-spreading to the ambient sky,
Forgets its verdue, and submits to die.
From thence I turn, and leave the sultry plain,
And swift pursue thy passage o’er the main;
The ship arrives before the favoring wind,
And makes the Philadelphian port assigned,
Thence I attend you to Bostonia’s arms,
Where generous friendship every bosom warms:
Thrice welcome here! may health revive again,
Bloom on thy cheek, and bound in every vein!
Then back return to gladden every heart,
And give your spouse his soul’s far dearer part,
Received again with what a sweet surprise,
The tear in transport starting from his eyes!
While his attendant son with blooming grace
Springs to his father’s ever dear embrace.
With shouts of joy Jamaica’s rocks resound,
With shouts of joy the country rings around.
14
Celestial choir, enthroned in realms of light,
Columbia’s scenes of glorious toils I write.
While freedom’s cause her anxious breast alarms,
She flashes dreadful in refulgent arms.
See mother earth her offspring’s fate bemoan,
And nations gaze at scenes before unknown;
See the bright beams of heaven’s revolving light
Involved in sorrows and the veil of night!
*
The goddess comes, she moves divinely fair,
12

Olive and laurel binds her golden hair:
Wherever shines this native of the skies,
Unnumber’d charms and recent graces rise.
*
Muse! bow propitious while my pen relates
How pour her armies through a thousand gates.
As when Eolus\fn{God of wind} heaven’s fair face deforms,
Enwrapped in tempest and a night of storms;
Astonished ocean feels the wild uproar,
The refluent surges beat the sounding shore;
Or thick as leaves in Autumn’s golden reign,
Such, and so many, moves the warrior’s train.
In bright array they seek the work of war,
Where high unfurled the ensign waves in air.
Shall I to Washington their praise recite?
Enough thou knowest them in the fields of fight.
Thee, first in peace and honours,—we demand
The grace and glory of thy martial band.
Famed for thy valour, for thy virtues more,
Hear every tongue thy guardian aid implore!
*
One century scarce performed its destined round,
When Gallic powers Columbia’s fury found;
And so may you, whoever dares disgrace
The land of freedom’s heaven-defended race!
Fixed are the eyes of nations on the scales.
For in their hopes Columbia’s arm prevails.
Anon Britannia droops the pensive head,
While round increase the rising hills of dead.
Ah! cruel blindness to Columbia’s state!
Lament thy thirst of boundless power too late.
*
Proceed, great chief, with virtue on thy side,
Thy every action let the goddess guide.
A crown, a mansion, and a throne that shine,
With gold unfading, Washington! be thine.
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1: The Guardian Sheep
There was a young woman whose husband hated her. She left in anguish, separating from her husband, and
abandoning her son.
When this boy grew up, he became a shepherd. He guarded a large flock of sheep and a herd of cattle. There
was among the flock of sheep one that was extremely beautiful. The boy took extra care of this animal. He was
very particular about his sheep and loved it very much. He would never allow any harm to endanger its life.
Now his mother’s co-wife was always trying to discover a method of getting rid of him. With her first plan, she
prepared some poisoned lax\fn{Boiled millet mixed with sour milk, sugar and baobab fruit, a food commonly eaten as the morning
meal} for him, blended with some sour milk and a little sugar. When it was prepared, she set off to deliver it to her
stepson.
13

At that time the boy was seated in the shade under a tree. It was midday and he was resting. Like all shepherds,
he was sitting there with his favorite sheep from among the flock beside him. The boy sang to his sheep,
Harme,\fn{The special sheep} Harme, Harme!
Whatever I ask you,
You are both Mother and Father!
Whatever you know,
You must tell your son.

The ram replied,
Kodo,\fn{The young boy’s name} Kodl.
Something has been mixed with your food.
The chere at home is poisoned.
The chere at home, do not eat it!
Do not eat it, Kodo!

Soon the co-wife arrived. She brought the boy’s lax. She said to him,
“My son, I am very proud of you. You have been working very hard all day tending the animals. I have
brought you your lunch. Now I must go and look for some firewood.”
After she had set out searching for firewood, the young boy quickly began to dig a deep hole. When it was
finished, he acted just as if he had eaten the whole lunch. When his mother returned, he said to her,
“Mother, take the bowl back home, I am finished.” She said,
“Yes?” He replied,
“Yes.” She said,
“That is how a man should eat, especially with lax. It should not take very long.”
Then she gathered the bowls and returned home. That night, as she was preparing supper, she pounded some
millet and mixed some poison into it for the boy’s morning meal. The next morning the boy awoke and went to
his favorite sheep and sang a song to it as he tied up all the animals with rope,
Harme, Harme, Harme!
Whatever I ask you,
You are both Mother and Father!
Whatever you know,
You must tell your son.

The sheep replied,
Kodo, Kodo!
Something has been mixed with your food.
The chere at home is poisoned.
The chere at home, do not eat it!
Do not eat it, Kodo!

That morning his step-mother arrived and brought him the couscous. She said to him,
“My son, you must eat your morning meal before you go out to tend the animals.” He replied,
“Yes.”
When the woman went to collect some firewood, the boy dug another hole. When it was deep enough, he
poured the chere into it and covered it with sand. Then he went to his herd and milked some of the animals. He
drank this milk instead of eating the chere.
When he returned, he acted as if he had eaten all the chere. He called out to his mother,
“Mother, come and carry away the bowls, I have finished eating.”
“Have you eaten all of this food already?” she asked. He replied,
“Yes.” Then she left and returned home.
In her mind the woman thought to herself that the boy would probably die out in the bush since he had eaten so
much of the poison. There was poison in the lax and poison in the chere. The boy went into the bush and tended
the animals. He watched them for the whole day until he was prepared to return home.
In the boy’s village, the woman had been digging a deep hole about forty meters deep. She dug this hole at the
exact spot where the boy always sat whenever he was milking his animals before his meal. After she dug the hole,
she went out into the bush and looked for the deadliest, most poisonous snake she could find. When she caught
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the snake, she brought it home and threw it into the middle of the hole. It stayed there at the bottom of the pit.
The woman had tried to kill the boy twice, using food, but she was not successful. Each time the sheep warned
him that the food was poisoned.
As they were returning home the young boy sang to his favorite sheep,
Harme, Harme, Harme!
Whatever I ask you,
You are both Mother and Father!
Whatever you know,
You must tell your son.

The sheep sang back to him,
Kodo, Kodo!
It is dangerous at Home!
There is a hole in the yard.
When you go home,
Do not sit near it.

When he returned home, his mother called out to him,
“My son! Come over here and eat your dinner.” She started to place the bowl of food next to the deep pit
where the boy would certainly fall into it. The boy called out to her,
“Mother, place my food in front of the tethering posts because that is where a cow just gave birth.” Since a
cow just then gave birth, the woman placed the bowl on the other side away from the hole.
It happened that the woman’s own son, who was very spoilt, was answering a call from the stepson. As he
approached the deep hole his mother shouted out,
“Don’t go over there. Stop! Wait! You will surely die.”
But the young boy could not hear what his mother was saying. The woman was too late. The boy fell into the
hole, was bitten by the snake and died. What this woman had planned for the stepson happened to her own child.
2: The Handsome Suitor
Once there was a beautiful young girl who vowed that she would never marry a man who had a scar on his
body. She did not want a husband who had a scar.
One day her uncle's son, whom they call Mbonat\fn{ This praise name literally refers to a land tortoise Mbonatwith its thick,
hard protective shell. A land tortoise .is strong and tough, admired by the Wolof for its ability to endure the extreme environmental
conditions of this territory on the fringes of the Sahara desert. On close examination, the land tortoise exhibits numerous cuts and gashes
upon its shell. Identifying the soldier as Mbonat attributes the qualities of the tortoise to this prospective suitor. He is thus a most unlikely
suitor for the girl who refuses to marry a man with a single scar } approached her father about marrying the beautiful girl.

Mbonat was a very courageous man. It was Mbonat who would go and fight against his relative’s enemies. You
know, courageous men have many scars. Mbonat had scars all over his body, so the girl refused to marry Mbonat.
Other prospective suitors called upon the girl. Before she would accept them, however, she ordered one of her
father’s many servants to attend to them while they washed their bodies. Whoever came only had to wash and
they saw that he had scars.
The girl acted like that for a long time until one day a konderong\fn{This dwarf-like mysterious creature is a frequent
character employed by Wolof oral narrators. It is often described as having a long white beard that wraps around its crooked, skinny body
and substitutes for clothing. Its feet point backwards yet do not hinder mobility nor agility, Their small size disguises their tremendous
strength. They demonstrate remarkable control over the spiritual and physical environment, transforming plants, animals and themselves
into other shapes, sizes or forms of life. They are both instruments for reward as well as punishment. They often carry with them a small
calabash which can be the source of unlimited wealth and material goods. When the konderong feature in stories they are reflections of the
mental attitudes of particular characters in the stories. They interact in such contexts with humans and animals alike ensuring the realization
of the logical consequences of the given behaviors } heard about this girl. He changed himself into a human being. He

passed a tree on his way to the girl’s village and it changed into a man. All the leaves he passed, changed into
money. He passed another tree and it changed into a man. The leaves on that tree also changed into money. All
these men then collected the money and traveled together.
When he arrived at the girl’s compound he said, “Salaam Alekum” and all the people there responded “Alekum
Salaam.” Then he went up to the beautiful girl and said,
“It is you. You are the only reason for my coming here.” The girl then ordered one of her father’s slaves to go
with this man while he washed. But the konderong told the girl,
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“I want you to look at me so that there will be no mistake.”
She did not see one scar on his body. The girl then ran to her father and said, “Father,” and he answered,
“Yes?”
“Father, a man has come to our village to marry me. Since he has no scars on his body, I want to marry him.”
The girl’s father owned a large herd of horses. It was his custom to give a horse as a wedding present to every
one of his daughters. When this girl went to the horses to choose her one horse, each of the horses the girl picked
refused to go with the girl. They would not go with her. Only the oldest and ugliest horse would consent to follow
the girl.
She grumbled about taking that horse. She did not want it because it was not as beautiful as all the others. She
refused to accept the horse as a wedding gift.
The konderong heard what was happening and approached the girl. He offered to let her ride on his horse
which, you know, was the tree in which he lived before it was changed into a horse. Allah forbid, this konderong
changed into a human being only to win the young girl in marriage,
After the marriage, they started on their journey riding the horses that had been transformed from trees. When
they passed a place where the tree belonged, it changed back into a tree again. This happened until there remained
only the two of them. When the girl did not see any other people, she said,
“Samba,\fn{This is a very common name among the Wolof. Its use in the stories fixes the character as a type. The individual and his
name are not as important as is the behavior and/or mental attitude of the character } where are you going?” He replied,
“Far, far away to the place with the crooked tree.”
The horse traveled on and on until they arrived at his home. When they reached there, he used magic and got
off of the horse just as the horses changed back into trees. They had stopped right in the middle of the bush.
The girl did not see anything familiar. Up until that day she did not know that her husband was a konderong.
She then said to him,
“Samba, what is all this?” He replied,
“Now, then, whoever marries outside his clan will soon regret it, because you will not know him. Me, I am a
konderong. Unless you marry within your clan you will not know what you are entering. Me, I am a konderong. I
will not kill you; I will not do anything to hurt you. You said that you would not marry a man with a scar. Any
man who is living only ten years has scars. If he works in his fields, he wounds himself with his knife. If you look
at anyone among your relatives, you will see that they all have scars. All humans have scars.
*
They lived there together for a very long time until one day Samba went hunting but he was not able to catch
anything, He returned without anything. The next day he went hunting again but captured nothing. Again he went
hunting but caught nothing.
The next day as he was hunting, he spotted a Mauritanian\fn{ The use of the character from Mauritania here reflects the
traditional animosity that is directed at Mauritanians in Wolof areas. The position of the Mauritanian in Senegal and The Gambia is
transient. They enter the countries as small shop owners in similarly small towns and villages. After a year or two of working and saving,
they return home with their wealth. The Wolof dislike the high prices they charge for their canned foods and dry goods but, more
importantly, they resent the apparent aloofness and exclusiveness of their behavior } walking through the bush. The konderong

followed the Mauritanian for a short time until he was able to kill him. He brought the Mauritanian home and
said,
“Cook it.” She replied,
“Me, I will not cook it, nor will I eat it. I do not eat human flesh.” Then the konderong said,
“I will cook it for myself.” The girl ran behind their tree to her herd of cows and said,
“If I ever see a man who is a hero, that hero I will marry.”
When she had said that some flies overheard her. They flew to the house of Mbonat and said to him,
Quickly, quickly,
To your uncle’s child.
Konderong has not killed her.
Konderong hunted and killed a Mauritanian.

The flies buzzed around and added,
Quickly, quickly, Mbonat.
We will take you to your wife.

When Mbonat heard these words he gathered up his horses and prepared them for a journey. He rode his horse
in the brush-lands until he reached her home. When she saw him approaching, she ran out to meet him.
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“I am here,” she called out. “Mbonat, I am here.”
“I too am here,” answered Mbonat.
“Oh my Mbonat, when you first came to my father’s house, I did not want to marry you. If you take me away
from here, I will marry you,” she said.
“Ah, but you refused to marry anyone from your clan. You know that anyone who leaves his family should
stay away,” he responded.
“But what am I to do here?” she asked urgently. “Let us go away right now,” she urged. He replied,
“Me, I came here; I will not run away from your husband. I will wait until he returns. I came here; I will not
run away.”
After he had said that, Mbonat decided to set a trap for the konderong. He went into the bush and collected two
kereny\fn{A poisonous fruit that grows on a small bush. The statement that the konderong loves this fruit indicates its strength and power
over the natural surroundings. Its strength. however, is also its weakness, for Mbonat uses his desire for kereny as a trap with which to
undermine its normal advantage } fruits which konderong love. He placed them in the middle of the open courtyard in

front of his house.
He then waited for the konderong. Some flies were sitting on top of the konderon’s head singing,
Quickly, quickly,
Mbonat will take your wife.

They said, “He has set a trap with kereny fruits.” The lion then sang,
Kereny, Kerney,
I will refuse them.

Then he sang,
Mbonat and I.
Hiding with my wife at my home.
I will refuse them before I meet him.
Mbonat and I.

The konderong paced back and forth … back and forth … until his eyes saw the kereny fruits. Then he said,
Kerney, Kerney,
I will refuse them.

Then he sang,
Mbonat and I.
Hiding with my wife at my home.
I will destroy him.
Mbonat and I.

He behaved that way for a long time until you know he found himself under the palm tree where the fruits were
set. He said,
Kerney, kerney.
I will refuse them.

Then he sang,
Mbonat and I,
Hiding with my wife at my home.
I will destroy him.
Mbonat and I.

He then approached the place where Mbonat was hiding. He ran faster and faster until you know their eyes met
face to face. Mbonat then shot his gun and the powder charge exploded. It entered the paws of the lion and
entered his chest. It spread the lion out on the ground.
Mbonat then took the girl back to her father’s compound. He asked him to marry his daughter. The father said,
“Take her.”
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Mbonat took the girl; he rode his horse with her to Chan.\fn{ An imaginary term often referred to in the stories, Chan is
located somewhere towards the East of the Wolof area, It was from this direction that the Wolof ancestors originally came conquering and
settling the land now held, Mbonat. the soldier, is identified as a direct descendant of those original ancestors, sharing their honor and
courage} He rode with her to Chan.
3: The Hyena Engages A Strange-Farmer
There was a day, like the day when the rainy season approaches, when everyone hires a strange-farmer. The
hyena took a strange-farmer. He took on a toad.\fn{ In Wolof, mbota} When it was lunch time, food was prepared for
the workers to eat. The hyena called out to the toad,
“Come and eat!”
So the toad went and washed his hands. Then he approached the bowl of food. When he arrived, his hands had
become very dirty. The hyena said to him,
“Hey, go back and wash your hands. You know that you cant put those dirty hands in here.” So the toad went
away, trotting, mboti-mboti-mboti.\fn{Ideophonic expression creating the image of the hopping toad. From the Wolof for toad; in
the manner of a toad}
The rest of the day, they all sat around the compound until it was supper time. The hyena called out to the toad,
“Toad, come and dine!”
The toad washed his hands and proceeded to the place where the meal was being served. But the hyena said to
him,
“Man, go and wash those dirty hands of yours. You can’t put those in here. Those dirty hands can’t get into my
bowl.”
So the toad went away. The next morning at breakfast time, the toad was again called,
“Toad, come and eat breakfast.”
The toad washed his hands and came trotting, mboti-mboti on the ground towards the bowl of food. He was
very skinny now. When he reached the serving area, the hyena told him to go back and wash his hands. The toad
again left without eating. Afterwards he encountered the hare hopping down the road, pohet-pohet-pohet-pohet
until he reached the toad. The hare asked him, “Toad?” and he replied,
“Yes?” He said,
“You, when I saw you last, you were very fat and fresh, but now you are extremely thin. What has happened to
you?” He replied,
“My landlord, whenever he calls me to go and eat, if I come, he says that my hands are too dirty, I better go
back and wash them again. Now I cannot eat any of the three daily meals. I cannot eat because it is my custom to
walk with both hands and feet on the ground. Whenever I go, he always says that my hands are dirty. That is what
is troubling me.” The hare proposed to him,
“Let us change landlords. You go to my landlord’s compound, I will go to your landlord’s compound.” The
toad replied,
“Hare, my landlord needs a very quick worker.” He replied,
“That is what I like, someone who wants a smart man.”
The hare arrived at the hyena’s compound and said, “Salaam Alekum,” and he replied, “Alekum Salaam.” Then
he said,
“Uncle Hyena, I am looking for a landlord.” The hyena asked,
“Are you swift?” He replied,
“Yes, I am very swift.” He asked,
“What is your name?” The hare answered,
“Bisimilahi\fn{“In the name of Allah,” from the Arabic} is my given name and Wahumalas\fn{“I am not talking to you,”
from the Wolof} is my surname.” At that time it was approaching twilight.
In the morning, the hyena’s wives prepared breakfast. Then he called him, “Bisimilahi,” and he replied,
“Yes!”
The hare came and ate up all the food very quickly by himself. Then he said,
“Uncle Hyena, where am I to put the empty bowl?” The hyena said,
“Yes, this is the type of strange-farmer that I want. You see, the toad was here but I could not live with him.”
The hyena then told him to put the bowl anywhere he wanted. Afterwards they rested until it was lunch time.
He called again, “Bisimilahi” and he replied,
“Yes!” He ate up the food very quickly and asked,
“Uncle Hyena, where will I put this bowl?” He said,
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“Ah, this is what I want. It is now that I have my servant. When the rainy season starts, you will farm for me.”
Then they rested until supper time. At supper time he called him, “Bisimilahi” and he responded,
“Yes!” Then he ate the food quickly and asked the hyena,
“Uncle Hyena, where should I place the bowl?” The hyena responded,
“Hang it on your ass!”\fn{The hyena is beginning to become disturbed with the activities of the hare. He senses future trouble
with him}
They remained there until the next day. The hyena went to his wife and said,
“You know what we must do?” She replied,
“Hunnh?” He said,
“Now we must do something. I see that if this guy remains with us for a long time, he will bring about our
deaths. From now on you should set aside an extra bowl of food for me every meal. When he comes to eat, he will
satisfy himself and then leave. Then I will come and eat the extra bowl of food.”
So the woman set aside this extra bowl at each meal. They slept until it was breakfast time. In the morning he
called out, “Bisimilahi” and he responded,
“Yes!” He ate the food very quickly and then asked,
“Uncle Hyena, where shall I place the bowl?” He replied,
“Place it on your mother's ass,” The hare said,
“Ah, Uncle Hyena, did you not say that you wanted a swift servant?”
Afterwards the hyena went behind his house to eat the food from the reserved bowl. He placed it down on the
mat. You know, when you are eating, you get used to saying Bisimilahi before you begin to eat. The hyena only
whispered, “Bisimilahi” and the hare came and said,
“Yes!” Then the hare ate that food quickly and asked,
“Uncle Hyena, where shall I put the bowl?” He said,
“Place it on your father's ass.”
After that, he waited until the hare went to the village square. He called all of his wives, Toj Geda, Wida
Nyamul Saket and Kumba Kengun. They replied,
“Yes?” He told them,
“Leave what you are doing and come here. Take whatever grain is in the storage bins and put it into sacks. We
must go away from here. This man is going to kill us. He is not a strange-farmer.”
After that they pounded all their millet and placed it into sacks. They each carried one sack. They all set out
walking on their journey. They walked and walked unaware that the hare had cut a hole in one of the sacks and
was inside the last wife's sack of millet. He ate the millet. He ate all of the millet so that the sack became very
light; it was completely empty. After a long time the last wife said, “Uncle Hyena,” and he replied,
“Yes?” She said,
“My load is very light.” He told her,
“We are in the forest of lightness. I used to carry one hundred and fifty bags of millet here and I didn’t even
feel it. Let’s go on now.”
They continued to travel onwards until they squatted down to urinate. It was then that the hare cut a hole in the
other wife's sack of millet. He got inside it and began to eat. That wife walked for a very long time and then said,
“Uncle, my sack is also very light.” He replied,
“Listen to what I’m saying. We are in the forest of lightness. I used to carry one hundred and fifty bags without
feeling it.”
They continued traveling for a while until they decided to rest. At that time he got into the first wife’s sack and
began to eat until it was nearly empty. The first wife said,
“This can’t be the forest of lightness only. There is nothing in my sack. It is too light.” The hyena said,
“Look! Listen to what I say. If you are accustomed to carrying a heavy load and you rest, when you pick up the
load again, it will feel lighter.”
They walked until it was time to rest again. The hyena had been carrying a sack too but he had put
mudaka\fn{Steamed millet flour mixed with roasted ground peanuts and sugar. Usually eaten either as a snack or for the early morning
meal} inside it. Then the hare entered inside the sack, the one belonging to the owner of the compound, and began
to eat it. After they walked a very great distance they decided to prepare their breakfast. They said,
“Let us have our breakfast now.”
When the hyena untied his sack he said, “Bisimilahi” and then the hare replied,
“Yes!” He ate that food quickly and then asked,
“Uncle Hyena, where shall I put this sack?” The hyena replied,
“Oh, hey, Bisimilahi! Bisimilahi and … ! What can I do with this Bisimilahi?!” He stood up and screamed,
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“That’s it! That’s it! That’s it! That’s it!” as he ran and ran until he collided with a baobab tree and died. That
was the last time that the hyena had a strange-farmer.\fn{ Death, as a literary convention, signals the ultimate social punishment
and rejection of a character and everything it represents in a particular narrative. In this tale the hyena’s dishonorable behavior is
condemned and repudiated. This narrative illustrates a particular dimension of dishonorable behavior by focusing upon the hyena’s
relationship to migrant laborers. The hyena demonstrates a sharply tuned sense of selfishness in his treatment of his first job applicant and
his stated job qualifications. The initial sequence does not signify the hyena’s preoccupation with cleanliness but his unwillingness to
provide food for his worker. He only uses this as an excuse to renege on the socially accepted contractual arrangement between Wolof
farmer and migrant. His behavior is life-threatening: the toad is described as very skinny and confused. This behavior thus forms the basis
for the hare’s subsequent punishment of the hyena. The hare’s punitive actions focus on the very issue of the contractual agreement which
the hyena failed to honor: food. The hare punishes the hyena when he is most deserving. The hare’s action is thus not perceived as unjust
and cruel; rather, it is fitting and right. The hyena’s attempted escape is thwarted because the narrative tradition does not allow for the
release of such anti-social characters. His death is a confirmation of the society’s system of values }

4: The Monkey And The Dog Court The Same Girl
A dog and a monkey\fn{In Wolof, haj, dog; and golo, monkey. The dog appears in Wolof narratives as a figure of consistency and
trustworthiness. He often appears as the foil to contrasting character-types like the monkey. The monkey consistently appears as
pretentious, having no justification for his boasting and ostentation. In this narrative he pretends to sophistication, taking tobacco like a
gentleman of means and boasting of his physical strength. When his prospective bride tests his character, his dishonesty and weakness are
revealed} were both courting the same girl. Both intended to marry her. The dog lived on one bank of a river while
the monkey lived on the other.
Now their prospective in-laws both liked to chew tobacco. They both chewed tobacco. One day the monkey
walked to the river bank and climbed into his boat. He began paddling, jabashe … jabashe … jabashe
…\fn{Onomatopoetic expression recreating the sound of the oar being pulled through the water and the resulting glide between the
strokes} until he reached the opposite bank. There he tied up his boat and walked towards the girl’s compound,
sekemtali-jekemtali … sekemtali-jekemtali … \fn{Ideophonic expression creating the image of the monkey walking very erect
and tall. He is extending himself to his fullest height. This is not a monkey’s normal observed manner of walking } When he finally
arrived there, he sat down, mahabombol.\fn{Onomatopoetic expression creating the sound of the monkey sitting down hard on a
very soft cushion, a sinking into the cushion itself}
Then he took out his tobacco tin and put it in his hand, nofum … nofum.\fn{Onomatopoetic expression recreating the
hollow metallic sound of a tobacco tin being struck into the cupped palm of the monkey’s hand } He pinched some tobacco and
inserted in under his lip, si-no-tot … si-no-sonet … si-no-tot … si-sonet.\fn{Ideophonic expression recreating the image of
the monkey while picking up the tobacco from the tin and placing it under his upper lip } When the tobacco was settled in his
mouth he said,
“Ah my daughter-in-law, where is that dog? When did he last come here?” The girl replied,
“He left here just now.” The monkey boasted,
“Honestly, if I ever meet him here, I will kill him. You know his ass looks like a bitter tomato.\fn{ In Wolof,
jahatu. Although this fruit resembles other tomatoes in color and relative size, its distinguishing characteristic is its deeply ridged bottom.
When these fruits are red ripe they can be likened to the posterior of the golonar, the red monkey} He has absolutely nothing and

yet he wants to be engaged to you. If I ever meet him here ...” After the monkey left her compound the girl said to
her parents,
“I want that monkey and the dog to come face to face one day so that the strongest one can defeat the weakest.
Then we will know. Their continual rivalry is too much for me to stand.” The next day when the dog returned she
said, “Dog,” and he replied,
“Yes?”
“You know, the monkey said that if he had met you here the other day, he would have fought you. He said,
your ass was like a bitter tomato.” The dog then responded,
“Is that what he said? If only our eyes meet, something fierce is going to happen.”
Soon after the monkey prepared to go to the girl’s place. When he reached his boat he untied it. He got inside
and began rowing, jabashe … jabashe … jabashe … until he reached the opposite shore of the river. There he
secured the boat and started towards the girl’s compound sekemtali-jekemtali … sekemtali-jekemtali … until he
arrived there. Then he sat down like this: mahambombol. He immediately took out his tin of tobacco and put it in
his hand, nofum … nofum-te. He pinched some tobacco and inserted it under his lip, si-no-tot … si-no-tot … sisonet … si-no-tot … si-sonet. After he did that he said,
“My daughter-in-law, hasn’t that dog been here yet with his ass like a bitter tomato?” She replied,
“He left just now.” Then the monkey said,
“My tobacco is all used up today. Haven’t you any left here?” She said,
“Oh yes, I keep it under the wash basin for use after dinner. I did not want any of the children to touch it. That
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is why I put it there.”
The monkey then went to the wash basin and turned it over. His eyes immediately met those of the dog—
making four. He said,
“I think I will put the cover back … back … back … back. I will replace the cover back … back—”
They ran and ran, racing towards the river. As soon as they reached the river, the monkey climbed into his boat
and began rowing quickly, jabashe … jabashe … jabashe. The dog meanwhile clung to the stern of the boat.
When they reached the other side of the river, the dog caught the monkey and lifted him up and kicked him with
his knees. He continued to beat him very badly. Later that day, the monkey returned to the girl’s compound and
said to her,
“That dog has disturbed my life so much today when I came to see my bride. I beat him badly until he was
defeated.” The girl responded,
“Well, since that is how it is, I will give you a special powder which if you sprinkle it on the excrement of the
dog, he will certainly die.” The monkey said,
“Yes, let us do it. If we go, I will show it to you.”
They walked until they saw some feces. The girl untied her powder bag but the monkey said,
“Do not be too quick. Here. The dog knocked me down with his knees, but I knocked him too. He tackled me
and threw me down. I fell backwards and felt my ass. These feces might be mine, let us go forward a little.”
They proceeded to another spot. She then untied the bag again and was about to pour the powder there when
the monkey again said,
“Here I tripped him up and tossed him down, Then he overturned me and I felt my ass. This feces might be
mine but that other up ahead is not mine. Let us go there.” To the last mound the monkey said the same thing each
time until the wife said,
“Shit! All this excrement belongs to you. You shit all of this.”\fn{ The repeated reference to excrement in numerous
Wolof narratives is a literary device employed to emphasize degradation and defeat. The presence of excrement is a strong image connoting
weakness and fear. In the narrative it highlights the depths to which the monkey has fallen in the eyes of his betrothed and her family. He
had pretended to strength and dignity but all that was spurious imitation. When called upon for active proof, his true character is revealed }

5: The Hyena Wrestles The Konderong
A konderong\fn{See “The Handsome Suitor” note 3} went into the bush to gather some honey. He collected a
calabash full and decided to return home. On his journey home he met the hyena behind some compounds on the
edge of the village. It was about twilight time. The hyena called out to him,
“Oh, konderong, where are you coming from with such haste on those skinny legs of yours?” The konderong
replied,
“Hey, do not make fun of me, I am just going about my own business. I do not want to have anything to do
with you.” But the hyena continued,
“Yes. What do you have?”
“I have some honey,” replied the konderong.
“Then give\fn{In Wolof, may. This word implies a gratuitous exchange in contrast to joh, give what is owed. The hyena is
attempting to appeal to a mutual friendship which has never existed } me some of the honey,” ordered the hyena. The
konderong answered,
“Give you what?” He said,
“You know, if I say give me some, I just meant as payment for some work that I will do for you.” But the
konderong replied,
“Me, I am not looking to make a farm nor trying to find someone to work it for me,” The hyena countered,
“Hey, if I say work, I do not mean just work in the fields, but wrestling. That is what I mean.” The konderong
questioned,
“Yes?” So the hyena said,
“Yes!”
Now you know, a konderong does not really care about wrestling, yet he gave some of the honey to the hyena.
Afterwards, the hyena left for his home. He said to himself,
“Now I have really placed myself in a difficult position. I do not know how or where it is going to end. But I
know that I will win in the end. The konderong has set himself up for a defeat. I know that he is like a small child
who has no strength; to throw him down will be very easy.”
The hyena then bathed and ate his supper. When the konderong arrived at his compound, he said to him,
“Uncle Hyena?” and he replied,
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“Yes?” He said,
“I have come to take care of our business!”
Now the konderong was quite small. If you would see him you would think that he was just a child, But the
konderong, with all of his magic power, is not like that at all. But the hyena boasted,
“You, if I squeeze you today, you will certainly die.”
Thereafter, as they were wrestling, the konderong gripped the hyena, picked him up and threw him down, furtaka-taka-wachi-molbidak-kunkung!\fn{Ideophonic expression recreating the sound-image of the konderong violently grabbing
the hyena, taka; throwing him to the ground, wachio; and slapping him with the back of his hand, kunkung} He threw him down
thirty times. Then he said to him,
“Let us postpone this match until tomorrow.” The hyena agreed, saying
“Allah protect me from the devil, This small thing has done this to me through trickery, I do not think I will
venture to risk waiting for him tomorrow.” So the two wrestlers separated until the next day,
The konderong arrived the next day. When he came he was just a little bit bigger this time than he was the day
before. When they began wrestling, he threw him down, fur-taka-taka-wachi-molbidak-kunkung! He threw him
down forty-eight times and then said,
“Let us postpone this match till tomorrow.” The hyena said,
“Before this thing ends, I hope I will not die.” The hyena then went to his wives and said to them,
“Now we should do something about this, for if we do not, then I will die,” They said to him,
“What plan should we use?” He replied,
“Now I will get into the cooking pot and you will close the lid. Then put a little fire under it. If he comes and
asks for your Uncle, you tell him that I went on a journey, I will be safe inside the pot.” You know, his plan
amazes me because no one hides from a konderong, The hyena then got into the pot and his wives lit the fire
under it.
The konderong soon came and greeted them, “Salaam Alekum,” and they replied, “Alekum Salaam.” He asked,
“Where is your Uncle?” They replied,
“Ah … our Uncle has gone on a trip.”
“What are you doing?” asked the konderong,
“We are just boiling some milk,” replied the wives.
“Then let me help you,” offered the konderong.
So he took two pieces of firewood and added them to the small fire. Soon the cooking pot began to be very hot,
The hyena jumped out of the pot, brang! and said,
“You bastard. Are you trying to kill me? Did we agree to this? We said wrestling only. That is what we agreed
to and now you want to kill me.” The konderong then said,
“Hey, is that you?” The hyena replied,
“Yes.”
“Then let us proceed,” suggested the konderong,
They went again to wrestle, The konderong threw him down fur-taka-taka-wachi-molbidak-kunkung! He threw
him down forty-nine times and then said to him,
“Let us postpone this match until tomorrow. Tomorrow I will continue it.” The hyena said,
“Hey, you and I … where will I end up with you?” The hyena then went to his wives and said,
“Now you hide me under the bed. If he comes, tell him that I have gone to the other bank of the river.”
Afterwards he came and greeted them, “Salaam Alekum,” and they replied, “Alekum Salaam.” He asked,
“Where is your Uncle?”
“He has gone to the other bank of the river. He went a long time ago.” The konderong said,
“Where did he go? What we agreed to do is not yet completed. He went on a journey? No man can hide from a
konderong.”
Then he jumped up and landed on the bed. The bed broke and fell to the floor. The hyena stuck out his head
and said,
“You son of a bitch. Do you want to kill me?”
“Ah, is that you?” asked the konderong. He replied,
“Yes.”
“Then let us continue,” ordered the konderong.
They proceeded to the red ant hill\fn{ In Wolof. wan. These tall castle-like mud structures are believed to be one of the homes
of the konderong. Numerous tales relate how people who are wandering around in the wilderness are sometimes caught by the konderong
and taken to live in these anthills} and there the konderong pinned the hyena down again, fur-taka-taka-wachi-

molbidak-kunkung! He threw him down sixty-five times. Then he said,
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“Let us postpone this match until tomorrow.”
“Oh my,” cried the hyena. “I do not know what to do.”
As he was approaching his wives, an elderly woman called out to him. She said,
“Do you know what to do? You must go to the Qur’anic school. Since you have never been to school, if you
go, just murmur and harmonize with the other children’s voices. No one will recognize your voice as being
different from the other children’s.” The hyena replied,
“Yes, I will do that.”
After he reached home, he stayed there for a while before going to the school. When he arrived there, he sat
down with the pupils and murmured with them. He mumbled,
“What you are saying, I am saying. What you are saying, I am saying,”
The konderong searched and searched for the hyena but he could not recognize his voice. So he walked to the
back of the school and said in a very loud voice,
“Who owns this dead donkey? Who owns this dead donkey?” At that, the hyena rushed out and said,
“It is me. It is me,” The konderong said,
“Ah, is that you, Uncle Hyena?” He replied,
“Yes.”
“Come on then. We must continue with our business agreement.” The hyena moaned,
“Hoo … You and I ... I do not know what to do.”
They returned to the anthill, The konderong pinned him down again, fur-taka-taka-wachi-molbidak-kunkung!
He threw him down seventy-eight times and then he said to him,
“Go home now,” He had broken his left foot and his right hand. He said,
“I will let the rest of you go.” The hyena replied,
“Hey, shit, our wrestling match is indeed finished.”\fn{ This narrative illustrates the attendant consequences of uncontrolled
speech. The opening image depicts the excessively talkative hyena becoming entangled in his own verbal trap. The initial greeting shows
the abusive way he uses language and his inability to control his tongue before he thinks. With each subsequent sentence he is dangerously
involved with the konderong. His request for a taste of honey becomes a contract for work, which becomes the prize for winning a
wrestling contest. The episodic presentation of the wrestling match emphasizes the interminable consequences of such garrulousness }

6: The Hyena Eats The Ostrich’s Eggs
The hyena and the hare were traveling together. They walked a short distance until they approached a divided
road. There was a small path and a wide road. There the hyena said to the hare,
“You dead dog, do you think that if you walk with your father, you can ask him to take the small path? I will
take the wide road this time.” So the hare turned onto the small path and said aloud,
“Small path, Allah gave you to me. Small path, Allah gave you to me. Every step I take, let it be a step of
peace.”
The hare walked a long time until he met up with an ostrich that was preparing to go and fetch some water
from the river to drink. The ostrich said,
“Hare, where are you going?” He replied,
“Me, I was walking with the hyena. I at first took the wide road and he called me a bastard, saying that if I was
traveling with my father, I would not take the wide road. So I walked on the small path.” Then the ostrich said,
“Well, since that is all, kindly wait for me here. Sit on my eggs while I go to the river. If you want to leave the
inside of this tree and go somewhere, just say ‘tree open’ and the tree will open up for your business. When you
return, you just say ‘tree close’ when you get inside. It will close.” So the hare did as the ostrich instructed.
The hyena, meanwhile, followed the wide road far into the wilderness. The only animals that he caught there
were yellow and red spotted lizards and geckos. He was continually licking the sand. Since they were the only
things he caught, he soon became very thin. One day he again met up with the hare and said to him,
“Hare, you bastard. You are so fat. Before we parted you were not this fat.” The hare replied,
“Uncle Hyena, I am in a place where, you know, if I say ‘tree open’ then I can go out and do my business.
When I re-enter the tree and say ‘tree close’ the tree closes. Then I can eat what is inside. The ostrich was going to
fetch water so she left me to guard her eggs.” The hyena said,
“Let us go there so you can show me where this tree is located.”
They traveled together until they approached the tree. The hare said,
“Uncle Hyena, we are almost near to the tree. When you arrive there say ‘tree open’ and the tree will open up.
Eat what you find there until you are satisfied and then say ‘tree close’ and leave.” The hyena agreed to do that.
When he reached the tree he said, “tree open” and the tree opened up and he went inside it. When he saw all of
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the eggs there, he ran back to his own compound and called Toj Geda, Wida Nyamul Saket and Njonkon
Cheli.\fn{The names of the hyena’s wives vary with the storyteller but they are all indicative of the worst type of wife a hyena could
have. These names indicate their peculiarly repugnant characteristics: “one who breaks things and grumbles”; “one who refused to eat
maggots” (since hyenas are scavengers, this wife desires to put extra burdens on him since he must bring fresh meat home to her); and “one
who waits by the crossroads” (the crossroads are locations where secret lovers are believed to meet; this wife’s name hints at her
unfaithfulness)} He told his wives,

“Come with me, for I have seen an extraordinary gift.”
So they followed him back to the tree. There each of them stole a bag of eggs and returned two or three more
times. Then the hyena got inside the tree and said,
“When you go home, use those for your food. I will stay here for there are many more eggs. Besides, if the
eggs are this good, I think the layer will be even better. I will wait for her.”
So he said, “Tree open,” and when it opened, he entered inside. Then he said, “Tree close,” and it closed, He
stayed inside there.
The ostrich stayed away from her eggs until she was satisfied drinking. When she was returning, the hare, who
was nearby, called out,
“Uncle Hyena, say ‘tree open’ because the ostrich is returning from the river. Say ‘tree open’ for she is a dark
cloud in the middle of the day. Say ‘tree open!’” The hyena replied,
“Tree close, Oh sweet tree; foyox-moyox.”\fn{Onomatopoetic expression recreating the sound of the hyena crunching
greedily into the shells of the ostrich’s eggs} The hare repeated his warning,
“Uncle Hyena, say ‘tree open’ for the ostrich is coming from the river. Say ‘tree open’ for she darkens the sky.
Say ‘tree open’ for she is a dark cloud on a shining day. Say ‘tree open!’” But the hyena only said,
“Tree close. Oh sweet tree, foyox-moyox.”
So the hyena stayed within the tree until the ostrich approached to within the distance of, say, between
here\fn{Porli} and Njau. The hare then said,
“Uncle Hyena, say ‘tree open’ for the ostrich is coming from the river. Say ‘tree open’ for she darkens the sky.
Say ‘tree open’ for she is a dark cloud on a shining day. Say ‘tree open!’” But the hyena again said,
“Tree close. Oh, sweet tree, foyox-moyox.” The hare said,
“He will not say 'tree open' because he will miss eating a few eggs.”
He stayed there until the ostrich arrived. She said to the hare,
“You, why are you outside the tree and not inside of it?” He replied,
“Uncle Hyena came here and took me out and got inside it himself.”
So the ostrich said, “Tree open” and the tree opened up. She caught the hyena and jabbed a horn up his ass and
turned it around until the hyena’s ass became very wide. She then set him down and took some mud and stuffed it
in his ass until it was full. Then she took two fish from her fishing net and used them as a stopper. Afterwards, she
sent the hyena home. When he arrived there he said to his wives,
“My wives, let us pray! I will lead you in prayer. Come and pray.”
Thereafter he went to pray. He bent down and intoned,
“Cho no noli, cho leet. Cho no noli, cho leet.”\fn{This is the hyena’s version of the Islamic call to prayer}
When he bent down to pray, they all saw the two fish stuffed up his ass. One of his children got up from
praying and pulled one of the fish out. The co- wife then said to her child,
“You bastard. You saw the fish in your father’s ass but you let him take it out. Now I won’t have anything to
cook today.”
So her child went and pulled on the second fish sticking in his father’s ass. When this child pulled it out, all of
the mud shot out and splattered into his eyes!\fn{ All the derogatory associations of excrement are called upon in this image to
effect an awareness of total humiliation. The hyena’s father can give nothing else to his children; his act is the final insult and punishment
for his previous uncontrolled, greedy behavior}

7: The Dog And Monkey Build A Town
A dog and a monkey agreed that they would build a town in which to live together. But afterwards the monkey
changed his mind and said to him,
“I will not join in this endeavor with you.” The dog insisted and said,
“Hey, let us join our towns together. If we do that, we will be able to drink, our children will be able to drink,
and your children will be able to drink. That would be much better.” The monkey replied,
“I will not do that. If you want, you can build your own town. That is none of my business.”
So the dog went and constructed his own town. He dug a well between his town and the temporary settlement
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of the monkey. He dug the well between his town and the monkey’s. That is where he built it.
One day the monkeys secretly left their village and went to the well. They wanted to do their washing in the
well. They washed their clothes until they were clean. They drew some water and began to wash. They sang,
Slosh them in the water,
Slosh them in the water,
Raise the clothes high and dunk them again.
Wring out the water,
Twist it out,
Let the sun dry them.

Thereafter a small dog came and saw them as they were going home. He quickly left and returned to his father.
He told him,
“Father, I think … what I have seen by the well … I think … they were the monkeys.”
Together they went to the well and saw the splattered water-marks in the mud and the traces of soap lying
about. The father said,
“Yes. It is all right.”
The monkeys stayed away from the well until their clothes began to become dirty again. Then they went to the
well and began to wash and wash and wash until you know they were almost finished. At that time they saw some
dogs coming to get them. The smallest monkey, the one that first sighted them, said'
Slosh them in the water,
Slosh them in the water,
Raise the clothes high and dunk them again.
Wring out the water,
Twist it out,
Let the sun dry them at home.

The other monkeys said, “Oh, he doesn’t know what he is talking about. Dry them at home? Let us wash here.
Any dog that comes here, we will beat him to death until his ass looks like a bitter tomato.”
But when the dogs sprang on the monkeys, they dropped their clothes in the mud. The dogs chased after them.
Thy followed one monkey and ran after him. That one was yelling,
“The tree at Walo\fn{The ancient town of the Wolof in central Senegal } is where I will be safe. The tree at Walo is
where I will be safe.” But when he met up with an old person he was told,
“Some people have cut that tree down.” But the monkey continued,
“The tree at Walo, that is where I will be safe.”
He reached the tree and climbed up into it and rested there. He remained there for three months and ten days
until the red ants began to walk on the dog who was still waiting for the monkey to descend the tree. He said,
“That dog must be dead by now, I see that the red ants are even on him.”
So the monkey descended the tree. When he stood by the dog, he began to count its teeth singing,
This one has killed my mother;
This one has killed my father;
This one has killed my grandfather;
This one has killed my great grandfather;
This one has killed my wife;
This one wanted to kill me.

Then the dog snapped at his fingers. The monkey closed his eyes and said,
“Oh my, I didn’t know I too was going to end up in the dog’s mouth.”\fn{ The monkey has failed to abide by his oral
contractual agreement with the dog. His refusal to join in constructing the well is also a demonstration of his anti-social attitudes: he does
not want to participate in any cooperative work project. This initial negative behavior pattern is illustrated further in the narrative with the
clothes-washing episodes. The monkey was not content to refuse help digging the well but he insists on ruining it for everyone else. The
monkeys misuse the well as their washing basin, stirring up the silt and polluting the water with their soapsuds. Although this behavior is
contrary to acceptable social etiquette, its deeper significance reflects an anti-social attitude, a disregard for other members of the
community. The dog's patience at the foot of the tree is indicative of the importance of the resulting punishment. The monkey’s anticommunity attitude, as illustrated through his behavior, cannot be permitted to find expression. His death in the final episode confirms the
value of social cooperation and mutual respect}

8: The Hare Saves The Hippopotamus
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The hare, the hyena, the donkey, the spider, the jine and all the other animals organized a wrestling contest to
be held on the other side of the river. They said,
“At the wrestling contest, everything will be supplied in abundance. There will be meat and rice and all other
types of foods.” At that time, the spider was as large as our donkey.
All the animals crossed the river. When they had all crossed the river, the spider came to the river and saw the
hyena crying and crying and crying. He called to him,
“Ah, Hyena!” He replied,
“Yes.” He said,
“Why are you crying?” He said,
“All the other animals are crossing the river, going to the wrestling contest. I am not able to swim. The lion
came by and I asked him to take me but he refused. The leopard came by and I asked him to take me but he
refused. The jine came by and I asked him to take me across but he, too, refused. No one will take me across the
river.” The spider said,
“Ah, hyena, that is because you never keep things to yourself. You are always revealing secrets.” The hyena
said,
“Honestly, if you carry me across the river, I will not tell anyone about it.” The spider said,
“Hyena, you are just lying.” He said,
“No!” The hyena said, “I promise I won’t tell,” He said,
“That is good, but if I take you across and you tell someone then I will not bring you back.” He said,
“That is good.”
The spider then prepared to take him across. He pulled a cord out of his sack and tied the hyena with it. The
hyena clung to it as the spider crossed the river jeefi-jem … jeefi-jem … jeefi-jem\fn{Ideophonic expression creating the
image of the strenuous effort exerted by the spider in pulling the hyena through the water, from the Wolof jet (work), jafa (difficult) and
jem (movement towards)} until they crossed the river. Then they went to the wrestling match together. As soon as

they reached the other side, the drums began to play and everyone there began to sing,
Samba. Who helped you over?
Samba. What brought you over?
Samba. What brought you over?

He said, “It was—” Then the drummers began playing,
Samba. Who helped you over?
Samba. What brought you over?
Samba. What brought you over?

He said, “It was—” Then the drummers began playing,
Samba. Who helped you over?
Samba. What brought you over?
Samba. What brought you over?

He said, “It was … the spider. He pulled a cord out of his sack and pulled me jeefi-jem.”
When he had said that the wrestling match was declared over and all the animals began to leave. The lion
returned home, The leopard returned home. The tiger returned, The jine returned. All the animals left. Only the
hyena remained.
He sat near the edge of the river and cried and cried. Soon a hippopotamus arrived and called him, “Hyena?”
and he said,
“Yes?” She asked,
“Why are you crying?” He said,
“I can’t get to the other side of the river.” The hippopotamus replied,
“Yes!” He asked,
“Can you carry me across the river?” The hippopotamus replied,
“You, you are too ungrateful. Whatever brought you here could have taken you back. I have just given birth
yesterday and I am in a hurry to return to my little children. So let me be on my way.” The hyena said,
“Ah, please carry me over. If you leave me here I will die—because I cannot swim.” The hippopotamus said,
“I will not take you over, because I do not trust you.” He said,
“Please take me across. I promise I will not harm you.” The hippopotamus said,
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“You, you never keep your word. I will not take you over.” The hyena again asked,
“Please take me across with you. I will not harm you.” The hippopotamus said,
“All right but remember your promise.”
The hyena climbed up on top of the hippopotamus’ back. The hippopotamus crossed the river. She swam and
swam until they reached the other shore. When they arrived there, the hippopotamus said,
“Now you must let me return to my children.”
The hyena did not let her go. The hippopotamus said,
“Let me go home to my children. This is what I feared from the beginning.” The hyena said,
“You must wait until my leg relaxes before you can go. When my leg is relaxed, you can go to your home.”
When the hyena’s leg had relaxed, the hippopotamus said,
“Now hyena, let me go home. I smelled that you would do a thing like this.” The hyena said,
“You must wait until my waist is relaxed.” The hippopotamus waited until the hyena’s waist was relaxed. Then
she said,
“Now, hyena, let me go home.” The hyena replied,
“Ah, what’s the hurry? You just wait until my tongue is relaxed.” The hippopotamus waited there like that for a
very long time.
It happened that the hare passed by the river porok-porok-porok-porok-porok.\fn{The hare is walking with great
dignity and composure} He asked the hippopotamus,
“Ah, why are you sitting here?” She replied,
“I was just doing the hyena a favor. I brought him across the river from the wrestling match. Now he will not
let me go home,” The hare said,
“You, hippopotamus, cannot carry the hyena across the river. There is no way that you could have brought him
across.” The hyena said,
“Pppppppp!\fn{Onomatopoetic expression recreating the exclamation of disbelief. This bursts forth from the hyena’s lips without
forethought} She brought me across, she brought me across, she brought me across.” The hare said,
“Ah, then go back into the water and show me.” The hyena told the hippopotamus,
“Yes, go back into the water and prove it to him.”
They went back into the water, farther and farther out into the river, When they were in very deep water, the
hare called out to the hippopotamus,
“Dive under the water! Dive under the water!”
The hippopotamus dove under the water with the hyena clinging to her tail. The hippopotamus remained under
the water until the hare told her to come out. When she came out of the water, the hyena had already drowned.
Then the hippopotamus returned home.\fn{This narrative clearly illustrates one of the hyena’s characteristic anti-social behaviors:
his failure to keep verbal agreements. In an oral society, there is high value placed on a person’s verbal commitments. All important
negotiations, transactions and contracts are formalized through the oral medium. One’s word becomes sacred because it is a basis for the
smooth functioning of the society. The hyena exhibits a total lack of appreciation for this social requirement. In this narrative he reneges on
two solemn promises: one to the spider and the other to the hippopotamus. Such untrustworthiness is dangerous and, therefore, punishable.
This is significantly accomplished by the hare, who uses his own verbal facility and intellectual acumen to save the hippopotamus from the
hyena’s death grasp. In contrast to the hyena, his use of language is trustworthy and reliable }

9. The Pilgrimage To Mecca
A goat made a pilgrimage to Mecca. When he was on his journey he met up with a hyena in the middle of the
wilderness, The hyena greeted him.
“Hey goat, where are you going?” The goat replied,
“I am making my pilgrimage to Mecca.” The hyena offered,
“Hey, may your pilgrimage be blessed!” But the goat countered,
“Uncle Hyena, do not be so quick to help my family, Do not be too eager.” The hyena shot back,
“Hey, all I said was ‘May your trip be blessed.’”
This particular herd of goats numbered 3,333. Their leader was a person who was very grateful to Allah. This
man only left his compound on Fridays to pray to Allah. He was the only one who spoke to the hyena. The hyena
questioned the chief goat,
“What are you thinking … thinking—thinking! ‘Don’t be too eager to help.’ What do you think could possibly
save you?” The goat replied,
“We are accompanied by our gewel.\fn{Griot} This gewel has a very pleasing voice. I know that if he sings for
you, you will be satisfied and leave us alone.” The hyena said,
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“Yes. Well, let him begin to sing so that I might know it.” The gewel began to sing,
Uncle Hyena, you can eat at home.
Take a ewe and free us.
Take a ram and free us.
The hyena said, “At the edge of the river, I will look for a boat.
I will go there, Aha.
At the edge of the river, I will look for a boat, Aha.
At the edge of the river, I will look for a boat, Aha.
I will go there, Aha.”

At that time the sun was just beginning to set. It descended slowly until it was completely dark. Now you know
that the hyena loves meat so much that he has lost his mind. When the gewel told him that he could take two goats
home to eat them, he became very excited. The goats said to him,
“Uncle Hyena, before you take the two goats, find us a boat that is suitable for us. Now you should go and
look for the largest hai\fn{A fine-grained, reddish-brown hardwood tree of the bead tree family of trees, having red berries which are
used for necklaces. It is significant that the goats send the hyena to this tree, for it indicates that they are outwitting the stronger hyena. It is
very difficult to cut such trees down, but the hyena does not know this. They use his ignorance and greed in their plans to escape the
danger} tree that you can find. A tree which, you know, if you carve it out, would hold all of us at one time.” The

hyena replied,
“You speak the truth. That is a very good idea. But first I want to listen to the song. Before it is over, I will
have cut down the tree.”
Uncle hyena, you can eat at home.
Take a ewe and free us.
Take a ram and free us.
But look for and construct a boat, Aha.
He said, “I will look for a boat and I will carve it,
At the edge of the river, I will look for a boat and carve it, Aha.”

The hyena departed looking for a hai tree. A hai tree which was very large. When he reached the right location
he removed the axe from his shoulders. He chopped seven times and then he said,
“I must go and look for a place to hide my cache.\fn{ I.e., the new-found store of food he envisions he has found in the
goats} This cache is mine. Allah didn’t give it to me; his messengers didn’t give it to me; my luck didn’t give it to
me; my mother’s hard work didn’t give it to me. I gave it to myself. No one gave it to me. Yes, I will eat from it
during my lifetime and it will never be all consumed. I will give Toj Geda two goats. I will give Wida Nyamul
Saket three. I will give Njonkon Chelis four.\fn{ All names of his wives } I will not allow Dulange\fn{“One-who-isexcrement”; the hyena’s son} to touch any because someday he will inherit everything that I own. For Yaga
Yaga\fn{“One-who-has-been-living-at-home-for-a-long-time”; his daughter} I will give nothing.”
It happened that, as he turned his back, the goats ran in the opposite direction for about a mile and a half. When
they heard the footsteps of the hyena running through the brush, the eldest goat yelled,
“All of you stop!”
They stopped right there. When the one said stop, the others stopped. When the hyena arrived he said to them,
“Aha! Goat?” The leader replied,
“Yes?” He said,
“I didn’t leave you here.”
“Uncle Hyena, if you look at the position of the moon and then look at our position, you will know that we
speak the truth. May we die if we lie. When we die, we will die with honor. For here is where you left us.”
The hyena gazed up at the moon and then down at the goats. He stood there for a while and then he said,
“You speak the truth before Allah. You are telling me the truth. I know that you would not lie. But now I am
not satisfied. Let me hear some more of that song.” The gewel sang,
Uncle hyena, you can eat at home.
Take a ewe and free us.
Take a ram and free us.
But first, look for a boat, Aha.
He said, “There I will look for a boat, Aha.
I will find it there, Aha.
At the edge of the river, I will look for a boat. Aha.
I will carve it there. Aha.”
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As he was giving him the song again, the hyena set off into the brush, The goats left when they saw that he was
completely out of sight. It was as if they had gone from our village\fn{Porli, The Gambia} to Panchang\fn{A small village two miles
from Porli} and waited there. They ran there.
When the hyena reached the tree, he immediately turned back again and went to where the goats had advanced.
When he reached them he said,
“You all, now listen! This is not the place where I left you.” They replied,
“Uncle Hyena, if you look at the position of the moon and then at our position, you will see that you left us
here.” The hyena said,
“Hummmmm! You speak the truth. But before I leave again, satisfy me with your song.” He sang,
Uncle hyena, you can eat at home.
Take a ewe and free us.
Take a ram and free us.
But where will you look for a boat, a boat to transport us? Aha.
He said, “There will I look for a boat. Aha.
I will find it there. Aha.
At the edge of the river, there I will look for a boat. Aha.
I will find it there. Aha.”

When he returned to the hai tree the goats left again. They continued to run. By the time the hyena had reached
the tree, the goats had arrived at the village of Njau.\fn{ The residence of the District Chief, Al-haji Omar Sise, in the Lower
Saloum region of McCarthy Island District, The Gambia}
The hyena chopped only two times at the hai tree with his axe when his thoughts returned again to the goats.
He stopped, and then began to run back to them. When he reached the place where he had left them, the goats
heard his footsteps and stopped. When the hyena caught sight of them, they were standing still. When he caught
up to them he said,
“Aha! Honestly now, this is not the place where I left you!” They said to him,
“Uncle Hyena, look at the moon. You will see that we are in the same position we were when you left us.” He
agreed then, saying,
“You are right. But now I am not satisfied. I must hear the song while I head back to the hai tree.” The gewel
sang,
Uncle hyena, you can eat at home.
Take a ewe and free us.
Take a ram and free us.
But first look for a boat to transport us.
He said, “There I will look for a boat.
I will find it there, Aha.
At the edge of the river, I will look for a boat. Aha.
At the edge of the river, I will look for a boat. Aha.”

When he heard this song he left the goats. He returned to the hai tree. As soon as he reached there the goats
entered Njau. Each one went into his own home and stayed there.
After only two or three chops, the hyena threw down his axe and ran after the goats with very long strides, nar
… nar … nar … nar\fn{Ideophonic expression recreating the fast-paced gait of the Mauritanian, nar. The hyena here is walking like
a Mauritanian} until he arrived at the Njau crossroads. He saw many footprints there in the dirt but he did not know
which footprints to follow. He then entered the village of Njau and went up to the center of the village square.
There he called out with a very loud voice,
He can eat at home!
He can eat at home!
He can eat at home!

Until today, that is why if goats meet the hyena in the fields, they do not travel with him.\fn{ This narrative focuses
on the character of the hyena, his behavior with his own family and the community at large. It provides a good understanding of the basis
for his use in the narrative tradition as a symbol of shame. He is consistently presented by gewel as a highly individualistic, and thereby
anti-social, being. This is dramatically illustrated in his soliloquy regarding his imagined cache. Here he disclaims any linkages with others;
neither Allah, his disciples nor his own mother were instrumental in his acquiring this wealth. Thus he claims no need for reciprocity.
Although he states that he will give a goat to various family members, their number is insignificant compared to the 3,333 goats that he
plans to capture. His apparent generosity conversely highlights his selfishness. These highly individualistic character traits are antithetical
to Wolof cultural values}
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1.20 1. The Jealous Co-Wife 2. The Hyena And The Hare Search For Wealth 3. The Lion’s Treasured Goat 4. The
Young Man And The Talking Skull 5. The Marriage Of Two Masters Of The Wolof Language 6. The Search For A
Friend 7. The Hare And Hyena In The Well: Seven Folktales\fn{by Malik Boye (1944- )} Porli, Upper Saloum
District, Central River Division, The Gambia (M) 16
1: The Jealous Co-Wife
There was a young man. He had no mother. Only his father was still living.
They lived in the same compound. The father only had this one child. The young man’s step-mother also had
one son.
This father had a very large herd of cattle, which his eldest son one day would inherit. The step-mother did not
like this young man at all. Every day she would try to do things that would kill him. She wanted to get him out of
the compound, but she did not have the power to accomplish it. Every day she would devise a new plan to force
the young man to leave.
There was a river out in the bush where only the wildest and meanest animals lived. One day the step-mother
called her husband and said,
“Samba\fn{The eldest son’s name} must take the herd out to the Jeri\fn{ A river said to flow through the territory of Walo in
Senegal} river today.” The husband said,
“Really?” She replied,
“If he does not go to the river today, I will pack up my belongings and leave you.” The young man’s father
then called Samba and said to him,
“Tomorrow you will lead the cattle to Jeri. If you do not take the cattle to Jeri then your step-mother will leave
my compound.” He replied,
“Yes.”
In the morning Samba first milked the cows as he always did. When he was finished, he went to his father and
said to him,
“I will not go to Jeri. Anyone who goes there will surely die.” His father said,
“You must go there!” He replied,
“No!” His father said,
“If you do not go there, your mother will leave me.” Samba replied,
“All right.” You know, anyone who ever went to that river with his cattle never came back home. But the stepmother persisted in her attempts to kill the young man in some way.
Then the young man returned and untied the cattle. As he prepared to leave home he sang to his cattle,
Mother told me to herd the cattle at Jeri;
Father told me to herd the cattle at Futa.\fn{A reference to the Futa Toro area in Senegal, which is in Walo}

The largest bull in the herd replied,
My Crown of horns; my crown of horns;
Samba, if you herd at Jeri, I will protect you.

They walked and walked and walked toward the river. When they reached the middle of the bush, the young
man sang out again,
Father told me to herd at Futa.
Mother told me to herd at Jeri.
Father told me to herd at Futa.
Mother told me to herd at Jeri.
Father told me to herd at Futa.
Mother told me to herd at Jeri.

The bull replied to him,
My crown of horns; my crown of horns;
Bubu Ngari, Bubu Ngari.
Samba, if you herd at Jeri, I will protect you!
Bubu Ngari, Bubu Ngari.
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Samba, if you herd at Jeri, I will protect you!

They walked on and on until they were very near to the river Jeri. They were able to see lions, tigers, leopards,
hyenas and all the other animals there. All the animals stood up tem\fn{Onomatopoetic expression recreating the sound of
the animals rustling to attention as they become alert } staring at the large herd of cattle that had just arrived. The young
man became very frightened. He could not move but stood very still. He began to sing,
Father told me to herd at Futa.
Mother told me to herd at Jeri.
Fathe told me to herd at Futa.
Mother told me to herd at Jeri.

Then the bull replied:
My crown of horns, my crown of horns,
Samba, if you herd at Jeri, I will protect you!

The young man then took shelter behind the bull. The lion approached them. Just as he was about to jump on
the young man, the bull intercepted him in the air and pierced the lion in the stomach with his sharp horns. The
lion died.
Then the tiger attacked. He jumped in the air. As he was about to land on the young man, the bull caught him
with his horns and stabbed him in the stomach. The tiger died.
The bull acted like this, until he had killed two lions and three tigers. The other bulls had killed all the rest of
the wild animals there.
The young man then went and cut off a few of the lions’ tails, their legs and their manes. Then he went over to
the tigers. He cut off a few of the tigers’ tails, their legs and their hair. He placed all of these into his bag. He did
that to show the people in his village that he had actually traveled to the river. When they were finished drinking,
they prepared to depart. As they were walking back home the young man sang out to his cows:
Mother told me to herd at Jeri.
Father told me to herd at Futa.
Father told me to herd at Futa.
Mother told me to herd at Jeri.

Then the bull replied:
My crown of horns, my crown of horns,
Samba, if you herd at Jeri, I will protect you!

They walked and walked and walked for a long time. When they were in the middle of the bush, the young
man stopped and sang out again:
Father told me to herd at Futa.
Mother told me to herd at Jeri.
Father told me to herd at Futa.
Mother told me to herd at Jeri.

Then the bull replied:
My crown of horns, my crown of horns,
Samba, If you herd at Jeri, I will protect you!

When they reached their compound the young man then tied up all of his cows. Then he went to his father and
said, “My father!” and he replied,
“Yes?”
“I have gone to Jeri and now I have returned!” His father said,
“Hunnh, how could you go to Jeri and return?”
Then the young man took out his sack and opened it. He showed his father all the parts of the lions and the
tigers. The father said to him,
“It is true, you have been to Jeri! Here are legs, tails and hair to prove it.”
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When the woman heard what the young man had done, she became very angry, but she could not do anything
about it. She remained in her house, remained in her house until her anger cooled off. Everything that she had
attempted to do to kill the young man had failed. The young man always escaped her traps, without any harm
being done to him.
One day the step-mother prepared some sour milk for the young man. She put poison into it. She set it down
where the young man always sat and ate his morning meal. When the young man finished milking his cows, he
went home to eat his breakfast.
After he sat down, he began to drink the sour milk. But before he could drink it, the bull approached him and
kicked the calabash of sour milk onto the ground. The young man said,
“Hey, what are you doing?”
He grabbed a stick and began to beat the bull. The bull picked up the young man with his horns. Then he set
him down again and said,
“The sour milk, which your step-mother had prepared for you, was poisoned. If you would have finished it,
you would have died.”
The young man then went and milked four cows and drank the milk until he was satisfied.
Everything that the step-mother tried to do to kill the young man had failed. Soon afterwards the woman
collected her belongings and left his father’s compound.\fn{ For a comparative tale see “The Guardian Sheep.”}
2: The Hyena And The Hare Search For Wealth
The hyena and the hare traveled in search of wealth. The hyena wanted silver and gold; the hare wanted a
flute.\fn{Only members of the griot caste are recognized as musicians. The hare’s request for a flute and his subsequent productive
playing of it identify the caste membership of the hare } They set out on this journey together.
They traveled for a very long time until they reached a village. They entered it and there saw an old man. They
called out to him,
“Old man!” He replied,
“Yes?” They asked,
“Does the king live far from here?”
“No, he does not live far from here. You can leave and be there in a very short time.” They replied,
“That is good!” When the old man left, the hyena said,
“Look at the way the old man walks, with a limp. Maybe we should follow him?”\fn{ The suggestion by the hyena
underscores his general lack of respect for older people and his carnivorous appetite. His intended behavior marks him as anti-social. He
suspects that the old man, who is having difficulty walking, might in fact fall down. There he would be vulnerable to the hyena's attack and
easily overcome. The hare provides external control over the hyena’s activities. He divorces himself from such ideas and behaviors by
scolding the hyena and forcing him to change his mind about the old man } The hare replied,

“Let us go on our way. Leave the old man alone.” The hyena replied,
“All right.”
They walked again until they arrived at the king’s village. When they met the king they exchanged their
greetings. Then the king asked the hyena,
“Since you are the oldest, tell me, what is your purpose for coming here?” The hyena responded,
“As for myself, I want riches. I don’t know what this young man who accompanied me wants for himself. All I
want is silver and gold. If I get them now, I will go back to my house immediately.” The king acknowledged his
request replying,
“Yes!” Then he asked the hare,
“What do you want from me?”
“All I want is a flute.” The king replied,
“All right.” Then the king said to them,
“Since it is so late you should spend the night here.” They said,
“Yes.”
The king dispatched a servant to prepare rooms for them. They were taken to their rooms. The hyena was
given an animal skin to sleep on during the night while the hare was given a reed mat. After they had both fallen
asleep, the hyena awoke and completely devoured the animal skin on which he had been sleeping. Then he went
back to sleep on the ground.
In the morning the hare awoke and returned his mat to the king. When the hyena met the king he was asked,
“Where is your sleeping mat?” The hyena softly replied in his very nasalized voice,\fn{ The hyena’s speech is
usually narrated with exaggerated nasalization. This adds to the humorousness of the character by presenting him with what is recognized
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as sloppy, lazy, and mispronounced diction. Often the sounds uttered by the hyena are entirely unintelligible. This dimension in character
development allows for artistic variation. As such, it is a mark of virtuosity that audiences respond to with spontaneous laughter. The
hyena’s speech thus reinforces the description of his being a totally shameful creature, the epitome of the anti-social model }

“I ate it last night. I didn’t have any dinner so I ate it instead.”
After a while the king ordered ten cows to be brought to him. These he gave to the hyena. The hyena got ten
cows. Then he called the hare to him and said,
“You, hare, all you want is a flute. Here it is.” After they were given their gifts, they left that village altogether.
They traveled a very long time until they were out in the middle of the wilderness. On this journey they
became very hungry. They did not have anything to eat. The hare said to the hyena,
“Uncle Hyena, we do not have anything to eat. I am very hungry.” The hyena said,
“Let us have a taste of your flute.” The hare agreed and began to play,
“Proti-ndoti, ndoti-proti,”fn{These sounds imitate the melody played by the hare. Since this chorus is repeated many times, it is
frequently sung by the entire audience. The ability to involve one’s audience in the participation of such songs enhances the reputation of
the storyteller who has turned a story-telling session into a memorable family or community event }
I accompanied the hyena, proti;
He was given ten cows, proti;
I was given a flute, proti;
Uncle hyena will soon kill a cow, proti.

After the hare had played this song, the hyena could not restrain himself. They killed a cow and prepared it for
eating. They ate it until they were completely satisfied. There were nine cows left. After that they left there.
They walked and walked until the hare began to play his flute again,
I accompanied the hyena, proti;
He was given ten cows, proti;
I was given a flute, proti;
Uncle hyena will soon kill a cow, proti.

The hyena could not resist the song. He went and killed another cow. Then they ate it. When it was finished,
they continued on their journey.
They walked again until they were half-way to their village. The hare told the hyena,
“Ah, I am very hungry. We do not have anything to eat.” Then he began to play his flute. It said,
I accompanied the hyena, proti;
He was given ten cows, proti;
I was given a flute, proti;
Uncle hyena will soon kill a cow, proti.

When the hare finished playing his flute the hyena felt very hungry. He said,
“Since we are traveling together, I will feed you.”
Then he killed another cow and they both ate it. When it was finished they left.
The hare and the hyena continued to act like that until only one bull remained from the original ten. It was the
biggest and the strongest of them all. There was only one bull left. The hare said,
“Ah, I am very hungry but there is nothing left to eat.” The hyena said,
“Yes.” So the hare began to play,
I accompanied the hyena, proti;
He was given ten cows, proti;
I was given a flute, proti;
Uncle hyena will soon kill a cow, proti.

The hyena became very angry. He went up to the bull. He tried to grab it by its horns but the bull threw him
over his back. The hyena landed on the ground and said, “Hnnuh!”, and remained seated on the ground: The hare
began to play again:
I accompanied the hyena, proti;
He was given ten cows, proti;
I was given a flute, proti;
Uncle hyena will soon kill a cow, proti.
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The hyena said, “How can I kill that bull? He is so strong that he will kill me instead of me killing him. I will
just leave him alone.” Then the hare began to play his flute:
I accompanied the hyena, proti;
He was given ten cows, proti;
I was given a flute, proti;
Uncle hyena will soon kill a cow, proti.

The hyena rose and said to the hare, “I do not want to eat this bull. I can't kill him like I killed the other cows. I
will just leave him alone. I don’t want him.” The hare replied,
“Uncle Hyena, why do you not just shoot the bull? That way you can easily kill him.”
“No, I don’t want to shoot the bull. If I shoot at the bull, I might be the one to die. If you want the bull you may
have it. I don’t want it.”
So the hare took the bull and his flute. When he arrived at his own compound he tethered it to a post.
After a very long time the hyena became very hungry. He was not able to catch anything to eat for many days.
So he returned to the compound of the hare and said to him,
“Do you remember when we were traveling together?”
“Yes,” replied the hare.
“I gave you a bull to keep for me. You said that you would care for it until it became very fat.” The hare said,
“Yes?” He said,
“Now I have come to ask for the bull back.” He said,
“What?”
“I want to take my bull back and eat it.” The hare repeated,
“What?” The hyena said,
“Is this the bull we had when we were traveling together?” He said,
“Yes, that is the bull.”
“What are you going to do with it?” The hare replied,
“I am just going to leave it here.” The hyena said,
“Ah, you can’t do that. You must slaughter it now.” He said,
“All right. I will call you when it is ready to eat.”
The hare then went and shot the bull. He cut it up. cooked the meat, and stored it in some food pots. After a
while the hare ate some of the meat. Then he ate more of it until it was all finished. When it was completely gone
he called the hyena,
“Hey hyena, come here.”
The hyena had been waiting for a very long time. He was extremely hungry. As he ran into the hare’s
compound he heard the hare say,
“Hey Uncle Hyena, show your teeth … show your teeth!”
As the hyena entered the gate, the hare threw him the last remaining bone. The bone struck the hyena on the
teeth and they began to bleed. When the hyena tasted his own blood he began to suck it into his mouth eesshh …
eesshh … eesshh … and said,
“I got more than you. I got more than you. I got more than you.”\fn{ The relationship between the hare and the hyena
that is established in the initial sequence is the model that is followed through the subsequent image sets. The hyena’s anti-social behavior
described in notation number three followed by the hare’s exercise of control is the pattern for the later exchanges. The central action
sequence involves the hare’s request for food and the hyena’s denial of it. In order to obtain food, the hare must exercise control over the
hyena through musical suggestion. Only after the hare plays his flute does the hyena agree to share. The hyena’s refusal to share his food is
a mark of shame, for sharing is one of the most important Wolof social values. His denial of the hare’s request is uncivilized and
dishonorable. This behavior is parallel to that exhibited by him in the initial sequence. The hare forces the hyena to comply with the social
code through the exercise of his traditional caste role: musician, entertainer, and social conscience. The final narrative sequence views the
hare inflicting pain on the hyena for a similar infraction of the social code. When the hyena could not kill the last bull the king had given
him, he in turn gives it to the hare. When the hyena returns to the hare’s compound and demands its return, he is reneging on his previous
offer. While this is typical behavior for the hyena, it is not admired by the Wolof. The hare is thus completely justified in punishing the
hyena}

3: The Lion’s Treasured Goat
There was a lion who owned a goat. He loved this goat very much. No matter how hungry the lion became, he
would never eat the goat. He kept it tethered at his home and saved it.
It happened that one day the hyena's son, who was called Dulangi,\fn{ Literally dul, excrement, angi, here is. This name
reveals the parental antagonism that is believed to exist within the hyena’s family. As anti-social beings, they symbolize a counter-value
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system. This behavior is important to understand for it is the converse of the Wolof ideal }

one day passed by the lion’s house.

There he saw the goat. When he returned home, he said to his father,
“I saw a goat at Uncle lion’s house today.” The hyena replied, “Yes?” and he said,
“Yes!” Hyena asked, “A goat?” and he replied,
“Yes!” He said,
“A goat at the lion’s house … do you think that it is possible to get the goat out of there?” He said,
“I saw it with my own eyes.”
“Ah, Dulangi, Dulangi! If I go there and I don't find anything, I will return and kill you.”\fn{ Such a statement
reinforces the audience’s realization that the hyena does not love or respect his own offspring. His behavior strengthens his negative role
model image, for parents are expected, naturally, to love their children } He said,

“Father, I swear to you that I saw it.”
The hyena went and saw the goat. When he returned home, he called all of his wives together and said to them,
“There is a great crisis at hand. A thief wants to steal from another thief. I want each of you to go out and bring
back your grandmother’s sheepskin.”
After they had each brought the sheepskins of their grandmothers, he covered himself up with them. Then the
hyena sneaked over to the lion’s house and stole the goat. He took it home and killed it. He called his wives,
Kumba and Wida Nyamul Saket, and said to them,
“Now you must cook this meat quickly.”
So they cooked it. After it was prepared they all ate it.
The lion soon arrived looking for his goat, but he did not find anything. He saw the hyena’s footprints and said
to himself,
“Ah, that scoundrel!”
Then the lion began crying and crying. He cried until the hare approached him and asked,
“Why are you crying, Uncle lion?” He replied,
“That hyena stole my goat,” Hare asked, “Did he steal it?” and he answered,
“Yes!” The deer also approached him and asked,
“Why are you crying, Uncle Lion?” He answered,
“The goat that I was depending on has been stolen by that hyena.” He asked, “Really?” and he replied,
“Yes!” The deer who had been traveling with the hare said,
“I know a song, in addition to all the stratagems of the hare, that will surely force the hyena to reveal himself
to us.”
The lion had already looked all over the bush, searching for the hyena, but he had had no success. Then the
hare asked the deer to sing his song for the lion. The deer began:
Antelope, Antelope, the rascal has muddied it for me.
Antelope did not dig the well.
The rascal has muddied it for me.
Stop drinking, we dug the well.
The rascal has muddied it for me.
Stop drinking, we dug the well.
The rascal has muddied the water.
He was the one, the rascal dirtied the water.
He was the one, the rascal dirtied the water.\fn{This chorus appears in other narratives involving the hyena and the antelope. These narratives present
the antelope deceiving the hyena and escaping from his grasp. The hyena is subsequently beaten by the other animals for his failure to guard the antelope.
The chorus is used here to remind the audience and the hyena of that mutual antagonism. When the hyena spies the antelope on the ground, his desire for
revenge leads him to drop his defenses and fall into the trap}

After the deer had finished singing, the hare said,
“Uncle Lion, deer and I will bring the hyena back to you.” He said, “Really?” and he replied,
“Yes!” He said,
“Uncle lion, if we bring him back to you, what will you grant us?” The lion said,
“I will protect you from all the hyena’s threats.” You know, whenever the hyena goes without eating, he always
attacks the hare.
The hare then asked the deer to sing his song again. He began to sing,
Antelope, Antelope, the rascal has muddied it for me.
Antelope did not dig the well.
The rascal has muddied it for me.
Stop drinking, we dug the well.
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The rascal has muddied it for me.
Stop drinking, we dug the well.
The rascal has muddied the water.
He was the one, the rascal dirtied the water.
He was the one, the rascal dirtied the water.

After the deer finished, the hare said,
“Uncle Lion, now we are going to use the deer in a trap. He will lay down and pretend that he is dead.
Assemble all of the animals you can and tell them to lay down in the middle of the bush as if they too were dead.
When you do this, I will bring the hyena back to you.”
The lion then went and assembled all the animals: deer, jackal, and all other kinds of animals. They lay down
on the ground and pretended that they were dead. The hare then left, going towards the village as he sang this
song,
All the animals are dead. All, all, all are dead.
They say I should inherit all of them,
But I cannot inherit all of them,
Since the hyena is the oldest.

The hyena heard this song and said,
“Ungh? Ungh?” When his son, Dulangi, began shouting, the hyena jumped on top of him and said,
“Hey Dulangi, shut up and listen! I want to hear that song again.” Then the hare began to sing the song again,
All the animals are dead. All, all, all are dead.
They say I should inherit all of them,
But I cannot inherit all of them,
Since the hyena is the oldest.

Immediately the hyena jumped up and said to Kumba and Wida Nyamul Saket,
“Gather up all the pots for cooking and all the sacks and get ready to leave.”
When they left their compound, they soon encountered the hare. The hyena asked him,
“Where are all of them?” The hare told him,
“They have all died.”
The hyena rushed towards his inheritance with his wives, their cooking pots and sacks. When they arrived at
the place where all the animals were laying down, they did not know where to begin eating. The hyena asked
Kumba,
“Who do we eat first?” The wife answered,
“Let us start with the lion.”
So the hyena approached the lion and placed his hand on top of the lion’s chest. He felt the beat of his heart,
tip … tip … tip! The hyena was so frightened that he farted, bipp! They said to him,
“What are you doing? Let us begin!” Then the hare began to sing:
All the animals are dead. All, all, all are dead.
They say I should inherit all of them,
But I cannot inherit all of them,
Since the hyena is the oldest.

The hyena said,
“I am not sure I want to go first.” Wida Nyamul Saket said to him,
“Go ahead Uncle hyena.” He replied,
“Ah, you come and see for yourself.”\fn{ The male hyena is too much of a coward to lead. He would rather turn over his male
role of strength and courage to his wife. This behavior is opposite the ideal. Wolof men direct their family through positive example, not by
word alone}

She approached the lion and touched his chest, She too felt his heart beating. Then she farted, bipp!
When she farted, the hyena attempted to run away from the side of the lion. But he arose, seized hold of his
leg, and killed him. He also chased after all of the other male hyenas and killed them. He did not destroy any of
the female hyenas because there were no male hyenas left around there.\fn{ This narrative focuses on the negative rolemodel of the hyena as parent and husband. As a symbol of shame, he exemplifies the opposite behavior and attitudes expected of Wolof
fathers. He treats his son with contempt, endorses theft of personal wealth, encourages disrespect for authority (symbolized by the lion),
exhibits poor social etiquette, abdicates his dominant position in the family to his wife, and humiliates himself as a weakling and a coward.
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In the final narrative sequence, the lion destroys all the male hyenas. The negative role-model provided by the father has prohibited any
possibility of behavioral change in his sons. The narrative, thus, emphasizes the responsibilities of Wolof fathers to their sons and to the
community}

4: The Young Man And The Talking Skull
There was once a young man. He traveled to a town which was called Njargen.\fn{ An imaginary town often referred
There he noticed a young woman who
was extraordinarily beautiful. Immediately he fell in love with her and longed to make her his wife. Later in the
day when he returned to his own village, he approached his father and said to him,
“Father, I have seen a young woman whom I want to marry.” The father listened politely and then responded,
“My son, we never go there to Njargen to negotiate our marriages. It has been so from the time of our
grandfathers and even of their great-grandfathers. We do not intermarry with the people of that village. Why do
you not seek a bride somewhere else?”
“I must marry this woman from Njargen,” he replied. His father looked at him gravely and said,
“You are your own master!”
The following day the young man returned to the village of Njargen. There, he himself negotiated all the
details of the future marriage. Her parents agreed to the engagement and soon the young man started to visit her
town regularly. One day before leaving to visit her, he went to his father and said,
“Father, I am going to visit my wife.”
“I am not going to your bride. I am not sending her anything; let no one involve me in this affair. You own
yourself. You can do whatever you like,” responded his father.\fn{ According to tradition, the first marriage is arranged by
to in fictional narratives. It is a town recognized for its adherence to traditional customs }

the parents. The young man may go to his father and tell him that he has met a girl he loves and wishes to marry. Inquiries are then made by
the father concerning the suitability of the girl and the integrity of her family. Griots are usually consulted regarding the ancestral lineage of
the intended spouse. If he decides the marriage should take place, the father sends her father a gift (usually kola-nuts) with the request for
his daughter in marriage. After receiving it the father consults his daughter and her mother for their consent. On their agreement he gives
their consent and shares the gift among the people in his compound, his friends and neighbors. After this, the young man may begin
formally visiting his beloved} So the young man left for the village alone.

When he reached the middle of the forest he was startled to see a skull, a plain skull. It had no feet, no chest
and no hands. It had nothing. This head sat in the middle of the road so that when the young man approached it,
he tried to side-step it and move just a little bit faster than he had walked before. But the skull called out to him,
“Come here and carry me with you!” The young man replied,
“I … I am going on my way … in a hurry. How can I stop to take you with me?”
“Take me along with you!” ordered the skull.
Now the skull was a devil\fn{ The Wolof narrator used the term seytane, from the Arabic for Satan. Since the final confrontation
between the young man and the skull occurs in the Islamic mosque, Malik Boye’s choice of Arabic terminology over a more traditional
Wolof word is appropriate} who carried along with him a blacksmith’s hammer, but still the young man refused. The

skull then sprung high up into the air and rapped the young man on the head with a resounding kow!
The young man was dazed but he picked up the skull and placed it into his traveling bag. Then he continued on
his journey. He walked on for a long time until he felt tired. Sweat was running down his cheeks.
“I am sweating and very tired,” he said to himself. But the skull chided him,
“Who do you think sweats more, me in the sack or you out in the open?” The young man understood what this
meant so he continued to travel farther.
When he reached his destination the young man greeted the people of Njargen and they responded politely. He
entered into his fiancée’s room and hung the traveling bag on one of the bedposts. After a while, the skull ordered
him to place it on the bed but the young man refused. Immediately the skull sprang into the air and knocked the
young man to the ground, kow! So he removed it from the bag and placed it where it desired.
The young man’s new in-laws soon brought him four large bowls of rice with goat-meat sauce to eat. The
young man said that he was going to call some of the inhabitants of the compound to share the meal with him. But
the skull told him not to call them. When the young man began to argue with the skull, it gave him another knock
on the top of his head with the hammer.
With that the young man became subdued. After closing the door of the house they sat down together to eat.
But the skull ate everything. He ate from bowl to bowl until all of them were empty.
After finishing, the skull ordered him to wash all the food bowls. Again the young man refused saying,
“That is not my job. I will call the children to take them.”
But the skull once again sprang up into the air and struck him with his hammer. The young man then washed
everything and took them outside where he handed them over to the people. When they saw him with the cleaned
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bowls they were surprised to see that the four large bowls of rice and meat were completely empty. They said
among themselves,
“We do not understand our guest at all. His customs are very strange.”\fn{ Sharing, especially food, is a mark of
cultural and personal pride. To refuse another food is a social disgrace, a positive sign that one is uncivilized }
Again near suppertime, the people prepared four more large bowls and presented them to their guest. They set
the food down before the young man and departed. He then said,
“I must call the people to come and share this meal with us.”
But the skull refused to share it. Instead, it ate everything by itself. For five successive days it continued to
behave in that manner.
Late one evening, after the last cock crowed, the skull ordered the young man to carry it to the mosque. This
time the young man agreed. He carried it inside the mosque and set it down on the floor. At once the skull began
to defecate profusely. It continued until all the feces were ankle deep throughout the mosque.
“Now let us get back to the house,” said the skull. “Carry me,” it ordered.
Just before dawn, an old man arose and prepared to go to the mosque to pray. He walked very slowly and
stiffly, porok-porok-porok-porok,\fn{In Wolof, the verb porok or parah means moving with great dignity and formality. The
repetition of the word is a literary convention which both fixes the image of the elder’s movements in one’s mind while it connotes the
necessary background associations required for the fullest assault of what he encounters in the mosque } until he reached the entrance

to the mosque.
“Alahu-ak-bar! Alahu-ak-bar,”\fn{Wolof expression of Arabic formula Allah Akbar; Allah is Good} he intoned, reciting
all the necessary prayers before stepping inside it. First he placed his hand down to touch whatever it was that was
covering his feet. He smelled it and said,
“Humm! Humm! Who has done this dreadful deed?”
Shocked, he left the mosque and hurried back to his own compound. He remained there until mid-morning.
When he finally left his home, he called all the people together and asked them who defecated in the mosque.
They all answered that it was not them. The old man decided to arrange a time for the entire village to assemble
and be interrogated.
When the appointed time arrived, everyone showed up except the young man. He refused to go. The skull then
ordered him to carry it into the assembly. When the young man refused the skull landed a severe blow to his head
with his hammer, kow! Subdued, the young man picked up the skull and placed it under his arm and proceeded
towards the village square. When he arrived there, the people asked
“Who defecated in the mosque?” Then the skull said to him,
“Go ahead. Tell them it was you!” But the young man refused.
The skull sprang up from under his arm and hit him on top of his head, kow! The young man began to
stammer. The people again asked,
“Who defecated in the mosque?” The skull insisted, “Tell them it was you!” but he still refused saying,
“I am ashamed to admit that in front of my brother-in-law, father-in-law, and the rest of the people.”
The skull then delivered still another crack to the middle of his head, kow! Then the young man fell down on
the ground and cried out,
“It was me! It was me! I defecated in the mosque! I defecated in the mosque!” With that admission the crowd
began to scatter, whispering to one another,
“That is her husband. That is her husband.”
That same day there was a divorce. The young man was humiliated. He could no longer remain in that village,
so he decided to return to his home.
On the road where he first encountered the skull, he was ordered by it to set it down and leave it. From that
point, the young man continued on his journey alone.\fn{ The behavior of the skull in the mosque is an abomination. Not only
does it dishonor the young man as an accomplice but it brings shame to the entire community whose life revolves around the mosque and
the religious ideals of Islam. The act represents a total scorn for the community, its ideals and standards. As such, it is a metaphorical
statement reflecting, on another level, the young man’s rejections of his father’s advice. By refusing to follow the traditional marriage
customs, the young man mocks their relevance for him. In this story, the skull is the symbol of the highly individualistic, self-centered
young man who refuses to follow traditions}

5: The Marriage Of Two Masters Of The Wolof Language
There was a young man.
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In another town there lived a young woman. This woman was so beautiful that she surpassed all the other girls
in her area. But all the young men who came to court her had a very difficult time talking to her. She only had to
utter a few words to them and they would go away very confused.
One young man heard about her. He left his village and decided to see this extraordinary girl for himself. He
started out on his journey.
At that same time, the beautiful girl’s father was just returning home from a very long journey on his camel. At
the crossroads outside of his town he met the young man. The young man called out to the elder,
“Where are you going?” The man replied,
“I am going on towards Panchang.\fn{ Located about ten miles up the Gambia river from Njau and three miles from Porli
where the beautiful girl lives} Then from Panchang I am going to Porli.” You know, that is where the young girl lived.
The young man said,
“Stop. Either you take me along with you on your camel or I will carry you along.” The old man said,
“Ah, what are you talking about? Can you not see that I only have one saddle on my camel? How can you
carry me, since you are only walking?” The young man replied,
“Yes.”
They began their journey together. The younger man was leading the way in front of the camel and the elder
man followed, still riding his camel. As they headed towards the town they continued to converse with each other
but the elder thought that the young man was crazy. As they approached one village, they passed by the side of the
“great house.”\fn{In Wolof, Ker gu rey. The Wolof refer to a cemetery, robukay, as the “great house.” To speak openly of the cemetery
would invite a visitation by death itself to one's own compound } The young man pointed at the “great house” and asked,
“Father,” and he replied,
“Yes?” He said,
“Wait, tell me who owns the ‘great house’ and is the owner himself dead?” The old man said,
“Hunnh? Do not bother me with such stupid questions. I do not want to be disturbed any more by you. Such a
stupid question, tch, tch, tch.”
They continued on their way. They walked and walked until they neared another village. There they passed by
a very large cassava field. The young man asked,
“Father, whom does that cassava field belong to?” The old man replied,
“That belongs to so-and-so.”\fn{In Wolof narratives, the hypothetical individual is usually referred to as diu, an indeterminate
someone} He asked again,
“Father, but that man does not have much cassava at all.” He replied,
“Hey, you child, you must be out of your mind. This field is full of cassava and you say that it has no cassava
at all. Ah … Do not bother me any more, tch, tch, tch.”
They continued farther on their journey. They passed by another field of cassava. This field had only a few
cassava plants and was surrounded by a fence. The young man asked, “Father,” and he replied,
“Yes?” He said,
“Father, who owns the cassava field?” The old man replied,
“That field is owned by so-and-so.” The young man said,
“That man certainly has plenty of cassava.” The old man looked at him and said,
“Do not be silly, my little child. There are only seven cassava plants here and you say that the owner has a lot
of cassava? Ah, get out of my sight. Leave me alone.”
They continued on their journey until they reached the town. When they arrived, the young man stayed in the
compound of the head of the village,
The young girl slaughtered a fat sheep for her father’s return and cooked it in a large bowl of benechin.\fn{A
meal consisting of steamed rice and fish or meat, fried in peanut oil, with a sauce composed of onions, tomatoes, peppers and spices } All
the young men were invited to her compound for supper.
After cooking the sheep, she placed all of the meat into the bottom of the bowl and then covered it with rice.
All the young men arrived. The young visitor was also invited to eat supper there. When they arrived, they all
began to eat. The young visitor refused to eat. They said,
“Come on and eat with us.” He said,
“No, I do not want to eat now.”
They all ate and ate until they were satisfied. He waited until they were all finished eating and then had washed
their hands. The young man washed his hands and then sat down in front of the half-empty bowl. The other men
said among themselves,
“Ah, he said he was full but now look at him, now he is ready to eat. What is the matter with him?” They
spoke in a very low voice, you understand! The young man thought to himself,
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“It is not normal practice of cooking benachin without including a single piece of meat in the bowl. Therefore
there must be some trick behind this action.”
Then he picked up the big bowl and began to shake it around until the meat that was on the bottom showed up
on top of the rice. When he saw the meat he took one piece of it and ate it. He called a child to take the remainder
of the supper back to the young girl.
When the young girl saw the bowl with all the meat still inside she was convinced, since the meat was so
abundant, that only one person had eaten some of it. She said that she was going to discover who that person was
before anyone could tell her. She decided that since he was so intelligent, she could call him to come to her
father's house without even telling him to come.
The young girl then took the sheep’s skin and wrapped the sheep’s head and legs up into it. Then she told her
sister,
“Take this inside the house where all the young men are sitting.” She replied,
“Yes.” She took it there. When she arrived, all the young men said,
“Hey, why did you bring us this hide with the head and legs wrapped up inside? And why did you send us a
supper of benachin without any meat in it? What kind of a trick was that?” Then they all left the house in disgust.
But the visitor stayed there.
When they had gone, he picked up the hide with the head and legs inside and walked over to the girl’s father’s
house. When he entered into the compound the people there asked him,
“You, what are you doing in here with that sheep’s skin, with the head and the legs wrapped up inside?” He
replied,
“I have been called here by someone.” Then the young girl appeared and asked,
“Who called you?” He replied,
“You, girl, you called me when you told me to come with my hands, you told me to come with my mouth, you
told me to come with my eyes, you told me to come with my nose, you told me to come with my ears. You talk
and I listen; then I will respond to you.” He said to her,
“When you talk, my ears hear it, my brain grips it and my tongue replies to you. My eyes see you and they see
your mother.”
After that the young girl stretched out her hand and shook the young man’s hand. Then she went to prepare her
father’s supper. When she arrived there her father said to her, “My child,” and she replied,
“Yes?” He said to her,
“My child, that young man, he nearly burst my mind today.” She said,
“How did he almost split open your head?” He said,
“That one is crazy.” She said,
“No!” He said,
“Oh, yes! When he first saw me he said, ‘Let me carry you or else you carry me.’ If I would have asked him to
carry me, how could he have done it, since I was riding a camel?” She said, “Father?” and he replied,
“Yes.” She said,
“Father, when he said, ‘Take me or I will take you,’ he meant that he would lead the way for you and you
should follow. He knows two cannot ride on one camel.” He said,
“No wait. That is not all. I am not finished yet.” He said to her,
“We passed by a village and approached a great house. He asked me, ‘Who owns this “great house”?’ I told
him that he was crazy because no one owns the great house. Then he asked me, ‘Is the owner dead or alive?’ Now
is that not a stupid question. He is certainly crazy.” The young girl said,
“That is not crazy. When you heard him talk that way he was really asking if the owner left children to
continue his name or not. That is why he asked if he was dead or alive.” The old man said to her,
“I am still not finished yet. After that we passed by a very big field full of cassava plants. Then he asked, ‘Who
owns this field?’ I told him it belongs to Mr. so-and-so. Then he said, ‘The owner only has a few plants.’ I told
him that he must be crazy because the whole field was full.” The young girl said to him, “Father,” and he replied,
“Yes?” She said to him,
“Father, when he said that he really meant to tell you that in the field the donkeys can go and dig up the plants
and eat them; the monkeys can go and dig up his plants and eat them.” Then he said,
“I am still not finished.” She said,
“And what else did you see?” He said,
“We then passed by another field of cassava. It was much smaller than the other one and it had a fence around
it. He asked me, ‘Who is the owner of this field?’ I told him Mr. so-and-so owns it. Then he said, ‘He owns a great
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amount of cassava.’ I told him he was crazy because there were only seven plants of cassava in the field.” The
young girl said,
“Father, when he said that he really meant to tell you that whoever wanted to dig up and eat some of that
owner’s cassava, first had to go and ask the owner for the key to the fence gate. No one can dig there without a
key. That is why he said that there was a huge amount of cassava there.” Then she said to her father,
“Father, this is the man that I want to marry.”
So the father engaged her to him and they remained in Porli for a long time.
6: The Search For A Friend
There was a king in the land of Jolof\fn{Ancient kingdom of the Wolof in Senegal (1549-1875)} who had a son. When this
son became a young man, he realized that he had never been anywhere; he did not know anyone outside his
village nor did he have any friends.
One day this young man told his father that he was going to search for a true friend. His father said, “Yes?” and
he answered,
“Yes!”
In the morning the youth walked and walked and walked until he reached another country. He stopped at its
chiefs home where he met someone his own age.
Now this chief had three wives. After exchanging greetings with him, they asked him,
“Why are you traveling around the country?” He said,
“I am the son of my village’s chief. I am looking for a friend and I have heard about your chiefs son. I liked the
sound of his name very much and wanted a chance to meet him in person.” So the women introduced him to the
chiefs son.
Now this young man had also never been anywhere; he did not know anyone nor did he have any friends.
Since both of these young men’s fathers were the traditional rulers of their respective countries, they soon became
friends and lived very close to each other.
The host’s father had three wives and the newest wife was very pretty. She was even prettier than Allah’s wife.
When the young man first noticed this woman, he liked her very much. When they were alone, he asked his
friend,
“Who is that woman and where does she live?” His host replied,
“She is my father’s wife and she lives at my compound.” The guest then confessed that he loved her very
much.
“Is that really how you feel?” asked the host, and he replied,
“Yes!” He said,
“I will give her to you if you truly love her.”
So the host arranged everything with his father’s wife without much difficulty. The woman said to him that she
also really loved him and would do anything he wanted, but that her husband was the chief. As such, whoever he
wanted dead, would die; and whoever he caught with his possessions would certainly die.
“Although the risks are great,” she added, “we could still be together.”
She devised a plan for their rendevous and then called her stepson. She said to him,
“I will put a calabash in front of my door at night. If the calabash contains two kola-nuts, that means that your
father is sleeping with me. But if it contains only one kola-nut, that means that I am sleeping alone. Go now and
tell your guest what I have told you.” He replied,
“Yes!”
The host then told his guest what the woman had told him. That night when he went to the calabash he saw that
there was only one kola-nut inside. So the young man entered her house and lay down with the woman. He slept
there. The next morning when they brought him some water, he bathed and then dressed himself.
After two or three days he returned to look at the calabash to see if he could spend some more time with the
woman. That morning the woman brought two kola-nuts to be placed inside the calabash. But as she threw them
into the calabash, one missed while the other kola-nut landed inside the calabash. She did not realize this and she
went inside her house. The chief was laying there inside on the bed waiting for his wife. When the young man
saw the one kola-nut in the calabash, he entered the house. After he got in bed he placed his hand on the old man’s
chest.
The chief immediately grabbed the young man’s hand. During those old days the chief’s son was easily
distinguished from common people. He would wear gold or silver bracelets on his wrists. When the old man
grabbed his hand, the young man struggled to set himself free, but he left one of his bracelets behind.
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Since he was the son of a warrior,\fn{ In Wolof, saltige. These were respected both for their physical and moral strength. As
such. they embody the ideals and values of Wolof society } if anyone would ask, he would say that the bracelet belonged to
him. In that way the chief would be able to identify him to be killed. The young man fled to his friend’s
compound and told him exactly what he did.
“If that is all that happened, then you should not worry because my father will not kill you.” He asked,
“Are you certain?” The host replied,
“I also am the son of a warrior like you are. I will not let him kill you.” He said, “Yes,” and he replied,
“Yes.”
It happened that the host had recently seen a lioness with her cubs in the middle of the bush. So this friend
killed some of his mother’s sheep and took the meat towards the king of the beasts. When the lioness spotted the
host with meat, she advanced towards him. As she did, the host began throwing some of the pieces of meat
towards her. The lioness devoured the meat greedily. As she was so occupied, he picked up one of the offspring
and took it to his home. He placed it under his bed and remained silent about what he had done.
The next morning the chief awoke very early. This chief owned a very large ceremonial knife. Whenever this
knife was picked up, a head surely would be severed.
The chief ordered the drums beaten and the whole town assembled. The women were also called to this
meeting. The chief's youngest wife was so beautiful that all the eyes of the people would turn towards her
wherever she went. She was so beautiful that she lit up the whole area.
When the chief came towards the assemblage, he announced that someone had entered into his wife’s house
the previous night and he fought with him. Though the man escaped, he said, he left behind a golden bracelet. The
chief wanted to know who owned the bracelet. Everyone interrogated replied that he did not own the bracelet.
When the host urged his guest to say that the bracelet belonged to him, he called out to the chief and said,
“That bracelet belongs to me. It is my bracelet.”
After he said that, the chief ordered the knife to arise. As the servant raised the hand that was gripping the
knife, the host intervened and caught the servant’s hand as it was descending. He advised his father not to act too
hastily. He told him that he should ask the accused what he had done before he had him killed. Accepting this
advice, the chief asked,
“Why did you come to my house?” But before the guest could answer, the host himself answered for his
friend. He said,
“Father, this man did not come here out of disrespect for you. Neither did he want to destroy you. We were
laying down in bed in the middle of the night, when everything, even the animals, were quite still. I asked him if
he thought he was brave and he said, ‘Yes.’ I told him that I was much braver than he but he disagreed. So I asked
him if he was brave enough to walk out to my father’s wife’s house and put his hand on your chest. He replied
that he was. I said that if he could do that, then I would go out into the bush and capture a lioness’ cub. That is
why he came into your house while you were sleeping with my stepmother. That is why he put his hand on your
chest. So when you grabbed his hand, he shook his hand and left his bracelet behind. Since he had done that, I too
went into the bush, and tricked a lioness so that I could capture one of her cubs.”
He told them that the cub was still under his bed. The chief then called a servant and ordered him to go and get
the lion cub. When he returned with the lion cub, the chief was so satisfied with the explanation, that he praised
both of them for their bravery.\fn{Friendship is the focus of this tale. The initial episodes present images of two young men whose
lives are incomplete because they do not have a friend. Once they discover each other, their behavior illustrates the essential criteria on
which friendship is based. In the narrative it is revealed that the new friends belong to the same royal, warrior caste; they are approximately
the same age; they have similar world perspectives; and they have mutually recognized needs. Their friendship is exercised according to the
established social ideals. First friends are entrusted with contributing to the happiness of the other. In this tale the host-friend arranges for
the sexual liaison between his guest-friend and his father’s youngest wife, Second, friends are committed to protecting the other’s life. Here
the host-friend employs all of his intellectual and creative abilities to devise a plan that prevents his father from beheading his friend. Third,
friends are obliged to sacrifice for the other. In this narrative the host-friend risks his own life in capturing the lion cub from its mother.
This exercise of friendship is accomplished within the norms of honorable behavior. Their actions are perceived in the same light as that of
the father himself. His pronouncement of their honor and courage in the final episode confirms social approval. One important issue in the
tale centers on the protective scheme devised. Although the host-friend does not relate to his father the entire circumstances of the affair, at
no time does he actually lie to him. This would run counter to the honorable model. Rather, he chose to highlight the secondary motivations
for his friend’s exploits and omits mention of his primary reasons. Since the father does not directly ask about sexual motives or activities,
they do not inform him of them. However, if he would have asked, they would have been obliged to admit the truth. This is in fact stressed
by the narrator himself, when he states, “Since he was the son of a warrior, if anyone would ask, he would say that the bracelet belonged to
him.” The father is impressed with his son’s explanation of the entire episode and the dispute is settled. The issue of bravery being an
important dimension of the concept of honor provides a means whereby the host-friend can save his friend’s life without destroying his
own, his friend’s, nor his father’s honor}

7: The Hare And The Hyena In The Well
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The hyena and the hare banded together in setting some traps. They joined up and set traps together. They went
away and left the traps. The hyena and the hare went together.
When they returned, they looked at the traps, but the traps only caught a few animals. The hare said to him,
“Uncle hyena, we have only caught a little. What has been caught, is much too meager. In my compound there
are only me and my wife. So you should give me this and tomorrow there will be much more. When we have
more, you will take it for yourself. You know that your compound is very large.” The hyena said to him.
“Yes, all right, we will do what you say.”
Ah, the hare then took the things. When they went home, his people ate them.
The next day they again went trapping. When they checked, they again had only half a sack of game. When
they collected a half-full sack. the hare turned and said to him again.
“Uncle hyena, this amount is much too small. Let me take it because tomorrow there will be much more. If
you do this for me, then tomorrow, whatever we catch, I will give it all to you. You know that your house is big,”
He replied,
“All right, let us do what you say.” So the hare took the things home.
The hare acted like that, he acted like that, he acted like that until, you know, the hyena became very weak. He
said,
“Now, I believe that the hare wants to kill me. In my household they say that they want whatever it is that we
catch there. Yes! He will not take and eat what we catch today because I have made myself a plan to get it.”
He called the hare until the hare finally came. He attacked the hare and beat him. But he was not dead. He took
him to a dried out well and threw him into it. He said,
“Ha! He is the one, I killed him. He is dead.” Later he told his household,
“Now we are the only ones left around here.”
Now the hare was lying in the middle of the dried out well. Soon a sheep passed nearby there. He called out to
him,
“Uncle sheep. Oh, Uncle sheep! You are very bad.” He replied,
“Ah?” He said,
“You, since I have been sick, until today, you have not visited me.” He said,
“Uncle hare, how can I come and visit you?” He replied,
“If you go this way and then that way, you will arrive here.”
So the sheep went here and went there and entered into the dried out well. As soon as he did, the hare caught
him and killed him. Soon a goat came. He said to him,
“Uncle goat.” He said,
“Yes?” He said to him,
“You, Uncle goat, since I have been sick until today, you have not even visited me.” He asked,
“Me? How can I enter your place?”
“You pass this way and then that way until you are in here and you see me. Afterwards you can go home.”
The goat also passed here and there until he reached the well and fell into it. The hare grabbed him and ate
him. Then a cow passed by the side of it and he said, “Uncle bull?” and he replied,
“Yes?” He said,
“You, since I have been sick until today you have not visited me.” He said,
“How can I visit you?” He said,
“If you just pass here, then pass there, you will see me. Then you can go.”
This one also passed here and passed there until he fell down the opening of the well. Then the hare devoured
him. The hare acted like that until he became very healthy. He was strong and had grown bigger than a cow. When
he was bigger than a cow, the hyena came and saw him. He said to him,
“Is this you? You are again big and fat. I thought that you died there.” He replied,
“Ah, Uncle hyena, when you threw me into this well I had one plan. It was the one method I had so that I
could catch enough meat to be satisfied.” He said,
“Yes? All right, now tell it to me.” He said,
“Yes, get out or I will beat you if you don’t tell me. You know that I will enter into the well. Tell me the plan.”
He said,
“You see, if you go into the well, a sheep will soon pass by here. Just say to it, ‘Uncle sheep, you are very bad.’
Then he will say, ‘Ah, why?’ You then tell him, ‘Since I have been sick, until today, you have not visited me!’
Then you say to him, ‘Just pass by this way and you will pass by here and fall into the well.’ Then you can devour
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him. Whatever passes by you, if you only do what I told you, you will be able to eat until you are satisfied.” He
said,
“All right. Get away!”
The hare was helped out of the well. He went, picked up a club and beat the hyena. He knocked him into the
well. The hyena began to cry and cry. Then the hare left. Afterwards a sheep passed nearby there. He said to him,
“Uncle sheep, you are very bad.” He replied,
“Ah?” He said to him,
“Since I have been sick, until today, you have not come to visit me.” He said,
“Where can I enter?” He replied,
“You only have to walk here and then there, fall into this hole and I will devour you.” He said to him,
“Hyena, you must be crazy! You will never see me nor will you devour me.”
A goat passed by there the next morning. He said to him,
“You, Uncle goat. You are very bad,” He replied,
“Ah?” He said to him,
“I am sick and you haven’t visited me.” He said,
“How can I locate your place?” He said,
“If you only pass by here and then pass by there, fall into this hole and I will devour you,” He replied,
“Stay there because I will not come to visit you.”
A bull passed near by there. He called out to him,
“Uncle Bull, I know that you are very fat but you are also very bad.” He said to him,
“Ah?” He said,
“I am sick today and you have not visited me.” He replied,
“Well, tell me how to locate your place.” He answered,
“When you pass by here and pass by there, fall down into this hole and I will devour you.” The bull said to
him,
“You. You can just stay there!”
The hyena acted that way and acted that way until, you know, he became very thin. Now the hyena’s back
became just like that of the red and yellow lizard.\fn{ The backs of these lizards are sharply ridged, thin, and protruding, The
hyena was so emaciated that his spine resembled that of the lizard } The hyena became delirious. He no longer knew what he
was doing, He began to salivate whenever he looked at his own testicles. He said,
“Hummm, it is honey. If I devour you, you will know it.”
He sat down again for a little while. He paced back and forth in the well. Then he seized them into his mouth
and said,
“Hai! They are on me … they are part of me!”
He then sat down. Paced around the well. He seized them into his mouth again. He said,
“Humm. They are part of me, you know.”
He stayed like that for a long time until he died. He was very frustrated. What could he do but just hold the
testicles in his mouth?\fn{ The patterned structural design of this narrative contrasts the mental capabilities of the hare with those of
the hyena. The hare used his knowledge of the world and the beings in it to provide for himself and his family. In the opening episode he
turns his awareness of the hyena’s greed to his own advantage in securing food for his family. The hyena is perceived as a victim of his own
weakness and lack of intelligence. Since he cannot think beyond the immediate circumstances, he invites great hardship to himself and his
family. In contrast, when the hare is thrown into the well, he again uses his intelligence to reverse a disastrous situation to a profitable one.
His invitations to the sheep, the goat and the bull are perceived in the same light. Like the hyena, these animals cannot foresee the logical
consequences of the hare's plan. They are too naïve and too gullible for their own benefit. This is not a socially approved quality. As the
narrative indicates, it is dangerous. When the hyena is placed in the same environment was the hare had been, his lack of intelligence and
verbal facility contrast sharply with that of the hare. His stupidity becomes the source of the narrative’s humor. The closing image of the
hyena holding his own testicles in his mouth plays upon the scorn and ridicule Wolof have for shameful ignorance }

176.35 Christie’s Crisis\fn{by Sally Singhateh (1977- )} Banjul, Banjul Division, The Gambia (F) 30
“Christie!”
Christie Lau jumped with a start and ran to her mother’s room. She had been thinking of what to wear to
Binette John’s birthday party when her mom’s shrilling call reached her.
“Yes mom?” she said even before she entered the room. Her mother was sitting cross-legged on her bed,
reading the morning papers. She spoke without looking up.
“Have you done your room yet?” she asked.
“No mom, but I was thinking of doing it after—”
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“No hon, I want you to do it now.”
“But mum—” Christie started to protest.
“Christie, you’ve been saying that for the past three weeks now.” Anna Lou placed her papers on the bed
beside her, brushed back her brown hair and continued, “Your room’s a mess. Now, I want you to go into that
room and tidy up before breakfast. Is that clear?”
“Yes.”
Christie went out of the room fuming a little. She entered her room and stopped at the door. Her room was
really messy. Her clothes were all over the place. So she decided to start with the wardrobe. Dust flew out as she
opened it. She picked up a worn-out T-shirt and began to dust the wardrobe. When she had finished, she hung all
her best clothes and stood back to admire her work.
“Now, what shall I wear to Bin’s party?” she thought, looking at her favourite clothes. The John’s were very
rich, so she wanted to look her best. She settled on a short jeans skirt and an over-sized T-shirt with a golden
impression of a lion’s face on the front. As she was about to close the wardrobe door, something caught her eyes.
It was a loose board at the back of the wardrobe. She was curious to see what was inside.
“Maybe it’s a map to a secret treasure,” she thought. “How stupid I am! Of course there’s no map. It’s just a
loose board that can be anywhere.” She sat on her bed and began to think of her best friend’s birthday party.
“Bin’s going to be sixteen tomorrow. Imagine that! Sixteen! The golden age. At sixteen one can do whatever
she wants. It’s—”
“Christie!”
“Oh no! Not again,” she screwed up her face, hopped off her bed, and out of her room. Her mother was in the
kitchen setting the table. She looked up as Christie entered.
“Binette’s on the phone,” she announced and turned back to what she was doing.
“Thanks mom.”
“Hi!” she said into the receiver. “Ain’t you excited about your party?”
“Yes, I am. Mom bought this beautiful dress for me. My word, it’s an ace! And guess what?” she asked
excitedly. She was almost shouting.
“Your parents are sending you to Italy?”
“No, guess again.”
“Tell me or I’ll kill you,” Christie threatened.
“Okay, I’ll give you a clue. It’s something that I’ve always dreamt of having … wait for it, my own room—”
“And your own private phone and number!” Christie shrieked.
“Yes!” Bin said in an even voice. “You’re a great guesser.”
“Oh Bin, I’m so happy for you.”
“Not more than I am for myself. All the same I wish it was a trip to Italy.”
“I don’t know why you want to go to that country. Can’t you think of some place more interesting to go to?”
Christie asked.
“Italy is interesting enough for me, thank you,” Bin said “I don’t know why I want to go there. It’s like a
magnet is pulling me towards it. Do you understand what I am trying to say?” Bin asked doubtfully.
“I think so.”
“What will you be wearing?”
“I want it to be a surprise. By the way, what’s your number?” Christie quickly fumbled for a pen and paper and
jotted it down. “Thanks. See you tomorrow.”
“Yea, bye.” Christie put down the receiver and turned to her mother.
“Wasn’t that wonderful, mom?”
“Yes, it was nice to hear you talk,” Anna smiled. Christie kissed her and ran up to her room.
*
It was Monday morning at school, two days after Bin’s party. Bin and Christie were taking a morning stroll
before classes.
“Hi Bin, hi Christie. Bin, your party was wonderful. Thanks for inviting me.”
Both girls spun to face Ali Jow, one of the best volleyball players in Duer High School. He was famed to be
one of the most handsome boys in Duer. He was a form ahead of the girls and although most of the girls flirted
with him, he was not the least bit interested in any of them.
“Hi Ali,” Christie said.
“Er … don’t mention it, Ali,” Bin said with a little embarrassment. She had not really wanted to invite him, but
Christie had talked her into it. Now Ali smiled, displaying nicely shaped white teeth and said,
“I’ll be seeing you guys around, right?”
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“Sure,” Christie answered; and he was gone. The girls watched him disappear into the main building.
“Was I dreaming or was that Ali the handsome?” Bin asked breathlessly.
“Yeah.”
“And to think he actually spoke to me. He didn’t even bother to talk to me after giving me a present at the
party.”
“Hold it,” Christie turned to look at her friend. “I thought you didn’t like him. ‘He’s a show-off jerk,’ you said
to me only yesterday. What happened to all that?”
“Oh Christie, I did hate him, but not any more.”
“Hmmm, I think we’re onto something. Go on.”
“Well, the night at my house … What I’m trying to say is that … at my party, when I saw him dancing with
Zainab, I felt jealous. I don’t know what happened but when I tried to stop myself, I couldn’t. All I felt towards
poor Zainab was hatred. I even regretted inviting her … You don’t think I'm stupid do you?” Bin looked earnestly
into Christie’s brown eyes.
“No, I don’t. After all Bin, it’s not illegal to fall for someone once in a while. That’s what happened between
Zack and I and as you can see, things have turned out fine,” Christie assured her friend soothingly.
RRRRRRRing!
“Gosh, that’s the bell for the first period!” Christie exclaimed.
“We’d better hurry. And by the way, try to pay attention in class,” she added as they hurried to their French
class.
*
It was lunch time and Christie and Bin were heading towards the cafeteria when Bin suddenly stopped.
“What is it?” Christie asked.
“Look!” Bin pointed towards the canteen door.
Christie followed her gaze and her eye rested on Ali and his best friend Tijan Waggeh laughing together. Tijan
was Zainab’s elder brother. Christie had fancied Tijan for a long time. She wished to go out with him and would
do anything even if it meant dumping Zack Fye.
“Don’t worry, you look great,” Christie said taking hold of Bin’s hand and pulling her towards the cafeteria. As
they neared the boys, Ali turned just in time to see them. Christie heard Bin sigh when Ali smiled.
“Hi girls. You know Tijan, don’t you?” he asked.
“Hi, how are you guys doing?” Tijan greated them shyly.
“Fine thanks,” Christie replied for both of them.
“Hey, Tijan and I were just going in to have lunch. Want to join us?” He looked at Bin, then at Christie and
then at Bin again, and before Christie could say anything, Bin replied.
“We’d like to.” She looked at Christie pleadingly then looked at the boys and smiled.
They all sat around a table, chattering like old friends.
“And there she was calling me again. I wanted to scream, but of course I didn’t,” Christie finished telling then
about her mom on the morning before Bin’s party.
“My mom’s almost the same as yours,” Tijan said. “Only mine’s worse. She started acting funny ever since my
baby sister died, which was about four and a half years ago.”
“I’m sorry,” Christie and Bin said in unison. They would have laughed if it was something else.
“That’s okay. I’ve got over it, I guess.” There was a long silence before Ali spoke.
“Bin, can I come over to your house this evening to study?”
Bin could not hide her surprise. He was a whole grade ahead of her!
“Well … I … you see, I made plans with Christie to—” Bin stuttered.
“That’s okay, Bin. You know I won’t mind,” Christie said as she gave her friend a kick under the table.
“Sure,” Bin said, “why not?”
“Sorry guys, but I got to go. I have a paper to do before the start of class. Will you excuse me please,” Tijan
apologised, as he gathered his books to leave the table. Christie watched him till he was out of sight. As she was
about to turn and face their table, her eyes met with Zack’s. He quickly turned his gaze away. She felt a pang of
guilt as she watched his dejected face. Deep down in the pit of her stomach, she knew that something awful was
going to happen soon.
*
Christie got home early that afternoon and went to her room to start on the book Salan Jobe had lent her that
afternoon. Christie, Salan and some other students worked together on The Wonders, their school newspaper.
Salan was Christie’s co-editor. Christie threw her bag into her wardrobe with a bang.
“Thank goodness mom isn’t here.” She moved her clothes to see what had caused the noise.
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“Gosh, that loose board again,” she grumbled, trying to put it back into place. However, it would not go, so she
decided to forget about it. Christie sat heavily on the bed and began to read. She must have fallen asleep while
reading because the next thing she remembered was a light knock on her door. She sat up slowly, rubbing her eyes
for better focus.
“Christie, it’s me,” a soft voice called.
Christie jumped off her bed and ran over to open the door. A kindly-looking woman in her early sixties stood
there smiling.
“Grammyy!” Christie hugged her grandmother happily.
“Watch it girl, you’re going to give your grandmother a stroke pretty soon if you continue hugging her so
tightly.”
Christie pulled away and looked at Mrs. Harris properly. She looked younger, Christie thought. Being tall,
slender with brown hair, she looked almost like her mother.
“Gramrny, you look wonderful.” Christie grabbed her grandmother’s hand and led her into the room.
“So do you, pumpkin. The more I look at you, the more I realise how pretty you’re getting day by day,” Mrs.
Harris said appraisingly. “I hope your mama keeps the lads out of your way, ’cos if she doesn’t, I’ll give her the
old something she’ll never forget.”
Christie looked at her grandmother, perplexed. She had not talked that way on her last visit, six months before
at her father’s funeral. Mrs. Harris only came to visit them when something important happened. Christie
wondered what this visit was about. Still, she smiled and said,
“Oh Grammy, you know mom. She takes good care of me.”
“I can see that,” Mrs. Harris remarked, “by your pretty self.”
“Grammy, will you stop saying that!” Christie said feeling a little embarrassment at the comment, but inside,
she was glowing. “So, how was your trip?”
“Simply tiring,” Mrs. Harris said as she took off the Mexican straw hat she had on. She threw the hat on
Christie’s bed and continued, “I had to change trains three times and it was rather …”
Christie listened to her as she chattered on about her trip. She had known her grandmother to be the talkative
type but she did not quite like gossipping. “If it were not for the strings of greying hair and the little wrinkles
around her eyes, she would be mistaken for Mom,” Christie thought. She looked at Mrs. Harris closely for the
second time and noticed some differences about her that had not been there the last time. Christie had always
thought that her grandmother looked like her mother, but now when she looked at her closely, she really did not
think so any more.
Christie wondered how long her grandmother was going to stay this time. She hoped that it would be at least a
month. She sighed gratefully and drew her attention back to what her grandmother was saying
*
Anna Lou let herself into the house by the kitchen door at exactly 5.30 p.m. She felt woefully tired from the
hard work in court, and the shopping afterwards. She put the bag of grpceries on the kitchen table.
“What I need is a cold shower, and then I’ll start thinking about supper.”
She felt a little better after the shower. She wore a pair of faded jeans and an over-size T-shirt, then hurried into
the kitchen.
“Mama!” she gasped as she entered the kitchen. Mrs. Harris sat on a chair, with Christie pouring her some fruit
juice. Mrs. Harris stood up and accepted her daughter’s embrace.
“Anna, you look … thin”—she looked at Anna with critical eyes—“and tired. How was work?”
“Ohhh,” Anna groaned as she sat next down to her mother, accepting the drink Christie handed her. “It was
exacting. I stood in court for five hours. The judge says that he’s still not satisfied. He needs to hear more
wittnesses.”
“What’s the case about?”
“This couple, Mr. and Mrs. Say. According to Mrs. Say, she owns 50 per cent of her husband’s company. Now
she wants a divorce and her share of CT&W. That’s the company’s name,” Anna added. “Her husband is refusing.
But that’s not the real problem. The real part is that the wife says her husband kidnapped her kids, aged 9 and 13,
and refuses to give them back. But the husband keeps saying that he didn’t do it.”
“What do you think, mom?” Christie asked.
“I think that the woman is saying the truth but up till now, I cannot give the judge enough evidence,” Anna
concluded with a sigh of weariness.
“You poor dear,” Mrs. Harris said pitifully. “Tell you what. Why don’t you lie down and have a nice nap while
Christie and I make supper. What do you say, pumpkin?” she looked at Christie who was leaning against the
refrigerator.
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“Grammy’s right, mom. What do you say we make? Chereh?”
“Wonderful! After all, you can do with a little fat in that thin body of yours.”
*
Anna smiled, settled back into the stuffed dinner chairs and closed her eyes, thinking how she was going to
break the awful news to her mother and daughter. “Why should a thing like this happen at a time like this?” she
mused silently. She wanted to tell them right away but changed her mind. She would tell them after supper.
Supper was delicious, but the desert was finger-licking! Mrs. Harris baked a star-shaped chocolate cake—
Anna’s favourite. Christie made some whipped chocolate cream to go with it. Anna stared silently at her mother
and daughter as they talked about Christie’s school.
“Anna, you’ve been very quiet throughout supper. Is something bothering you?” Mrs. Harris asked so suddenly
that Anna started from her seat.
“Not really,” Anna began slowly, choosing her words carefully. “I guess some things can happen when some
people are in the wrong place at the wrong time.”
Christie looked up from her cake. Her instinct told her that what her mother was going to say was not going to
be good. She remembered how, when she was young, she used to listen to her mother complaining to her father. It
always started with “What a tough life” or if she had something really important to say she started it with the
“wrong place at the wrong time” statement.
Anna saw the curious faces looking at her expectantly. She continued,
“Yesterday, just before I left my office, a young girl of around eighteen came in and said that she wanted to
speak to me.” She pulled a strand of her brown hair from her face, then continued. “It sounded important so I
decided to have lunch with her.”
She went on to say that the girl had just a baby and wanted to have him adopted. However, the nurse and the
lawyer she had visited earlier would not help her to do so.
“I asked her where the child’s father was and she told me he had died about six months back. It was about the
same time that Musa died and so, well … I felt a great deal of sympathy for her, being so young and everything.
So I decided to take up her case.”
“So what’s the problem?” Christie asked. She was not getting the point.
“Oh, I have not got to that part yet. I saw her later on at the supermarket with a tiny, beautiful baby boy.”
She told them what the girl Jay had told her over coffee. She had told her all about the child’s father, and how
he had been spending very little time with her before they planned to have a baby. Anna had asked her to bring a
photograph of her husband the following day.
“I knew that it wouldn’t do any good to look at this photograph of her dead husband, but something kept
nagging me to ask her for it.”
Anna got up and started pacing between her mother and her daughter. Christie was getting very nervous. She
was anxious to know whether what her mother was going to say concerned them or not.
“She told me she always carried a photograph of him everywhere. She took one out of her purse and handed it
to me.”
Anna stopped walking, then she reached for her briefcase and sat down. Everyone was silent. Christie became
even more nervous. She was now almost certain that all this had something to do with her family.
“I asked her if I could look at it today and give it to her tomorrow, and she agreed.” She paused as she dug into
her purse and then said,
“And here it is!”
Anna threw a medium-sized color photograph down on the table. There was a gasp from Mrs. Harris, and
Christie’s chest tightened.
Lying on the table was the handsome face of Musa Lou.
*
“Come on, Christie! It’s high time you told me what’s bothering you!” Binette John wailed.
The two girls were sitting near the pool at the back of the Johns’ two-storey mansion. Each held a large cup of
Kabba juice. Bin had been watching Christie for the past two days and her instinct told her that something was
wrong. Christie was just not herself. Christie had been daydreaming with pained expressions on her face and did
not pay much attention in class. Worst of all was that she was acting as if she did not care about herself any more.
Christie turned away from the pool and looked at her friend with a blank expression,
“Huh?”
“I said it’s high time you told me what’s on your mind. I am getting depressed by just having to look at you,”
Bin said, slowly stressing each word.
Christie looked at her best friend for some time before turning away to look into the pool again. She was
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wondering whether she ought to tell Bin or not. “Of course you should,” a voice inside her said. “After all, you
two have been the best of friends for eight years now and have never hidden anything from each other.”=
Bin was feeling uneasy with Christie’s silence.
“You don’t have to tell me if you don’t want to,” she said.
Christie shook her head and turned to look at Bin.
“Can you believe that Dad was a bigamist?” she asked softly.
“What … who? I mean, your dad?” Bin stuttered, not sure she heard her friend right.
“Yeah, my dad.”
“But Christie, how did you know?” Bin asked, bewildered.
“Mom told us,” Christie replied.
“Would you like to talk about it?”
Christie told Bin everything that her mother had told them on Monday, about Jay and the baby. “So mom
decided to adopt the baby herself,” Christie concluded.
“Does Jay know that your mother was legally … I mean … was your dad’s wife?”
Christie shook her head.
“Oh,” Bin’s voice dropped.
“Mom doesn’t want her to know,” came Christie’s simple reply.
“But during the process of adoption they might go through your mom’s records and see your dad’s name.”
“Dad used a fake name when he was with Jay. It was a rather silly name. I can’t remember it.”
Bin opened her mouth to say something but the ringing of the phone cut her short. She thought that Bin was
what people would call unique. She wore a white bikini that made her dark-brown skin glow. Her perfect curves,
all in the right places made. Christie a little envious of her.
She gulped down the remainder of her Kabba juice then lay back and waited for Bin to finish her conversation.
Christie was glad that she had told Bin everything. She was now feeling better. That evening when her mother had
told them about the baby, she had run out of the kitchen and cried herself to sleep. She had heard Mrs. Harris
assuring her mother that the photograph wasn’t Musa’s, and wondered how her grandmother could say such a
thing. She had the feeling that Mrs. Harris knew something about the whole matter which neither Christie nor her
mother knew.
“That was mum,” Bin’s voice cut into her thoughts. “Want to have a dip in the pool?”
“You go ahead, I’ll follow later.”
Christie watched Bin as she made a graceful dive and disappeared into the water. She resurfaced a few seconds
later gasping for air.
“How come you haven’t said anything about Zack today,” Bin asked.
Christie got up and sat at the edge of the pool. She let her feet dangle in the cool water.
“You didn't hear me say anything ’cos there’s nothing to say.”
“Oh?” Bin got out of the pool and sat next to her. “Tell me about it.”
“Tell you about what?” Christie smiled mysteriously.
“About your fight of course, dummy.”
“My fight? With whom?”
“Don’t you know who you had a fight with?”
“No, you tell me.”
“Oh corne on, Christie. Tell me about it,” Bin urged.
“Well, I’ve decided to leave Zack.”
“Yeah, right. And then what, run away with Ibs Walker?”
Christie smiled. Ibs Walker was her favourite Ragga Muffin musician, but running away with him was another
matter. “Bin, I’m serous.”
“Oh?” Bin slid back into the water. “And, may I ask, why for heaven’s name?”
“Because I don’t like him any more,” Christie said. “I finally realised that I like—”
“Tijan more than you like Zack, right?” Bin completed.
“Whoa! You got that right out of my mouth.”
“Christie why are you doing this?” Bin rolled her eyes skywards and said, “Why am I even asking?”
“You said it,” Christie winked.
“But what if—?”
The phone began ringing.
“Oh blast that phone. Always cutting me off right in the middle of important questions. Will you hand it to me,
please?” Christie passed on the phone.
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“Hello.” Christie watched Bin’s face come alight with smiles.
“Fine, thank you.” Christie knew who was on the line.
“Sure, I’d love to,” Bin paused. “That”s great.” Another pause.
“She’s right here, why don’t you talk to her yourself? Right. Hold on.” She handed Christie the phone and
winked.
“Hello, this is Christie.”
“Hi Christie. This is Ali.”
“Oh, hi Ali.”
“Listen, Tijan and I are going to a new snack bar in Brooksville Friday evening and we’d like you guys to
come along. What do you say?”
Bin was straining her ears to hear what Ali was saying. So when Christie hesitated in replying she gave
Christie a sharp poke in the leg which made Christie wince.
“What did you say?” Ali asked.
“Umh, I mean yeah, it’ll be fun,” Christie finally mumbled.
“Great. We’ll pick you up at seven, okay?”
“Sure. Bye.” Christie put the phone down and turned to Bin.
“I could kill you.”
Bin got out of the pool, picked up a towel and started drying her hair.
“Admit it, girlfriend. You’re very grateful, hmm?”
Christie reached out to grab Bin’s leg. Bin tried to dodge but she fell into the pool with a loud splash, towel
and all.
“Serves you right!” Christie said as she crossed over to sit on the beach chair. All thoughts on her father had
left her head. She was now thinking of Tijan. She would call Zack the minute she got back home.
*
It was Friday, and Christie was sitting at her dressing table trying to perfect her make-up.
“Come in,” Christie called when she heard the knock on her bedroom door. Mrs. Harris entered with two boxes
of different sizes, one in each hand.
“Hello, pumpkin!”
“Hi Grammy,” Christie answered half turning around.
“Going out?” Mrs. Harris asked as she set down the boxes.
“Yeah, with Bin and two guys from school,” Christie said as she finished doing her face. She stood up to face
her grandmother.
“Didn’t I tell you all the boys will be at your feet?”
“I wish you’d stop saying that.” Christie was not impressed by her grandmother this time. She walked to her
wardrobe, saying to herself, “Now, to look for a suitable dress.”
Christie saw her grandmothe:r looking at her. Mrs. Harris sighed and the expression on her face changed ever
so slightly, but Christie noticed.
“Grammy, are you all right?”
“Now, don’t you go worrying yourself over me, dearie,” Mrs. Harris smiled. “It must be the sun."
“The sun?” Christie asked, puzzled.
“Yes. I went shopping,” her grandmother indicated the boxes on the floor beside her, “I bought a little
something for you.”
“Crammy, you shouldn’t have,” Christie said and went over to see what her grandmother had brought.
“I thought that you would need a pressie after the bombshell.”
Christie looked at her grandmother sharply. Bombshell! The feeling that her grandmother knew something
about her father grew stronger. Her grandmother held out the little box to her. She opened it. In the midst of white
cotton was a pair of gold earrings with little oval emerald stones in them.
“Why Grammy, they’re wonderful. They’re just like the ones Ibs Walker’s wife was wearing when they
interviewed her on TV!” she exclaimed.
“Who is Ibs Walker?” Mrs. Harris asked.
“Ibs’s a Ragga Muffin king. Ragga Muffin’s the new style of singing now,” Christie explained.
“His wife is Safia Walker, the actress. Now don’t tell me you’ve never heard of them,” she went on.
“No, I’ve never heard of them,” Christie thought her grandmother had said that somewhat a bit too stiffly.
“Now open the other one,” she urged.
Christie opened the other box slowly, wondering what could be in it. She lifted the lid up and there, in the
middle of the box was a black strapless dress. She picked up the dress and gaped.
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“Grammy! Where in carnation did you get this dress? It’s exactly the same as the one Safia Walker had on with
the earrings.”
“It is? Well, I saw them together in a store in Brooksville and I thought you might like them.” Mrs. Harris said.
“Do you like them?”
“Do I like them? Grammy, I love them,” Christie gave her grandmother a hug.
Mrs. Harris smelt of a very expensive perfume like one her mother had once bought. I didn’t know Grammy
had these types of perfumes, Christie thought. The suspicions she had about her grandmother left her.
*
“God! I can’t believe this is really you!” Bin exclaimed as soon as the boys were out of earshot.
They were in the packing lot of the new snack bar. The cars were so many that the boys decided to go inside
and check if there were any booths left. Ali, Tijan and Bin had picked Christie up that evening. Bin was looking at
her as if she was a goddess or something.
“You look great, too.” Christie smiled at her friend. Bin wore a jeans miniskirt with a body-fit top. Her hair
was held on one side with a silver beret and her make-up was perfect. Christie smiled again as she thought of the
time Tijan had rang her doorbell to pick her up as Ali and Bin waited in the car. Her mother had been very nice to
him, but her grandmother was nowhere to be seen. Christie had been dying to introduce Tijan to Mrs. Harris and
was pretty disappointed when she could not find her. She, however, forgot her disappointment when Tijan gave
her a bunch of daisies.
“Where in the Lord’s name did you get Safia’s dress and earrings?” Bin asked wide-eyed.
“Grammy bought them for me this afternoon.” Christie smiled. Bin bounced her braids around her as he shook
her head from side to side.
“If I didn’t know your grandma so welL I would have said that she is Safia Walker.” Both girls laughed.
“By the way, did you see the way Tijan kept looking at you? I’m beginning to get the feeling that he has a great
liking for you,” Bin grinned.
“I hope you’re right.” Christie shifted in her seat so she could see herself in the front mirror.
“It’s packed.”
“We just have to go somewhere else,” Ali said as he slid behind the wheel. Tijan sat at the back with Christie.
“Any suggestions?” Bin asked.
“How about the movies?” Tijan volunteered.
“I don’t think I have enough money,” Christie blurted out before she could stop herself and she felt herself
tremble with embarrassment.
“I wouldn’t let you pay even if you had more than enough.” Tijan smiled at her. Christie loved the way his
dimples cut through his cheek whenever he bit his lower lip. Christie wanted to kick herself for saying something
so dumb.
“The movies it shall be,” Ali said, starting the engine of Bin’s jaguar convertible. He pressed hard on the
accelerator and the car sped off. Ali turned his head around slightly and asked,
“What do you say, I open the roof?”
“What! And let the wind mess up my hair?” Bin scolded playfully. “Not a chance.”
“Aww! Come on Bin, you can always freshen up in the ladies’ room. No one will even notice ’cos you look
great,” Ali cajoled.
“Yeah,” Tijan joined in. “It’ll make things more … romantic.”
Christie shuddered. She had this strong feeling that the statement was meant for her.
“Alright, alright. You’ve made your point,” Bin laughed as she pressed a button to fold the roof.
Christie felt the wind from above enveloping her. She wore nothing over her strapless dress and the cold made
by her shiver. Christie felt Tijan’s eyes on her and knew that if she contined to look in front, her eyes would
eventually meet his. She did not want that. They were now out of Hill’n’dale, entering Brooksville. It was a
seven-minute drive.
Brooksville was twice as large as Hill’n’dale but not half as beautiful. Christie felt proud that she lived in
Hill’n’dale. She thought of the happy days she had spent with both her parents, and the thought of her father
having another wife entered her mind again. A feeling of nausea swept over her. She did her best not to throw up,
especially in front of Tijan.
“Christie, you’re shivering!” She turned and found herself looking into Tijan's concerned eyes.
“That’s okay. I … I’m fine.”
She could hear Bin and Ali talking in front. One thing she liked about her friend was the way she got used to
people quickly, especially people she liked. Christie on the other hand was shy and found it hard or make friends
with someone she liked. But when she got used to them, well … that was another story.
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“Are you sure?” Tijan insisted
“Sure. Don’t worry about me. I’m fine, really.”
Christie quickly looked out of the window again. The truth was that she was not just cold. She was freezing.
She had wanted Tijah to put his arms around her but … I blew it, she thought. The next thing Christie heard was,
“Christie, wake up!” It was Bin.
“Where have you been?” Christie’s thoughts had been too far away to notice the car stopping.
“Sorry, I got carried away,” she apologised as she stepped out of the car.
“Why don’t you girls go and buy some popcorn and drinks; we’ll buy the tickets,” Ali said as he took out some
money and handed it to Bin.
“What do you think you’re doing?” Bin asked as soon as the boys were some distance off.
“What do you mean?” Bin rolled her eyes.
“Come on, Christie. You knew that Ali and I set this date up so we could get you and Tijan to be closer to each
other. And what did you do?” Christie tried to sound as innocent as she could:
“What did I do?”
“What did I do?” Bin mimicked. “You knew that when he asked if you were cold, he wanted to put his arms
around you, didn’t you? And you blew it!”
“I guess I was nervous,” Christie said lamely. They walked in silence all the way to the refreshment stall.
“May we have four boxes of popcorn and four cans of iced Coke?” Christie told the woman behind the counter
quickly before Bin had time to say a word.
“Now, you did that on purpose, didn’t you?” Bin said accusingly as they made their way back to the boys.
“You knew that you were supposed to buy only two boxes of popcorn so two of us could share one. What’s got
into you today?” Christie knew from the tone of Bin’s voice that it was best for her not to say anything. The
entrance was crowded with junior school kids and it was hard to see the boys.
“Hey guys!”
Both Christie and Bin groaned. They knew who it was without looking.
“Hi,” Jainaba Sowe said as she caught up with them. “What are you guys doing here?”
“Same reason you’re here, Jai. To watch a movie,” Bin answered dourly.
She thought it best not to tell her any more or else everyone would know about their date before Monday.
Jainaba was such a gossip that hardly anyone could stand her in Duer High School.
“Are you here alone?” she asked, falling in step. Christie was very irritated and was just about to snap at her
when the boys appeared.
“We were wondering what was keeping—”
“Hi Jainaba,” Ali looked at the girl inquiringly. “We didn’t know you were here.”
“Actually, I met Bin and Christie just now and I was going to ask them if I could sit with them but—”
“We’d better hurry if we don’t want to miss the beginning of the film,” Tijan said to his friends. He turned to
look at Jainaba and said, “We would really have liked you to sit with us, but we only booked four seats.”
“That was really mean, Tijan,” Ali said once they were seated.
“Jainaba’s a pest,” Bin said. “She deserves it.” The lights went out and the movie began.
Christie did not even know what movie was showing. She bent slightly to ask Bin what film was playing. It
was Tijan’s voice that answered.
“It’s a new film called Love and Despair. A teen film, I think.”
So it was Tijan sitting next to her!
The movie was about a seventeen-year old girl who fell in love with her twenty-year old brother’s best friend.
However, the girl was afraid of telling anyone, not even her brother. The girl thought that the boy saw her as
nothing but her brother's younger sister and she ended up with a broken heart. Then things got a bit complicated,
but the film turned out fine in the end.
Christie sighed as the two teenagers kissed at the end of the film. Just then, her hand went cold and with a swift
glance downwards, she noticed Tijan pulling his hand away as the lights came back on. She tingled with
excitement when she realised that he had been holding her hand all through the film without her noticing it.
“I will never wash my hand again for the rest of my life,” she vowed that night as she got into bed.
*
Zairtab Waggeh and Samba Kinteh were so deep in conversation that they did not see Christie walk up to their
table in Lenny's.
“I see you made it,” Zainab said when she finally saw her.
“Hello Christie, you’re looking great,” Samba said. He was rich and spoilt. “Hey look, I’m leaving. Why don’t
you have a seat?”
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“Thanks,” Christie said in a voice bit too cold. She never really liked Samba and neither did he like her.
“See you later, Samba,” Zainab called after him as he left.
“You wanted to talk to me?” Christie asked as soon as Zainab turned to her.
Zainab had phoned Christie on Saturday and asked to meet her at Lenny’s on Tuesday afternoon for a very
important matter. It had sounded important over the phone, but right now, Christie was not sure it would be that
important.
“Yeah,” Zainab bit into her lower lip making her dimples even deeper. She and Tijan were so identical, Christie
thought that if Zainab was a boy, she would not have known the difference between them.
“It’s about Bin, you see.”
“No, I don’t think I do,” Christie said coldly. “And for your information, although you didn’t ask, I don’t talk
about my best friend behind her back. So, if you’ll excuse me,” she made a move to get up, “I’ll be leaving now.”
“Christie, it’s really important,” Zainab said, her tone assuming the icy coldness of Christie’s voice.
Christie sat down again and stared at the girl opposite her. Although Zainab was a year older than her, Christie
found it easier to tell her off than she did with other girls her age.
“Okay Zainab, but this had better be quick, ’cos I don’t have all day.”
“Jainaba told me that she saw you on Friday night at the movie with Bin, Ali and my brother, right?”
“Yeah, why?”
“Simple,” Zainab smirked. “All you have to do is to tell Bin not to get any ideas about Ali ’cos he is not
interested in her. We made a pledge, him and I.” Christie smiled,
“Is that all?” Then her expression became icy. “Thanks for telling me. I think I’d better be leaving now.”
“You’ll tell her, won’t you? And add these few lines to what—”
“What makes you think I’ll tell her?” Christie standing up.
“Because I know you will.”
“Then don’t take any offence if you’re disappointed ’cos I don’t think I’ll tell Bin anything. Why don’t you tell
her yourself?” Christie spun round and angrily strode out of Lenny’s.
*
“Christie dear, may I corne in?” Christie sat up with a start. She must have fallen asleep.
“Yeah, mom.” The door opened and Anna walked in. She looked drained and tired.
“Have you seen your grandmother since you came home from school?” she asked, sitting on her daughter’s
bed. Christie yawned as she shook her head,
“She left a note in the kitchen saying that she’s gone to look at the stores. How was work?”
“Terrific.” Anna smiled. “And I’ve got good news. We’ve got ourselves a baby boy.”
“Why mom, that’s wonderful! What’s his name?” Christie asked.
“Jay didn’t give him a name. She said that she’ll leave that to us. What do you have in mind?”
“Why not name him after Grandpa?” Christie’s question was more like a statement. Anna smiled,
“You mean Bemados?” She was referring to her own father, who was Spanish.
“No, I mean Badou,” Christie said.
“Badou?” Anna flinched as she pronounced the name of Musa’s father. Christie moved closer to her mother
and said softly,
“Well, I figured that you’d like to give him a name that comes from Dad’s side since he’s related to him more.”
“Not a bad idea.” Anna got up to leave and then stopped, “By the way, Zack called a couple of times wanting
to speak to you.” Then she left.
Christie sighed. So many things were happening in such a short time. First, both she and Bin fall for two best
friends, then there is the news about her father. Next, Zainab comes along trying to destroy Bin’s life, the baby
follows and now this, Zack. She sighed again and went downstairs to the sitting room to call him.
“Fye residence,” the phone answered four rings after Christie had dialled.
“Aji Njammeh, is Zack home?”
“Sure, he’s been expecting you all afternoon. Hold on,” Zack's sister replied. Christie did not have to wait long.
Zack's voice came over the receiver,
“What took you so long to return my calls?”
“Hi Zack. I just got here and my mom told me that you called.”
“Where did you go to?” Christie thought that he sounded a bit too harsh.
“Out!” she snapped. “To talk with Zainab,” she added, trying to soften her earlier rudeness. There was a pause
on Zack’s side. He made a sound as if he wanted to say something but changed his mind. “She wanted to talk to
me about Bin,” Christie said, hoping that would help.
“While we’re on the subject of the Waggehs,” Zack paused to clear his throat before continuing, “I heard
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rumours that Jainaba saw you with Tijan at the movies down in Brooksville. Is it true?”
Christie had expected this all along and she had planned what she was going to tell him. However, the sound of
his hurt voice made everything vanish.
“Well, I … Bin wanted to go out with Ali that evening and so she … they …” Her voice dropped for the lack
of something else to say.
“Christiesyrah!”
Christie’s heart sank. It was the first time Zack had ever called her by her full name.
“There’s no need to lie. I know.”
“But Zack—” Christie tried to protest.
“See you tomorrow at school,” and he was gone.
Zack had tried to sound unconcerned but Christie knew better. She held the receiver to her chest for a full
minute. When she had recovered a little, she replaced it back on it’s cradle.
“Just my damn luck,” she mused as she made her way to the kitchen.
*
It was rather difficult to look for a person on Wednesday. Kids were everywhere doing everything, mostly
talking. Christie wandered through the crowd, hoping to find Bin before classes. She had been dying to tell her the
news about Badou. She felt a tug on the sleeve of her blouse and turned around expecting to see Bin, but alas! She
saw a pair of black eyes staring straight at her.
“Hi Christie,” Jainaba greeted her. “Have you heard the latest rum our?” Christie was not at all surprised by the
question.
“No. What?” Christie asked, not at all interested.
“Now, as you know, I make it my business to know everything about everyone.”
“I bet you do,” Christie muttered under her breath. Jainaba continued in a matter-of-fact voice,
“And I made it my business to—” Christie shook her head irritatedly and said,
“Jainaba, get to the point.”
“Wel …”—she bent her head a little towards Christie and said in a low voice—“there’s something cooking up
between Mr. Njie and Madam Sillah.” Christie looked at Jainaba with new interest,
“Come on Jai, you’re not serious, are you?” Jainaba screwed up her face and looked hurt.
“Do I look like I'm joking?”
“Sorry. Hmm?” Jainaba looked at Christie curiously and asked,
“What’s on your mind? Tell me, I promise I won’t tell.”
“Off course you won’t,” Christie gave her a light slap on her shoulder and turned to leave. “By the way, thanks
for the news,” she said dismissively. She walked off and left Jainaba looking after her with her mouth agape.
Christie felt very happy with the news. At least she had something to put in the coming week’s The Wonders. As
she was thinking about the great news, she accidentally bumped into someone.
“Sorry,” the person apologised.
“No need to apologise, Jogob. It was partly my fault.” Jogob Ndow smiled shyly.
“I was just going to pop in the newsroom and see if I could get a few things done before classes.”
Jogob had only been in Duer High School for three and a half months. She was still a little shy with the other
students. She was the typist of The Wonders. Christie liked her a lot and wished that she was not so shy.
“I’m going there myself,” Christie said. “We can go together.”
“Sure.” Jogob pulled the strap of her bag more firmly around her shoulders as she fell in step with Christie.
*
Christie had just got home from school and was just about to enter by the kitchen door when she heard
someone talking. It sounded like her grandmother.
“No, this won’t work. She acts like she knows something.”
Christie decided to wait and see who was with her. No one spoke for a while, so she opened the door and let
herself in. Her grandmother’s back was turned to her, so she did not see her come in.
“No, Musa. I couldn’t, Christie knows too much.”
Christie shook her head and looked around the kitchen to make sure that she was in the right house. At the
mention of the name Musa, Christie had snapped to attention. Her grandmother continued,
“I’m telling you, Musa, even members of your family think that you’re dead. How can you expect me to pull a
scam like that?”
Christie could not believe what she had heard. Her father? Alive?
“Musa listen … At MacCathy Square? Okay I’ll be there.” Mrs. Harris hung up and left the kitchen without
seeing Christie.
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Christie felt her whole body go dead. Her father was alive and did not tell them? How could he do that to
them? And how could her grandmother know he was alive and not tell her mother? How could they do this to
them?
No, it can’t be … wait a minute. If her father was alive, then who was the man they had buried? A hand
touched her so suddenly that she jumped.
“Honey, are you all right?” Mrs. Harris was standing there looking at her with concern.
Fake concern, Christie thought. At the sight of her grandmothers face, her head began to spin and then
everything went black.
*
Bin was in her room trying to do her Biology homework when the phone on her night table rang. She knew
that either Christie or Ali was calling, for those were the only two who knew her private number. She wanted to
let it ring because she did not want to be disturbed. However, she decided against it. She got up from her desk and
went over to answer it.
“Hi, this is Bin.”
“Bin,” a voice said, “this is Christie’s grandmother.”
“Hi Grandma Harris,” Bin said, a bit baffled that Christie’s grandmother should be calling her at 7.30 p.m. “Is
Christie all right?”
“That’s why I called.” Bin felt numb all over.
“Oh my God. What has happened?”
“She was unconscious for five hours and she has just woken up. Ever since she regained consciousness, she
has been asking for you. The doctor says that if you don’t come quickly, something horrible will happen to her.”
Bin had heard enough.
“I’ll be right over.”
“Bin?”
“Yes?”
“She’s in the Hill’n’dale Memorial Hospital.”
Mrs. Harris had hardly finished talking when Bin hung up. She grabbed her car keys and ran downstairs, all the
while wondering what had happened. She ran into the kitchen and told one of the maids where she was going,
then rushed to her car and drove off as fast as she could.
*
“I’d like to see Christie Lou, please. She’s expecting me,” she spoke breathlessly to the receptionist a small
kind-looking woman.
The woman looked at Bin’s concerned face and quickly gave her directions to Christie’s room. It was on the
second floor, so she had to use the elevator. It was a small lift and Bin felt herself getting claustrophobic.
Bin burst out of the elevator and hurried along the corridor. Four doors away, Anna and Mrs. Harris stood
talking to a stout and serious-looking man.
“Bin, I’m so glad you could make it,” Anna said thankfully as she spotted Bin. “Dr. Jah, this is Binette John.”
“So you’re my patient’s best friend?” Dr. Jah said as he offered Bin his hand.
“What was the cause of Christie’s unconsciousness?” Bin could not hold the question any longer.
“In many cases it is hard to tell. Sometimes, it can be caused by too much stress while …”
One thing Bin hated about doctors was the way they never seemed to get to the point. Always beating about
the bush. She was dying to see Christie. She turned her attention back to him just in time to hear him saying,
“… but in your friend’s case, it’s obvious. Christie’s unconsciousness was caused by shock.”
“Shock?”
“Yes,” the doctor said, “severe shock is the most probable cause in this case.” Bin took the chance to ask if she
could see Christie.
“Right after I talk to her mother about something,” Dr. Jah said, smiling for the first time. He turned to Anna
and Mrs. Harris.
“Now,” he said with a superfluous force in his voice. “Tell me what really happened. We need the whole truth
in order to help the child. It’s obvious that she’s going to fall unconscious again, unless we do something for her.”
Anna’s face was clouded in fear.
“Will it be for the best or the worst?”
“We don’t know,” the doctor said, and turning to Bin, said, “You may see your friend now. But don’t be too
long, she has to rest.”
Bin’s heart began to beat fast. She did not know what to expect. She opened the door of the room and gently
closed it behind her.
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The room was painted pink. In the middle was a bed, a night table and two visitors' chairs. Bin walked over to
the chair next to the bed and sat down. As soon as Christie saw her, she smiled and said faintly,
“Thanks for coming.” Bin took her friend's hand in hers. It was cold and felt weak.
“How are you feeling?” she asked. Christie nodded to indicate that she was fine.
“The doctor said that you almost had a stroke,” Bin said.
“I knew that even before they told me,” Christie replied.
“You did? How?”
“That’s why I wanted you to come over. I can’t tell mom. Either she’ll think I’m nuts or imagine something
went wrong with my head when I knocked it at my fall.” Christie groaned a little.
“Take your time,” her friend advised. “Did you fall?” Christie nodded and shifted a bit.
“Really, I am fine.” She looked at Bin pleadingly and said, “You’re the only one I can trust to believe me.
Please say that you will.” Bin looked at her friends, smiled and said,
“I will. I promise.”
“Dad’s alive,” Christie blurted.
“Christie …” Bin wanted to tell her friend that she was crazy but thought about the promise she had made
earlier.
“I knew you wouldn’t believe me,” Christie sounded hurt. “My own best friend!” Bin felt a tinge of guilt.
“But I do believe you,” she said. “Tell me about it.”
Christie heaved a sigh and told Bin everything that she had overheard from her grandmother’s telephone
conversation.
“You believe me, don’t you?”
Bin looked at Christie's hopeful eyes and nodded. The story sure sounded ridiculous but she knew her friend
well enough to understand that she could not make up a story like that.
“So, what do you want me to do?” she asked.
“I don’t know. I thought that I’d feel better if I told someone.”
Christie really felt better now that she knew that someone believed her. Bin’s mind was working fast,
“When you get out of the hospital, we’ll go to work.”
“What do you mean?”
“You’ll know as soon as you get out of this dump.”
*
“Leana!”
Leana Sumareh was in charge of organising all fund-raising activities in the school. She turned round to see
who was calling her.
“Hi Jogob,” she smiled warmly at the new girl.
“Hi,” Jogob smiled shyly. “I hear there’s going to be a show three weeks from Friday.”
“Yeah, and I’m right on top of it,” Leana started gathering papers scattered all over the desk she was using in
the English room. “Do you want, to try out in something?”
“Yes. I want to try out for the modelling competition.” Leana turned to look at Jogob again.
“I think that’s great. You could come first, you know.” Jogob smiled. She watched Leana adjust her glasses.
“They pay the winners, don’t they?” Jogob asked, somewhat a bit uneasily.
“Yeah. An awful lot of money too.”
“Thanks,” Jogob said as she turned to leave.
“Jogob, would you like to sit with me at lunch?”
“Thanks. I’ll be there.” Jogob smiled and then left. Leana turned to the documents she had written for the show
and started arranging them. She felt sorry for Jogob because she had not made any friends yet. She had seen her
sitting with Christie a couple of times, but that was all.
A group from one of the lower grades passed by chattering. It was always busy on a Monday morning. The
lunch bell rang and everyone hurried out. Christie had thought that the morning would never end. She picked up
her bag and ran out to look for Bin. They had decided to meet at lunch hour and plan how to carry out Plan One,
”F. M. A. G,” which stood for “Finding More About Grammy.”
When Christie had been released from hospital, she and Bin had talked about what they were going to do.
Christie was very determined to find her father’s whereabouts and make her grandmother pay for her mischief.
Bin had begged her to tell her mother the truth and make things easier, but Christie refused. Now, all they had to
do was find out where Christie’s father was. Bin had made it sound so simple but Christie knew that it was going
to be difficult. Bin had said that in order to carry out the plan, they would have to let Tijan and Ali in on it.
The cafeteria was so crowded that it took some time to spot Bin sitting with Tijan and Ali. Christie hurried to
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the table and sat next to Bin.
“Hi guys,” she said, taking out a sandwich that looked really fattenning. Bin looked at her critically.
“I know,” Christie laughed, “but Doctor said I need to eat something with a lot of fat to replace what I lost.”
“Great. Now let’s get down to business.” Bin looked at all those around her. “We’re gathered here today to—”
Ali furrowed his brows.
“Bin we’re talking a crisis here, girl, not a wedding.” Bin lifted her hand for silence.
“Let me finish. We’re gathered here to discuss.” She sat up straight and folded her arms. “Now, I have thought
of the F. M. A. G. plan and I’ve come up with a simple solution to it.”
“Are you going to let us in on it?” Tijan asked. The question was meant for Bin but he was looking at Christie
all the while.
“In a minute.” Bin had noticed where Tijan’s attention was but preferred to continue. “Now, since there are
four of us, we’ll have to make teams of two each,” Bin enunciated. “Let’s choose.”
Christie felt Tijan’s eyes on her again and tried hard not to look at him.
“I team up with Ali,” Bin suddenly spoke up when no one said anything. “And that, leaves you with Tijan.”
She smiled very sweetly at Christie.
Christie looked at Tijan. He smiled at her.
“Sure,” she said. She was about to ask what they were going to do next when she spotted Zainab making her
way to their table. She groaned. Christie hoped and prayed that Zainab would not mention their discussion. She
was not planning to tell Bin.
“Hi Ali. Have you decided yet?” Zainab asked. Christie looked at Ali and saw his puzzled expression.
“What?” he asked.
Zainab smirked and then looked at Christie. She spoke in a sarcastic voice.
“You didn’t want to hurt your little friend, did you, Christie?”
“Zainab, what are you talking about?” Tijan spoke up, looking straight at his sister.
“Nothing to worry yourself about, big brother,” she said sourly. “Christie knows.” She looked at both Tijan and
Ali. “Anyway, you know, too. And with the three of you, it’ll be much easier to explain things to Bin.”
She blew a kiss at Ali then walked out of the cafeteria slowly, aware that all the eyes were on her. Ali had
watched everything in silence, not knowing what to make of it.
“It was about me, right?” he asked. Both he and Bin looked at Christie for an explanation.
“All right,” Bin said as she drummed her fingers on the table and fixed Christie with a hard stare. “I’d really
like to know what's going on.”
“Ah … I had a talk with her and she told me to tell you … to keep your hands off him,” she said, inclining her
head towards Ali. “She said that it had something to do with a pledge.”
There was silence for about half a minute before Ali suddenly let out a slow, loud laugh. A lot of eyes turned in
their direction.
“I get it,:” he said finally. “Remember when we were six and used to play that game about horses, knights,
princesses and the big bad ogre?” he asked Tijan.
“Yeah, you were then right on the horse that saved the princess from the bad ogre. Zainab was the princess and
I was the orge.” Tijan frowned a little. “But what has it got to do with now?” Ali shook his head in bewilderment.
“Sometimes I marvel at the memory of girls.” The two girls looked at them as if they were crazy.
“What are you two talking about?” Bin demanded. “And what has that got to do with me?” Ali looked at Tijan
and said,
“I think I’d better explain.” He turned to the girls. “When we were young Tijan, Zainab and I used to play
knights, princesses and orgres. I was the knight and so I had to save the princess, Zainab, from Tijan, the big bad
ogre.” Tijan took up the story,
“I now remember. When he had killed the big bad ogre, Tijan told Zainab that in return for saving her life, they
should make a pledge of never separating again. That they would always be together.”
“As the knight in the game, I had to tell her that I loved her and that she should be my bride. That is it,” Ali
concluded.
“I didn’t know that Zainab took all that seriously,” Tijan said. Both Christie and Bin had listened patiently, but
now the latter spoke up.
“Well, good luck to you in fulfilling your promise in the life to come,” she said.
Christie knew that Bin was not the happiest girl in the world just then. Ali might have sensed her feeling
because he said,
“Come on, Bin. I didn’t mean what I said. We were kids then, and I don’t like her, let alone love her. It’s you
that I’ve always loved but you never seemed interested in me.”
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Christie stiffened. Ali had confessed his love for Bin, right there in front of them. And he had said it so openly,
so surely that she believed he must have meant what he said. She felt Bin’s hand holding her, and she squeezed it
encourangingly. Right then, Christie knew that it was time to vamoose.
“Excuse me, I have to see Jogob about something in The Wonders,” she said as she rose to leave.
“I’ll go with you,” Tijan said, also rising. Apparently he had got the hint to leave the two lovers alone. They
both walked out of the cafeteria and into the field in silence.
The corridor to The Wonders office was empty. Christie thought Ali had a lot of guts to say what he had said to
Bin in front of her and Tijan. She wondered how she would feel if Tijan had told her that.
“So,” her mind was brought back to reality when Tijan spoke, “since those two have a mind of their own and
it’s pretty obvious that they won’t be interested in anything else right now, how about me coming over to your
house after school to discuss our F. M. A. G. plan?” Christie waited till they stood at the door of the newsroom
before answering.
“Sure. What time will you be coming?”
“How does 4.30 p.m grab you?”
“Great. Grammy’ll be home at that time and so we can do some investigations about her.” The bell rang as she
finished talking.
“Good. Well, see ya.”
Tijan bent down and kissed Christie lightly on her cheeks; a little too close to her mouth, and he was gone.
Christie saw his tall frame disappearing round the comer and she almost screamed with joy.
“It’s just beginning,” she said to herself walking away from the newsroom to her Maths classes. “First, he held
my hand at the movies and now this! Who knows what will happen next?”
*
“This is what we’re going to do,” Christie told Tijan. It was exactly 5.25 p.m. and the teenagers were in
Christie’s room ready to take action as soon as Mrs. Harris made a move.
“We’ll see if she’ll make any more phone calls and then we’ll pay Leana’s mom a little visit.”
“What’s she got to do with it?” Tijan asked sitting on the bed next to Christie.
Christie knew that her mother would be quite upset if she saw Tijan in her room. She tried to ignore his
closeness and said,
“Mrs. Sumareh works as a telephonist in Brooksville.”
“Uh huh?”
“So, we go there and trace the call. Don’t you get it?” Christie asked when she saw his puzzled face.
“Yeah, I do,” he sighed. “But you make things sound so simple.”
“That’s the way life goes,” Christie smiled as she got up. She was not able to stand his nearness longer. If she
just sat there, she thought she might do something silly. Just then, the doorbell rang.
“You stay here, I’ll go see who it is,”
Christie crept quietly to her grandmother’s room and put her ears to the door. There was no sound, so she
presumed that whoever it was might be in the bathroom. She heard the water running in the bathroom. The
doorbell rang again and Christie hurried downstairs and opened the door.
“Hi Christie,” Zack’s handsome face stared at her. “I want to talk to you in private. That’s why I came here.
The—”
“Sorry Zack, but I can’t now.”
Zack tried to get in but Christie stood in his way.
“I’m busy. Perhaps another time,” Christie’s tone was everything but inviting. Zack lifted his hands in a
helpless gesture,
“Why are you doing this to me, Christie? Why don’t you just tell me what the real aeal is?”
Christie felt very bad. She did not want to hurt Zack and yet, she had to get rid of him as fast as she could. She
did not want Zack to see Tijan, and vice versa. She also did not want her grandmother to see him there.
“Zack, really it’s nothing. I’m just busy, that’s all. Why don’t I call you when I’m ready?” Zack sighed,
“But Christie—”
“Zack, I promise,” she put her palm on his cheek, “I’ll call.”
Smiling sourly and without a backward glance, Zack disappeared down the pavement. Christie closed the door
slowly and then headed back to her room. Tijan was still sitting on her bed. She closed the door.
“Who was it?” he asked.
Christie could not think of what to say. She was grateful when the phone rang. The two looked at their watches
simultaneously. Christie nodded and Tijan jotted the time in the notebook reserved for that purpose. It was 5.30
p.m.
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Mrs. Harris’ door opened and the two teenagers heard footsteps. The phone was picked off the hook. They
crept silently to the door and put their ears against it just in time to hear Christie’s grandmother say,
“No she’s not in. She went to Benny’s or something with that Waggeh boy … Yes, Tijan.”
“Oh, Lenny’s. Right.”
Christie smiled at Tijan. Her grandmother had fallen for their trick and thought they had left.
“Okay, I’ll tell her. Bye.” They heard her put the receiver down and return to her room.
“I wonder who that was,” Tijan said moving towards the nearest chair and sat down.
“Bin or Ali, or both perhaps.” Tijan let his hands fall to his sides and unconsciously bit on his lower lip.
“I don’t think anything’s going to happen,” he said.
“Don’t feel so dejected. It’s … “ She stopped as soon as she had started to speak and laughed softly.
“What’s so funny?” Tijan asked, looking puzzled.
“Me. Look at me standing here telling you not to feel dejected as if you were the one with the problem.”
“Yeah, right.” Tijan smiled at her. Their eyes locked. Christie felt herself getting lost in those black eyes. She
felt herself lifted from the ground and floating. Tijan got up from his seat and walked over to her, his eyes still on
hers. Christie saw his head moving close to her and wanted to pull away but couldn’t.
She was brought back to reality by the knock on her door. She saw Tijan pull back suddenly as if he had been
in a trance. Christie was embarrassed. Tijan was looking at her with confusion.
The knock came again and Christie grabbed hold of Tijan’s hand and led him into her bathroom where she
motioned him to keep quiet. She hurried back to open the door, and sighed with relief at the face she saw.
“What’s with the sigh?” Bin asked entering the room. “You look as if King Kong promised you a visit. I
thought that you were keeping an eye on Grandma.”
“I am,” Christie said. “That’s why I opened the door. I thought it was her.” Bin looked at Christie
unbelievingly.
“You mean you didn’t hear her leaving?”
“She left?”
Tijan asked emerging from the bathroom. Bin looked from Christie to Tijan and before she could say anything,
Christie had grabbed hold of her purse and dashed out calling,
“Come on!”
*
Bin’s Jaguar was parked near a large store on the outskirts of Hill’n’dale. Tijan and the girls had followed Mrs.
Harris to the store. The kids hardly went to that area because it was sometimes dangerous. Christie had only been
there once with Sabina, a girl about her age whose mother had been working on a case with her mom. Sabina was
a real weirdo. Her hair was long and spiky, and always untidy. However, she was very nice and friendly.
“Hey girlfriend, wake Up!”
Bin waved her hand in front of Christie’s eyes. Christie blinked and looked at her.
“This place makes me think of Sabina.”
“Sabina?” Tijan inquired.
“Yes, Tijan. Sabina was a very weird girl Christie once knew,” Bin explained “But if you asked me, she looked
more like a pop singer.” Bin kept an eye on the entrance of the store even as she spoke.
“Heads down everyone,” she said as Mrs. Harris emerged from the store. They watched as she casually walked
in the opposite direction heading for town.
“Do we follow her?” Tijan asked.
“What if she spots us?” Christie wondered.
“I think it’s time to do some detective work, Bin said, as she drove the car to the front of the store.
Christie took hold of a pen and a clipboard. Bin carried a little camera and Tijan had a microphone that he had
borrowed from his neighbour. Christie laughed and said,
“We’re well organised.”
“I dare say,” Tijan agreed. “Come on girls, let’s go in there acting cool.”
They got out of the car and walked into the store. It was quite a sight. Everything was sold in there. Clothes,
food, shoes, weapons, tools. You name it.
“This reminds me of a garage sale,” Tijan whispered to Christie.
Behind the counter, sat a stout man with a bald head. Christie thought that he was so black that he was
practically shining. Bin nudged her friend. They both stepped forward.
“Hi,” Bin threw a sweet grown-up smile at the man behind the counter. “My name is Bari Jobe, and this,” she
put her arms around her friends, “is my sister Sohna and my husband Taal Jobe.”
Christie looked at Tijan and then they both looked at Bin. Tijan tried not to laugh but he could not stifle a
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sniffle.
“Is there something wrong, Mr. Jobe?” the man behind the counter looked at Tijan suspiciously.
“Doh naw,” Tijan began in an accent he had. once heard on TV. “It’s jost dat dee stoor looks familiar, but cos it
ain’t dee one I tought it was; jost laffing at ma silliness.”
“Yes, can you forgive him?” Christie asked. The man looked at them without interest. “What do you want?” he
asked.
“Well you see,” Bin said walking forward and leaned against the counter, “we are from a little village called
Gleen in the south of Africa.”
“So, what’s that got to do with me?” Bin looked at the man’s cruel eyes and thick shaggy eyebrows. She
decided to get to the point.
“My sister and I are some of the best reporters in ma village, but my husband isn’t.” Bin watched the man look
from Christie to her; then she nodded. “My husband is a detective.”
“I won’t answer anything,” the man asserted.
“Oh, but I think you will after you’ve heard what we have to tell you about the old lady who just left your
store,” Christie said ominously.
“Yes,” Tijan put in. “We’ve followed fer from my village to ’ere. She’s an ’ighly wanted criminal in Gleen.
Continue, will yer, darling?” he said to Bin.
Christie wanted to laugh, it was all so funny. And from the way things were going, the man was buying their
story.
“Sure,” Bin said to Tijan, then continued. “She stole the most costly jewel of our queen. It’s a combination of
diamonds and a huge ruby,” she joined hands together to form a ball, “this big.”
“Yes, and she’s in on it with some gangster called Glotsy, which in our native tongue means the untouchable
one.” Christie added her own story to go with both Bin's and Tijan's.
“The Prime Minister gave us strict orders to question whoever she talks with and if that person refuses to
answer any question, we are to take him or her down to the Hill’n’dale Police Station and sweat the truth out of
him.”
“Are you playing a joke on me?” the man asked. “’Cos if you are …” he trailed off when he saw the sharp look
Bin gave him.
“Does it look as if we’re joking?” she asked heatedly. “Look, Mister, if you’re not ready to answer any
questions here, we can always go to the station.” Bin’s voice was icy and sweet at the same time.
“Okay, what do you want to know?”
“Your name for one.” Bin thought that it would not be right to ask questions of somebody without a name.
“Gibou H. S. C. K Janneh,” the man replied. Tijan walked over to Bin and said,
“Look darlin’ why don’t you use dee mike?” He turned to Gibou and said, “This mike ’as been designed with a
special ’idden tape.”
He handed the mike to Bin.
“That’s right,” Christie said, then added to Tijan, “Why don’t you go and snoop around?”
Tijan looked at her strangely but went away all the same. The snooping around business was not in the plan.
Christie had made it up to get him away from Bin before the “darling” business got out of hand. She was also
getting mild y jealous.
“Well then, shoot your question!” Gibou barked, unable to hIde his nervousness.
“All we want to know is what that woman was doing in your store,” Bin said as she handed Christie the
camera and switched on the mike. Before the man could reply Christie had taken a snap of him and was now
photographing surroundings. The man cleared his throat then told them that the woman said that she was a gun
collector. She had corne to the store two days before and asked for a .43 calibre pistol for her husband’s birthday.
“I told her to come today, which she did. I sold her the gun.”
“Are you sure that’s all you know?” Christie asked. Gibou nodded.
“Good, perhaps when we arrest the woman, you’ll probably be called on to testify against her as a witness in
court.” Christie had learnt this phrase from her mother, and it now came in very handy.
“Thank you for your time,” Bin said and went out followed by Christie.
“I can’t believe you did it!” Christie exclaimed happily as soon as they were out of earshot.
“Don’t get too excited. After all we don’t know anything about your father yet” Tijan said.
“Yeah …” Bin hesitated a bit. “Remember him saying that she bought a gun for her husband’s birthday?
Perhaps she was buying it for your dad.”
“Or perhaps she bought it to harm somebody,” Tijan said.
“If she’s going to hurt us, then we should tell the police,” Christie said.
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“If we do, we’ve got to show proof that what we told them is true—and we don’t have any yet,” Tijan pointed
out.
“He’s right,” Bin said, laughing. “Look at us! A bunch of high school kids acting like detectives.”
“I don’t like what this is leading to,” Christie sounded frightened. “You’re right Bin. I guess I’ll tell my mom
what’s going on.”
“Will she be home by now?” Tijan asked. Christie looked at her watch and exclaimed,
“Gosh, do you guys know what time it is? 7.10 p.m!” Then she remembered Tijan asking her a question. “Yes,
she’ll be home by now.”
The journey back was very fast because the traffic was light. Bin dropped Tijan first then Christie.
“See you later, Bin,” Christie said as she got out of the car. Halfway out she hit her head on the iron frame of
the door.
Ouch! she cursed silently.
“Christie, are you alright?” Bin's voice rang out loud in the evening silence.
“I’m fine,” Christie replied, but her head hurt like hell. She closed her eyes for a while. When she opened them
again, everything seemed blurry. But little by little, things began to look clear. She looked around her and saw
people standing around her. However, her mind was not clear enough to make out their faces.
My, I must have fallen unconscious again, she thought, trying to get up.
“She’s coming around,” someone from the background said.
“Try to get some sleep. It will do you good.” That was all Christie heard before slipping back into
unconsciousness.
*
There was a roaring noise, like an engine in motion. Then the noise died away and started again, this time
louder. Christie’s head started to spin as she tried to open her eyes. Then she felt hands fumbling with something
around her waist. She tried to move her head. It hurt so much that she moaned in pain.
“Christie, are you alright?” Christie thought that the voice sounded much like her mother's.
“Mom?” she said weakly, trying to open her eyes again. This time, she succeeded. She sat up and looked
around her. Tijan, Bin and Ali were standing over her. Christie tried to speak but she was too weak to.
“Hi honey,” Anna said. “Don’t speak dear, the doctor will be here in a moment.”
Christie looked at Tijan questioningly but he put his finger on his lips. Christie looked closely at her mother.
She looked worn out.
“How long have I been here?”
“Three weeks,” Bin said cheerfully.
*
“Hi,” Bin said as she budged into Christie’s room at the hospital the next day. That morning, Christie had lain
down and tried to remember what had happened. Before she hit her head on Bin’s car, they had been trying to find
out about her father who was thought to be dead. Her mother had said something about her father marrying and
having a baby.
“Hi,” Christie smiled back. “How was school?”
“Oof!” Bin rolled her eyes and sat at the foot of Christie’s bed. “Oozing with gossip about you.”
“Did Jainaba come to visit me here?” Christie asked with horror in her eyes.
“Once.”
“Then,” Christie pronounced, “we should know who is responsible for the gossip.”
The two girls began to laugh. Bin then took up a box from the floor and gave it to Christie.
“Chocolates,” she said.
“Thanks, I need them,” Christie said as she opened the box with such energy that Bin could not help laughing.
“So,” Christie said between bites, “tell me the juicy news from school.”
“Gossip had been going around that Jogob is up to something,” Bin confirmed.
“Something about what? I hope it’s not The Wonders.”
“No, it has something to do with the show on Friday.”
“Friday?” Christie wrinkled her brow. “What is today?”
“Friday.”
“Now I am confused. The show’s on Friday and today is Friday?”
“No, silly. It’s this coming Friday.” Bin amended.
“I knew that,” Christie remarked. “I just wanted to make you crazy. So,” she said, popping another chocolate
into her mouth, “how are things between you and Ali?”
“Fine, except that we haven’t had a chance to go out on a date since the four of us were out together.”
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“Why?”
“It’s nothing.” She suddenly changed the subject. “When you’re out of hospital, may be we can double-date
again. But this time, don’t be a spoil-sport.”
“I won’t, I promise.”
Christie thought that Bin had not told her why she had not gone out with Ali because it had something to do
with her. She thought of Tijan and wished to see him.
“What’s so funny?” Bin asked as she took some chocolate from Christie’s pack.
Christie thought for a while and decided to tell her I about how she had dreamt that she had died.
“Silly dream,” Bin laughed after Christie had told her everything. “Fancy me being dead.”
No sooner had Bin left than Christie had another visitor. Her heart started thumbing as Zack entered. Christie
closed her eyes for a brief second. When she finally opened them, her face bore a worried smile.
“Hi Zack. Good of you to come.” Zack walked over to Christie and kissed her on the forehead.
“How are you feeling?” he asked.
Something in his eyes told Christie that he was not just here to see if she was fine.
“Couldn’t be better,” Christie replied as she moved a bit so he could sit next to her. Zack looked at her
uncomfortably.
“So, when are you leaving this place?”
“The doctor says tomorrow. I can hardly wait.” Zack took out a little box with a card and gave it to Christie.
“Ah … amm … this is for you,” he managed to say as he handed it to her.
Christie opened the box. It had a gold ring with a round pearl in the middle.
“Zach, it’s beautiful,” she gasped.Christie sat up and gave him a hug. She pulled away and looked at the ring
again, then sighed. No! This was not right. She thought of giving him back the ring since she did not love him any
more. The thought made her face cloud over. She wanted to tell Zack there and then that she did not love him any
more.
“Zack, it’s very beautiful …” Christie slipped it onto her finger and sighed. She turned to him with a more
serious expression.
“Zack, I need to talk to you,” Christie began.
“Me too,” Zack said.
“You do? What about?”
“Well … I … actually, it’s about Tijan Waggeh.” Christie realised how difficult it was for Zack to say a word
and felt sorrow for him. Thank goodness, I’m not the one to have to make the first move, she thought gratefully.
“I know that you really like him. I want you to be happy and I know that you can only be happy with him. So
you can see him if you like.” Christie knew that she would sound ridiculous if she spoke, but spoke anyway.
“You mean, like I can go out with him and still be with you?”
“No, we’ll stop seeing each other and you may start seeing him.”
Christie could hear the pain and hurt in his voice. Her heart sank with guilt.
“Well, isn’t that what you want?” Zack asked. Christie did not say a thing. She seemed tongue-tied all of a
sudden.
“Well?”
Christie wondered, was it her imagination or was Zack’s tone getting harsh? She felt she could not contain
herself any longer.
“Yes!” she said and not daring to look at him, closed her eyes
“Hey,” Zack said softly, “it’s all right.” Christie looked up at him and felt free.
“I guess then I’d better give you back the ring,” she said softly.
“No, it’s a friendship ring. In fact, I bought it to specifically beg you for your friendship.” Zack managed a
grin. Christie also grinned at him.
“Thank you. And I accept. I hope you can forgive me.”
Zack answered by kissing her long and slow for the last time, then he left. As the door closed behind him,
Christie let out a happy cry and snuggled deep into bed.
*
“Oh! It’s so good to be alive!” Christie chanted as she and Bin walked to her house.
When she left the hospital the doctor had insisted that she rest at home for a couple of days before moving out.
Christie had fully promised to follow his instructions but as soon as the doctor had left the house, she leapt out of
the bed and went off to see Bin and tell her about Zack. Now the girls were on their way back to Christie’s house.
“Mmm hmmm,” Bin agreed, “especially when living gets sweeter.”
“Ha ha ha!” Christie skipped ahead of Bin and opened the front door. “I feel as if I’ve never been ill.”
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Bin laughed and followed Christie inside. The house was very quiet. The girls went straight to the kitchen and
poured themselves a glass of juice each.
“So,” Bin said. “How is Grammy?” Christie imitated Bin by rolling her eyes skywards.
“To tell the truth, I haven’t seen her since I carne from hospital.” She took out a plate and loaded it with
pastries.
“Bon appetit. Help yourself.” Bin was about to put a crumpet in [for] her mother when the loud blast of a carhorn sounded right in the driveway.
“That sounds like mom’s car,” Christie said as she ran to the front door, with Bin close on her heels.
Anna was already out of the car when the girls carne out. She stood at the front with a young woman who was
holding a child.
“Girls,” Anna called, “come on out and help me with these things.” The girls rushed out to help as Anna
opened the boot. Christie's eyes almost popped out of her head. She had never seen such stuff before. There were
two suitcases and a large basket filled with many things and … baby items! That meant that the baby would be
corning to stay with them soon.
“Christie, stop staring and give us a hand here,” Anna said as she handed Bin the basket.
“Oh!” Christie hurried over and busied herself. In no time, everything was in the hall. Then Anna started to
introduce them.
“Jay,” Anna said, “this is my daughter, Christie, and her friend, Binette John.”
“Nice to meet you both,” Jay said, smiling.
“Mom, do you mind if I see Bin off?” Christie asked.
“All right, but do not go too far. I do not want you to stay out late,” Anna answered.
The two girls scampered off happily. Halfway to Bin’s house, Christie stopped and said,
“I guess this is as far as I shall take you. Mom will be worried if I am not home soon.”
“All right then,” Bin said. “Why don’t you corne swimming with me this weekend?”
Christie did not look very enthusiastic about the idea, but was spared the trouble of having to turn down the
invitation when Bin saw Tijan sauntering up the street towards them.
“Look who is coming!” Bin said excitedly. “Hi Tijan,” the two girls chorused.
“Hi girls. Are you going some place?”
“Yes,” Christie said mischievously, “home!”
“Actually, Christie walked this far with me and wanted to turn back when we saw you. I’ve got to be going
now,” Bin said as she started to walk briskly in the direction of her house.
There was a moment of silence when Tijan and Christie were left alone.
“I guess I should be going, too, or my mom will scold me,” Christie said.
“I’ll walk you home,” Tijan offered.
“That’s okay. I’m in a bit of a hurry, though,” Christie said. They walked a few paces together, then Christie
turned to face him.
“Bye,” Tijan said as he raised his index finger to the bridge of her nose and ran it slowly down to her lips. Then
he slowly wrapped his arms around her waist pulled her to him and kissed her tenderly. Christie had thought this
was never going to happen.
“Good luck with your mom. I hope she will not be upset that you are late.” Tijan said almost in a whisper when
he finally pulled away from her.
“Thanks.” Christie watched him turn and walk reluctantly towards his home. He turned to look at her once
more before disappearing around the corner. Christie had wanted to yell after him. “By the way, do you know that
Zack and I have broken up?” Instead, she sighed deeply before walking away towards home. ‘
All the way she could still feel Tijan’s lips. She wondered if he knew about her breaking up with Zack. Who
cares, she thought happily as wind blew into her face and hair. Christie entered her house by the kitchen door. Her
mother was making dinner.
“Honey, where have you been? I was worried about you,” Anna said, a worried expression on her face.
“Sorry Mom, I met some of my friends on the way back.”
“Well, you shouldn’t have gone out like that. Jay told me that you two have met her before while shopping,
and you made a fool of yourself in front of her.”
“She did?”
“Yes. And that wasn’t a good enough reason to run out on her like you did.”
“It wasn’t?”
“No,” Anna looked at her daughter. “Are you ill?” she asked when she saw how strange Christie looked.
“No, mom. You didn’t tell Jay, did you? I’d be awfully embarrassed.”
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“Of course I didn’t.” Christie sighed and was about to leave when her mother added, “By the way, Jay will be
staying here a week or so. I want you to be nice to her.”
“Sure.”
She took two steps at a time and ran to her room in order to catch up with her school work. Underneath her
Geography book was the pair of earrings her grandmother had bought for her. It suddenly occurred to her that she
had not seen her grandmother since she came from hospital. Maybe Mom’ll know, she thought as she went back
to the kitchen.
“Good, I was just about to call you down to help me set the table,” Anna said as she put the final touches on
the salad dressing.
“Where is Grammy?” Christie asked as she took out the plates and cutlery.
“Didn’t I tell you?” Anna slapped her forehead lightly. “I thought I did. Your grandmother said that she was
going to visit some friends in MacCathy Square.” Christie dropped the plate she was holding.
“Now, what did you do that for?” her mother scolded, but Christie was not listening. MacCathy Square! She
remembered her grandmother mentioning the name when she was talking to her father. MacCathy Square! The
sound of the name tasted like poison.
“What’s wrong with you, child?” Anna frowned.
“Nothing,” Christie hated lying to her mother but right then, she could not help it. “May I be excused?”
“There is something wrong with you,” Anna said with certainty. “I’d better call Doctor Jah.”
“Mom, truly I’m fine. Really, I’m … Okay, there is something bothering me, but it’s nothing medical. Give me
time and I’ll tell you, okay?” Christie looked pleadingly at her mother.
“Okay,” Anna smiled and Christie breathed with relief as she left the kitchen. She went directly to the phone
and dialled Bin’s number. It rang six times before Bin answered.
“What took you so long?” Christie demanded.
“I was in the bathroom,” Bin said. “What’s up?”
“Grammy left for MacCathy Square last night.”
“Oh no! What are you going to do?”
“I don’t know. I guess I’ll tell mom right now,” Christie said.
“Well, good luck.”
“Thanks. And Bin, thanks for backing me up.”
“Anything for you. So, what did you decide with Tijan?”
“Umm—”
“He kissed you!”
“How did you know?” Christie demanded.
“I just know. Can you keep a secret from me?” Bin asked.
“You’re right.” Christie sighed. “Thanks anyway and bye.”
“Bye.”
Christie returned the receiver and went out to the kitchen. When she had finished setting everything, she sat
wondering whether or not to tell her mother what she knew, and if so, when.
“Christie, I went to get a tablecloth from the chest and I couldn’t help hearing you telling Bin that your
grandmother left for MacCathy Square last night. Now I think I’d like an explanation,” Anna said putting a dish of
steaming rice pudding on the table and then sat opposite her daughter.
Game’s up baby,’ Christie said to herself. Better figure out a way to tell her convincingly.
“I’m waiting,” Anna said.
“Please don’t think me crazy, ’cos I’m very sane. And please don’t say anything until I finish what I have to
say.”
“I’m all ears,” Anna softened her tone a bit.
“Promise me.”
“I promise,” Anna said, crossing her heart. Christie poured out all that had been happening, beginning with the
phone conversation between Grammy and her dad, to their investigation.
“Christie, that’s ridic—”
“Mom, you promised you wouldn’t interrupt. It was that phone call that caused my first fainting.”
“Go on.” Anna listened as Christie told her about the store and what the storekeeper had said.
“He said that Grammy wanted a gun for her husband; and since Grandpa’s dead, I thought that she was either
buying it for Dad or for herself,” Christie concluded. She hoped and prayed that her mother would believe her.
“What proof do you have?” she finally asked.
Christie thought it really absurd for her mother to be asking such questions.
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“Proof? I have a lot of proof. You can check with Gibou, the man at the store. You can also call Leana
Sumareh’s mom.”
“Why do I have to go to Fatou?” Anna looked suspiciously at her daughter.
“She has notbing to do with this, Mom,” Christie said quickly when she saw the look on her mother’s face,
“but since she’s a telephonist, I figured she could help us. You know, like check who called who on the
Wednesday I first fainted.”
Christie sounded like a loser. She, too, knew that she was going to lose this battle with her mom.
“I’ll think about it tonight and tell you what I have decided tomorrow,” Anna said with finality. It is not
possible that your father is alive. Child, I saw him being lowered into the grave and covered with earth. How in
the Lord’s name can he be alive?” Christie closed her eyes, trying hard not to shed a single tear.
“That wasn’t Dad. Maybe it was his twin brother.” Christie wished that her mother would believe her on that.
“Twin brother? … You know what? Tomorrow, you and I will go and give the family psychiatrist a visit.” Then
getting up, Anna said, “Go up to the guestroom and tell Jay to come for lunch.”
Christie felt the tears she had been trying hard to suppress roll down her cheeks uncontrollably as she left the
kitchen. She felt like a complete idiot. Her mother thought she was crazy! She never felt like a total loser in her
whole life as she felt then.
*
If lunch was awful for Christie, dinner was inedible. She could not understand why her mother would not
believe her. What was frightening, however, was that she thought Christie was nuts. Christie listened as her
mother and Jay talked about the baby’s future.
“I can hardly wait to see him grow up into a young boy of four,” Anna was saying.
“Won’t it be wonderful?” Jay grinned. “What do you think, Christie?” she asked.
“Yeah,” Christie said without much enthusiasm. “Can’t wait to see him at sixteen, going on to seventeen, with
large brown eyes and hair just like yours.”
Christie saw a flicker of annoyance sweep her mother’s face, but she did not care.
“You think too far, Christie.” Anna gave her a warning look. “Don’t mind her, Jay. She’s been acting weird
lately.”
“That’s okay,” Jay said. “By the way, what do you think his name should be?” she asked with exaggerated
excitement. “Tell her Christie,” Anna urged.
“You know, Mom,” Christie said narrowing her eyes as if considering something, “I’ve thought about it and I
don’t think Badou would be suitable. How about the name Jay had given? It would be appropriate. What do you
think, Mom?” She gave her mother the sweetest smile she could muster at that moment. Anna looked at her
daughter in disgust but said nothing.
“How about you, Jay?” she asked, looking directly into Jay’s eyes. “Don’t you think it more appropriate?”
Anna thought she had heard enough, so in a cold voice, she said,
“Christie dear, don’t you think you'd better finish your meal and go to your room?”
“I’m not hungry.” Christie knew that her mother was dismissing her.
“Then go to your room and don’t come out until I call you,” her mother concluded.
“Fine!” Christie retorted hotly. She pushed her chair back with such force that it scraped on the tiled floor, and
then she hurried out of the kitchen. As she lay on her bed, fresh tears welled in her eyes, and then flowed. She
quickly wiped them away. Why could her mother not believe her?
*
That Monday at school, Christie could hardly concentrate during the Biology lesson. The teacher must have
noticed. He walked to Christie’s desk where she sat with Bin.
“Lou,” Mr. Nelson began, “can you tell the class what is meant by strobilation in tapeworms?”
Christie began to panic. She could not remember the answer. “Amm …” She was going to bring herself to
disgrace in front of the whole class.
“Miss Lou, the class is waiting,” Mr. Nelson insisted. Christie felt the eyes of the whole class on h.er.
Suddenly, Bin dropped her pen. As she bent over to pick it up, she whispered,
“Growth, neck in worms.”
“It is the process by which the worm grows in the neck region immediately below the corsets,” she answered
as quickly as she could.
“Good, now Haddy, what do …”
Christie heaved a sigh of relief as the teacher directed his next question elsewhere. Christie threw Bin a
grateful smile. Her other lessons dragged on painfully until the lunch bell went. Christie gathered her books as
quickly as she could and went to look for the others.
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“I’m sorry to hear that your mom didn’t believe you,” Tijan said:
“Me too,” Ali added.
“I don’t think it’s anyone’s fault,” Bin interjected. “I think it’s Aunt Anna’s fault. She should know that you’d
never lie to her.”
The four were outside on the school lawn, taking their lunch.
“I guess the only way to convince Mom is to call Mrs. Sumareh myself and find out who called who from our
house on Wednesday. If there’s something in it, I’ll ask her to call Mom,” Christie said sadly.
“Christie, don’t wear yourself out like this,” Bin put a comforting arm around her. “Everything’s going to be
fine soon, just you wait and see.”
“Why don’t we go to your house and have a little picnic for Christie, Bin?” Ali suggested.
“Great idea! What do you say, Christie?” Tijan asked.
“I don’t know,” Christie sounded doubtful.
“Come on Christie, it will cheer you up,” Bin insisted. Christie thought for a moment, then smiled and gave in,
“Okay.”
“Good,” Bin grinned. “Now, I want you to finish up your food, ’cos we don’t want you to look like Olive in
Popeye now, do we?”
Everyone laughed at that. Christie felt a little better. She thought that the best of friends one could have were
friends who understood you, and were there when you needed them.
*
“So Hassan, what should we do now? Do you think we should eat first?” Christie asked.
Anna and Jay had gone shopping and left Hassan in Christie’s care. Jay had insisted that she liked the name
Hassan so it stayed as the baby’s name. Christie held the tiny brown-eyed baby her hands.
“You are soo cute,” she kissed her adopted brother lovingly.
“You know, Hassan,” Christie smiled, “I can’t wait to see you grow into someone big and handsome.”
Christie wanted to have some fun with her baby brother, so she put on a record of Ibs Walker and began to
dance with him.
Plush!
“Oh no!” Christie groaned. If there was anything she hated, it was cleaning a baby’s poo every five minutes.
She ran to the guestroom to clean Hassan up. She put a fresh diaper on him before returning to the sitting room.
She was just in time to hear her favourite song, Make it Crazy, starting.
She began dancing again. She danced for a while, all the time holding Hassan close to her. When she looked at
his face, he was fast asleep. Christie laid him in his pram.
“Now, it’s time to get to business before the others come,” she thought, going over to the kitchen phone.
“Hello, may I please speak to Mrs. Sumareh?” she asked as politely as she could.
“Hang on a second,” a male voice told her, and seconds later, Fatou Sumareh was on the line.
“Fatou here.”
“Hi Mrs. Sumareh, this is Christie.”
“Hello Christie, how are you?”
“Fine, thank you.”
“Leana’s been telling me that you’re doing wonders for The Wonders.” Mrs. Sumareh laughed. “Keep it up.”
“Thanks. Umh, Mrs. Sumareh, can you please do me a teeny weeny favour?”
“If I can, yes.”
“Is it possible for you to check who called who at my house three weeks back today?”
“It’s quite a lot of work, you know.”
“Oh!” Christie could not hide her disappointment.
“But I can handle it,” Mrs. Sumareh added quickly when she heard the disappointment in Christie’s voice.
“Why don’t I call you later? Okay?”
“Okay.” Christie replaced the receiver and sat back, impatiently waiting for Mrs. Sumareh to call. She waited
and waited, wondering if Fatou had forgotten about her. She watched the minute hand move. One minute had
passed and still she had not called. Two minutes, three, five, ten, fifteen, sixteen, seventeen.
Suddenly, the phone rang and Christie jumped to answer it. She was both happy and disappointed.
“Hi Christie,” Tijan’s voice carne cheerfully over the phone.
“Tijan, I can’t talk now,” she explained and said that she would call him right after she finished talking with
Fatou. Five minutes after she had spoken to Tijan, the phone rang.
“Christie, I got them.”
“Yes?” Christie was eager.
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“Monday, your mother called—”
“Can you just please tell me the people who talked on Wednesday,” Christie said impatiently.
“Mmm, mmh. Wednesday, only two people talked. A Mr. Musa tailked to a Mrs. Harris in the morning and the
two talked again in the afternoon. Would you like me to read the others for you?”
“No, thanks. Thanks a million, Mrs. Sumareh.” Christie felt herself shivering with excitement as she dialled
Tijan'snumber and told him about the phone call.
“You’re kidding me?” Tijan asked.
“No, it’s true. I can hardly believe it myself. I want to check in Grammy’s room for real evidence,” Christie
said, pronouncing the “real evidence” like a professional detective.
“Good luck, Christie,” Tijan laughed.
“Thanks, I need that.”
“Can you call Bin and Ali to inform them about the new development?”
“Sure. How is your little brother?” Tijan asked.
“Asleep. Talk to you later?”
“All right. Bye.”
No sooner was the receiver on the cradle than Christie ran to the room her grandmother had been using. She
started going through the drawers. There was nothing of interest in any of them.
Christie searched behind tables and wardrobes, in the bathroom and the first aid cabinet. Notlring. She hissed
with disappointment. Then something struck her. Why had she not thought of that before! She ran back into the
room and went over to the bed. She knelt down and looked under it. It was so dark and dusty that she could hardly
see a thing. She pushed her hand into the darkness, but there was nothing to feel.
Only one more place to look, she thought. She had never hoped to have anything in the whole of her fifteen
years, but right then, Christie was hoping, praying, almost begging as she lifted up the mattress and … voila!
She let out a loud screech when she saw a big brown envelope marked “Personal” under the mattress.
She picked it up with trembling hands and made the bed as it was before. She left the room as quickly as she
could, just in time to hear the doorbell ringing. Christie hid the envelope in her drawer before going to open the
door.
“Did you find anything?” was the first thing she heard even before she could open the door wide enough to see
who it was. Christie smiled at her friends and let them in.
“Well, did you?” Bin asked again.
“Why don’t you come into my room first?” Christie led the way and asked them to sit down.
“Cut the suspense, Christie,” Ali could not hide his impatience.
“I did find something,” she said, “but I don’t know if it’s worth anything. I haven’t opened it yet.”
Christie showed her friends the envelope. She emptied the contents of the envelope on her bed as everyone
crowded over to see. Tijan picked up a photograph of a beautiful woman and a handsome man standing in front of
a wigwam. He turned it round and read aloud.
“Taken in Navajo. Christie, your dad and—” Christie took the picture from him before he could continue.
“I should have known. Dad and someone else!”
She looked at the woman closely. She was a very beautiful woman with green-blue and pale blond hair.
“Have you ever seen this woman before?” she exclaimed suddenly. Bin took the picture and said,
“Yeah. She’s an actress, isn’t she? I can’t remember her name. Her husband’s a ragga muffin singer.”
“Safia Walker?” Ali said without certainty.
“Right! Ibs Walker’s wife!” Christie cried.
“She’s playing in that television drama series called Love Never Dies. But what’s she doing with Dad?”
“I think I’ve got the answer.”
Every eye turned to Tijan. He was busy reading a letter he had picked up.
“Everything we need to know is in this letter,” he continued. Christie took it from him and browsed though
quickly.
Safia dear,
How are things going? Have you got the gun for me yet?
I need it badly. The stuff is selling like hell. We’ll soon be rich and we can move to Australia as soon as possible.
Thank heavens my wife and her daughter don’t know who you are. I’m lucky to have an actress as good as you to be
posing as Whitney Harris. No one will ever know. If they do, we’ll be far away by then. So do your work proper, baby.
Carry on with the plan.
Love, Musa.
P.S Meet me at MacCathy Square with the gun.
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The room was as quiet as a tomb. No one dared to speak. Everyone was thinking about what they had just
heard.
Christie could not believe it! She wished that she would suddenly wake up and find her mother and
grandmother standing over her, smiling at her, but this was not a dream.
“Christie, you’re crying,” she heard Bin say to her.
The tears continued to roll down her cheeks. She looked at the others, each one returning her gaze
sympathetically. Christie was confused by the way she was feeling. It wasn’t sadness. It wasn’t hatred. It wasn’t
happiness or anger. Why was she crying when she didn’t feel anything?
“Why did he have to do it?” Christie burst out, suddenly feeling new tears in her eyes. She knew that the only
thing she felt right then was hurt. Terrible hurt. Christie did not really expect an answer, so in a calmer voice, she
said,
“I can’t look at anymore of these things. I’d better go check on Hassan.” She stopped at the door. “You guys
can carry on without me. I’ll catch up with you later.”
*
Hassan was still asleep. Christie got up from the crib and went to the sitting room. She looked at the video
cassettes and ended up with the most boring film, Life Will Pass. She put the cassette into the machine to rewind
and went into the kitchen. She took out the popper and some corn to make some popcorn. Then she took out a
large glass and poured some of her mother’s best wine into it. She knew that her mother would be mad at her if
she ever found out, but she needed something to calm her down.
Christie picked up the bowl of popcorn, together with the glass of wine, and went into the sitting room. She
drew all the curtains and switched on the video player.
Right in the middle of the film, Christie heard her name being whispered very close to her ears. She turned
round and saw Tijan.
“Mind if I watch?” Tijan asked.
“No.” Christie moved to make room for him. Tijan sat very close to her and Christie felt a tingle travel from
the tip of her toes to the top of her head. She put the bowl of popcorn on his lap and handed him the glass.
“Have some wine and popcorn. I brought it to calm myself down,” she said.
They were quiet for a while before Christie asked if Bin and Ali were still in her room.
“No, they left just before I came here.”
“And you?” Christie need not have asked that question because she already knew the answer.
“I wanted to see if you were okay.”
You are such a … Christie said in her mind. She looked at him from the corner of her eye. Goodness, she
thought, isn’t he handsome! His black eyes flickered dark, light, dark, light as the light from the TV screen shone
on them. His lower lip was between his white round teeth, and his dimples were deeper than usual. Christie
shivered. Tijan turned so suddenly that before Christie had time to look away their eyes had met for a brief
moment. He turned back to the screen. Christie pushed her hair back and tried to concentrate on the movies. But it
was not so easy sitting close to someone she loved.
“No, I cannot do that,” the female star of the film was saying. “I cannot leave my husband and run away with you.”
“Then you don’t love me, do you?” the male star asked.
“Yes, I do; very much. But I cannot—”

Just then, a car pulled up right in front of the house. Christie told Tijan that it was probably her mother and Jay.
But it wasn’t. The doorbell rang.
“I’ll be right back,” she said to Tijan as she went to open the door.
“Grammy!” Christie decided to act as natural as she could so that Safia would not suspect anything. “Grammy,
it’s so nice to have you back.”
“Are you alright, dear?” Christie thought that Safia’s voice had changed a bit. She had over-reacted.
“Yes, Grammy. I’m fine. But ain’t you a day late? You were supposed to come yesterday.”
“Yesterday? No dear, today,” the woman said. “Bring my bags inside for me. I’m exhausted from the trip.”
Christie looked behind her impostor grandmother and saw two suitcases and a travelling bag.
“Huh, it must be quite a trip from MacCathy Square to here.”
The woman looked at Christie quizzically but said nothing.
“Got you!” Christie thought happily as she brought the luggage inside. In the hall, she heard Tijan talking to
Safia.
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“Nice to meet you again, Mrs. Harris.”
“Do I know you?”
“Grammy, don’t you remember Tijan? He and I went to Lenny’s together the other day, remember?” Christie
said.
“My, I must have a sister I don’t know about,” Mrs. Harris said and went into the kitchen. “Where’s your
mama?”
“Gone shopping,” Christie said as she followed her. Mrs. Harris poured herself some water and said,
“Now, I want to hear all about the person who carne here dressed like me.” Christie looked at Tijan quizzically.
Tijan shrugged.
“Grammy, may I do something?”
Mrs. Harris looked at Christie as the girl pulled roughly at her hair, then at her face.
“What on earth are you doing?” Mrs. Harris asked angrily. Christie turned to look at Tijan and in a dejected
voice said,
“Everything’s real. She’s my real grandmother and I’m sure Safia has escaped!”
*
Christie felt six pairs of eyes penetrating into her as she finished telling her mother, grandmother and Jay about
the impostor.
“Unfortunately, I tried to tell Mom but she wouldn’t believe me. The only mistake I made was to think that you
were her when I saw you,” she told her grandmother apologetically.
“I still don’t believe you,” Anna said.
“Oh! Come on, Mom!” Christie cried exasperatedly. “You heard Grammy herself, she said it wasn’t her. She
just got to Hill’n’dale.
“Safia Walker and Dad are criminals!” Christie declared. She looked at her mother’s face and decided to stick
to Mrs. Harris.
“Grammy, you’ve got to believe me. Have I ever lied to you before?”
She looked from her grandmother to her mother, and back to her grandmother again.
“Anyway, I have proof of what I’m telling you. I didn’t want to tell you before because I knew you wouldn’t
like it, but it seems that I have no choice. I’ll go get it.” She left the room but not before she heard her mother say,
“I don’t believe the nerve of this child. She started acting like this ever since she hit her head and went into a
coma.”
Christie bit hard on her lip to stop herself from screaming. She went into her room and took the envelope Safia
had left behind. Then she went downstairs again, directly to her mother, and threw it at her.
“I hope this will convince you enough.”
She went back to her seat. Christie watched her mother even more closely as she read it and saw her
expression change. When Anna finally looked up, her eyes were filled with tears.
“I’m sorry, darling,” she whispered quitely before looking down hopelessly. Christie walked over to her
mother and put a comforting hand around her.
“It’s okay, Mom I know how you feel. We’ll find a way to work this out.”
Christie marvelled at the way she had said that. She sounded like a mother trying to comfort her daughter.
“We must face it ’cos it’s the truth,” she added.
*
That evening, after Anna had recovered, she and Mrs. Harris went over to the Hill’n’dale Police Station. Jay
was left with Hassan and Christie.
“What do you think will happen now?” Jay asked.
“I don’t know, perhaps the culprits shall be arrested.”
“You know,” she beckoned for Christie to corne nearer, “I never told anyone this but when I wanted your
mother to adopt Hassan, I knew who she really was.”
“What do you mean?” Christie asked.
“I only have two more days at most.”
“I can’t understand you!” Christie exclaimed.
“Good!” Christie opened her eyes and looked at Jay quizzically.
“I can’t explain. It is about Hassan’s adoption. I have to go now.” Jay got up.
“But … I … where are you going?”
“That I can’t tell you. All I can say is that I have to go away. Tell your mother and grandmother that I have
received an emergency call from home and that I have to go. Okay?”
“So, when will you return?” she asked
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“To say the. truth, you will never see me again in your entire life. And look after Hassan as though he were
your own brother, will you?”
Christie thought that Jay looked sad. She could not understand why Jay was leaving.
“Another thing,” Jay said as she got to the door. “You are the best teenager I have ever met in my whole life. I
will never forget you. My real name is Fanah. But don’t tell a soul.”
Jay went out by the kitchen door, out of her sight, out of the house, and out of Hassan’s and Christie’s lives
forever.”
*
On Tuesday after school, Christie and Bin went to the mall together. Christie wanted to buy some diapers for
Hassan and a new pair of jeans and a T-shirt. Bin wanted a beautiful earring that she thought would be great with
the new outfit she had bought for the Friday show. At the baby’s section, both girls spotted Jogob, now pushing a
pram.
“Hey Jog!!” Bin called as they made their way to her. Christie thought that Jogob looked kind of nervous.
“Hi Christie, hi Bin. What are you guys doing here?” Jogob asked.
“Shopping for Christie’s brother,” Bin said. Jogob looked at Christie.
“I didn’t know you had a baby brother.”
“Neither did I. I woke up in the morning and whop! I had a brother,” Christie said lightly. The girls laughed
loudly but Christie noticed that the mirth did not reach Jogob’s eyes.
“Cute baby,” Bin complemented, “Your sister?” Christie looked into the pram. The baby was really cute.
“No!” Jogob said a bit too harshly. “She’s a friend’s.”
“Oh,” Christie looked at Bin. “Guess we’d better be going.”
“Mmm,” Bin turned to look at Jogob. “Why not come with us?”
“Thanks, but I can’t. I’ve got to get Mamie back home before 3 p.m,” she apologised. “Nice meeting you,” she
said, and was off before the others could say a word.
“Notice anything strange?” Christie asked her friend.
“Everything was strange.”
“I wonder why?” Bin clicked her tongue.
“If you ask me, I’d say it is something to do with the baby.”
“How can you tell?”
“It’s just a feeling.”
“Well, I hope you’re right,” Christie said, hoping that Jogob was going to be all right.
They paid for the diapers and went to the ladies’ boutique. The dresses were exclusive, but they were not
Christie’s choice of clothes. They were more to Bin’s taste. Bin went to look for the earrings, as Christie looked
for some jeans and a T-shirt. There were lots of nice T-shirts and she could not decide which one to buy. She
settled on a silver-coloured one with the word “Hot” and a picture of a sexy-looking woman wearing a short
blouse, short tight leather skirt and a jacket with a pair of one-inch-high leather boots.
“Buying something for your little boyfriend’s birthday, I see,” an odious voice spoke.
Christie groaned inwardly knowing who it was. She did not need to turn around.
“Hi Zainab,” Christie smiled sweetly at the girl. “By the way, whose birthday?” she asked knowing too well
whom Zainab meant.
“My other half of course,” she answered rudely.
Christie wondered how siblings could be so identical in looks yet so different in manner. She decided to play it
dumb.
“Oh, your birthday you mean?” she asked innocently. “Is that anywhere near Tijan’s?”
Christie was saved from what Zainab was about to tell her because Bin came over right then.
“I can see the two of you are on it. I will be going now,” she said as she turned and left, her hips swaying
provocatively. Bin sucked her teeth and turned to Christie.
“What was all that about?” she asked.
“Zainab’s dumb. Dumber than anyone in Form One. She said that I was buying a present for my little
boyfriend. I wish I was.”
“When’s his birthday?”
“I don’t know. But that gives me an idea,” Christie said. “I’ll buy him a T-shirt now, and then ask him when his
birthday is. That way, I won’t have to worry myself over what to buy him when the time comes.”
Christie took a T-shirt from one of the hangers and held it to her bust.
“What do you think?” she asked.
“I love you,” Bin read. “Not a bad picture.” There was a girl holding a big heart with the words insured inside
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the heart.
“That’s all,” Christie said as she put it with her shopping. “Did you get the earrings?” Bin nodded.
“Mom’s found a nanny to look after Hassan until the end of school. She leaves at five so we’ve got to hurry.”
They got into Bin’s car and, with Bin behind the wheels, zoomed off.
*
Everything was quiet when Christie got home. Her heart beat excitedly. The day before, when her mother and
grandmother had come home from the police station, she was told that the police inspector had said that the only
explanation for Safia’s hurried departure was that she had discovered that Christie knew something about her. The
inspector suggested that they take precautions lest the criminals try to hurt them. Now, as Christie walked into the
empty kitchen, she began to worry that they might have done something terrible to Bridgette and Hassan.
“Bridgette! Hassan!” Christie called. Why am I calling Hassan like he can even respond, she thought. Why
didn’t I come home right after school? Why didn’t I leave the shopping till another time? She could never forgive
herself if anything happened to either Bridgette or Hassan. She felt that they were her responsibility, especially
now when her mother was dealing with a very important case and her grandmother was giving statements at the
police station.
“Bridgette!” She ran into the living room, but it was empty. So was the den, and her mother’s office. She ran
upstairs, taking the steps two by two. First, she checked her mother’s room because that was where Hassan’s
things were. Christie hoped that Bridgette would be there changing his diaper and might not have heard her call.
But to her disappointment, it was empty. So was the bathroom. Next, she checked the two guestrooms and their
bathrooms, but there was no sign of them.
That leaves only one place, she thought as she went to her room. But she knew the answer even before she
entered. Empty. Everything was empty.
“Oh, darling Hassan, I hope nothing has happened to you,” she said under her breath, fighting hard not to cry.
She ran downstairs two steps at a time. Just before she reached the bottom, she twisted her ankle and fell in a heap
at the bottom of the staircase. As she hit the floor, she burst into tears and kept sobbing, not so much because of
the pain, but because of the exasperation. Christie sat there for half an hour with her foot almost paralysed. Still,
no Bridgette or Hasan showed up.
Just then, the phone began to ring. Christie tried to get up but she could not. She tried crawling but that, too,
was impossible. Now what? she thought The phone continued to ring, until it finally stopped. Then it began again.
Help! Christie screamed silently.
Suddenly, the front door opened slowly. The killers, Christie thought trembling all over. Now I’m in for it.
“Come on,” a familiar voice said, “I guess Christie’s home.” Christie had never been as grateful for hearing
that voice as she did then.
“Bridgette!” Christie yelled, more angry than worried now. “Bridgette, I’m near the steps.” In a moment,
young Bridgette came into sight.
“Christie, what happened?” she asked.
“Never mind me,” Christie said angrily. “Where have you been?”
“I took Hassan for a ride in his pram,” Bridgette said defensively.
“In this house, we have certain rules. One of them is that when you are left in charge of the house, whenever
you’re going out of it for some time, you leave a note where someone can find it. And now because of you I have
this!” she pointed to her swollen ankle.
“Do you want me to bring the first aid kit?” Bridgette asked softly, almost sadly.
Christie thought that she had been too rough on the girl. After all, she reminded herself, the girl had only
started yesterday.
“No,” Christie said in a less harsh tone. “Call Dr. Jah.”
She gave the young nanny the doctor’s number. Doctor Jah had told her to call him whenever the slightest
thing happened to her. Although Christie knew that he had been referring to her previous situation, she could not
care less. Right then, she needed a professional to help her or she would not be able to walk for the rest of her life.
*
“Your ankle will heal pretty soon,” Dr. Jah said after he had massaged and bandaged her ankle.Then he gave
her pain-relieving tablets to take every morning.
“When do you think it’s gonna heal?” Christie asked looking at him hapefully. “We are having a once in
lifetime show the day after tomorrow, and I don’t want-to miss.”
“It all depends,” Dr. Jah replied. “If you rest it most of the time, it will heal before your school thing. But if it
doesn’t get all the rest it needs,” he turned the corners of his mouth down, “then, it just has to be goodbye to the
show.” Christie sighed. So much, she thought. Then loudly, she said,
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“Thanks, Doctor Jah. I really appreciate your coming over even though you were busy.”
“Don’t mention it. Anything for a favourite patient. Any time you need medical help, you know whom to call.”
Dr. Jah smiled.
“You bet. Thanks again, and bye.” Bridgette came into Christie’s room after the doctor had left.
“May I go now?” she asked.
“And leave me with Hassan in my condition? You’ll just have to wait till Mom or Grammy gets backs.”
And meanwhile, she mused, I’ll sit still and think about Friday. Watch out Tijan if you don’t ask me to the
show, you’ll never live to see another one.
*
“Leana, you did a great job!”
“Leana, the place is beautiful!”
“Way to go Leana!”
Duer High School was streaming with kids from all schools and forms on Friday night. The hall was decorated
with colourful bulbs and flowers, thanks to Leana Sumareh and her gang of helpers. The hall was to be used for
the fashion competition and the lawn for the party. Leana felt very happy as kids crowded around her with
compliments about the decorations.
“Can you give me some decorations tips?”
Leana tried and finally broke loose from the crowd of kids. She wandered about looking for Jogob.
“Where could that girl be?” she wondered. She was supposed to be on stage in fifteen minutes. She looked
everywhere but she could not find her. Just as she was wondering about what to do, she spotted Christie and her
friends. Perhaps they would know where she was since they worked together at The Wonders. Leana thought it
would help. It would not hurt to try.
“Hi,” she said as she neared them.
“Leana, nice work!” Bin enthused, indicating the lawn.
“Thank you. Has any of you seen Jogob anywhere? She’s supposed to be on stage in about ten minutes.”
“No,” Christie said. Neither Ali nor Tijan had seen her either.
“I’m sorry. Bin and I saw her in the mall on Tuesday and she acted very strange.”
“I don’t know,” Leana said as she adjusted her glasses and pressed them firmly on her nose. “Thanks anyway,”
she added as she walked away.
“I like her, don’t you?” Bin asked as soon as Leana was out of earshot.
“Yeah, she’s nice,” Christie agreed but deep inside, she was worried about Jogob. Maybe Bin was wrong.
Maybe, maybe, maybe. That was all she could think of. Then turning to her friends, she asked,
“When exactly did Jogob move here?”
“Exactly three months two weeks,” Bin replied. “Why?”
She has only spent a term here, she thought. Then shrugging, she said aloud, “I don’t know. I just thought that
her moving here might have something to do with the way she’s behaving.”
“Come on, Christie. I told you it has something to do with Mam.”
“Bin, why do you keep saying that?” Christie was baffled by her friend’s reasoning.
“’Cos my ESP tells me!” Bin suddenly flipped her finger. “Now it’s telling me that Jogob is hurrying towards
us.”
“Very funny, Bin,:” Christie said dryly. But as she turned, she saw Jogob and asked,
“Jogob, where have you been? Leana’s been looking for you everywhere. You’ve got to be on stage in less than
ten minutes.”
“I know. But I ran into your mother and grandmother,” Jogob said almost out of breath, “and they were looking
for you. It sounded very serious. I told them to wait at the entrance of the hall so it would be easier for you to find
them.”
“Thanks,” Christie said and begun running towards the hall.
*
The kids were so many that it was impossible to run, Christie slowed her pace and walked as fast as she could.
She kept wondering what it could be all about. Please let it not be Hassan, she prayed. At the entrance of the hall,
she saw her mom and her grandmother looking out for her.
“We’ve got to hurry,” Anna called and hurried to her car before Christie could even ask what the matter was.
“Mom, what’s going on?” Christie had also forgotten about the show. “Mama? Anna started the engine of the
car.
“Can you tell her? I don’t think I can.”
“Your mom and I got a call from the police this evening. They say they caught both Safia and your father
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smuggling some drugs from MacCathy Square to Bork yesterday. As the police were bringing them here this
morning, they had an accident and … and—”
“Oh no!” Christie cried.
“It’s all right, pumpkin,” her grandmother consoled. All the way to the police station, everyone was quiet.
*
“Safia’s here,” Anna explained simply as she got out. Mrs. Harris and Christie followed her inside. A small
man with a balding head came to greet them.
“This is Miss Christie, I presume,” he said, shaking her hand. “My, aren’t you a bit overdressed for this
occasion?” He asked looking at her strapless evening dress.
“I was picked up from school. There’s something going on there,:” Christie explained.
“Well, I’m the sheriff and I’d like you to step this way, please.” He led them to a room with a very large
window.
“Don’t worry, it’s a one-way glass. You can only see the things beyond it from this room. In the other room,
it’s just a plain mirror,” the sheriff explained.
They were all seated and Safia was brought into the next room. Christie thought she looked sort of aged. Safia
was made to sit in the middle of the room facing what she thought was a mirror. A while later, a man entered the
room where she was and went directly to her. The sheriff switched on the loudspeaker so that they could hear
what the two people in the next room were saying.
“Safia wanted to confess everything but we told her to wait till you got here since you discovered everything,”
the sheriff whispered to Christie.
“Safia Walker, I’m Sergeant Sarr and I’m here to ask you some questions and note down all that you say,” the
man who was with her said. “I have this device. Part of it will be attached to you and whenever you tell a lie, the
straight lines on the screen will start moving in a zig-zag line. Understand?”
Safia nodded.
“Now, begin your story,” the sergeant ordered. The actress nodded again then started fumbling nervously.
“I’m not really involved in this,” she began. “Five months ago, I met Musa. Since I had read of his death in the
papers, I was very scared at first. But then he told me he was really alive,” she sniffed. “I asked him why he had
faked his death and he said that he did not. It was his twin brother who had died.”
“Twin?!” Anna gasped. “That’s impossible!”
Safia continued to say that Musa had been involved in smuggling drugs even before he married Anna, and later
Jay.
That explains everything, Christie thought. Her father had been in the cargo shipment business where he had
earned a lot of money. But whenever her mother asked him to show her his papers to see if they were legal, he
always said they were company secrets. At that time, it did not seem strange.
“So you knew about his two wives?” Sergeant Sarr asked.
“Yes I did.”
“You did?” Sergeant Sarr smiled quizzically. “But tell me, why would he want to leave such beautiful wives
and kids?”
Safia said that the head of the gang told him to. He loved his wives very much but he had no choice. If he had
not left them, he would have lost his life.
Anna sniffed as she felt tears forming in her eyes. The sergeant then asked Safia to tell them in what way she
was involved in the drugs business.
“As I was an actress and my husband a very successful singer, people thought I was rich. But no one knew that
I was crumbling to pieces. So when I met Musa, he told me that his wife and—”
“Which wife?” the sergeant interrupted again.
“Anna.” Anna looked up and sighed.
“He told me that he and Anna had made an agreement on their wedding day that they would share everything
they both owned.”
What is she getting at? Christie wondered.
Safia continued to say that he had wanted her to get the documents that proved so. That was why she had
dressed up as Whitney Harris and gone over to Anna’s house.
“That’s where I came in.” Mrs. Harris shook her head sadly as Safia continued
“The papers were very difficult to find, but I eventually found them.” She smiled proudly.
“And you’re proud of yourself?” Sergeant Sarr asked disgustedly. “Carry on!” he barked.
“As soon as I found them, I told Anna that I was going to visit some friends in MacCathy Square. That is
where I met Musa. When I met him, I realised that I had probably left my personal envelope behind in the Lous’
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house. I wanted to go back and get it but Musa said that it probably had been found by then and that perhaps the
cops would be after us. So we left immediately and were on our way when we were caught, and Musa …” she
trailed off and began sobbing. “We were going to get married.”
Anna was boiling with rage. She leaned over to the sheriff and asked,
“May … is it possible to ask her how Musa’s twin brother came to live in my house?”
The sheriff nodded as he took out the mike that was adjoined to the loudspeaker and asked the question. Safia
sat up straight and looked straight at them but Christie knew that she could not see them.
“Jaula was a stage actor, a very good one,” she stated.
“I bet he was,” the sergeant said sarcastically. But Safia continued as if he had not said a thing.
“After six years of acting, he realised that he had cancer and stopped.” Safia took a deep breath before
continuing.
“Musa knew that his brother was not going to live for very long, so he told him to stay with his wives and
pretend he was Musa until he died. Since he was an actor, he could imitate everything. So he lived with Anna and
Jay for the rest of his life without any of them suspecting anything.”
“Oh my God! Oh God!” Anna cried at the thought of her living with a sick man who was not even her
husband!
“Where are my daughter’s papers?” Mrs. Harris asked.
“They are with the police,” the sheriff answered. “She’ll get them first thing in the morning.” Safia looked
directly at them again without the sheriff seeing them and asked,
“Will you people ever be able to forgive me?”
Christie felt very sorry for the former famous actress. She was really glad she had the dress and the earrings. I
shall always remember her by them, she thought as they left.
*
“I can’t believe it!” Bin exclaimed shaking her head from side to side. “It sounds like one of those detective
stories, don’t you think?” Christie, Bin and two other girls from school were down at the beach.
“Yes. It’s very strange,” Rakey Kah said.
“When you were in all that, you missed what happened at the show,” said Zahra Kassim, a long-haired, very
pretty black Indian.
“What happened?” Christie looked inquiringly at her friends.
“Tell me!” she demanded when nobody said anything.
“It was Jogob,” Bin said.
“As she was parading on stage, it seemed as if she saw someone and her face clouded with fear,” Zahra said.
“But no one looked suspicious enough to be the person she saw,” Rakey put in, “so we thought that she saw a
ghost.” Her voice rose as she uttered the word ‘ghost.’
“Then what happened?” Christie could not wait to hear the whole story.
“By the time we turned back to the stage, Jogob had fainted,” Rakey said grimly.
“Oh no!” Christie cried pitifully.
“I told you it had something to do with Mam,” Bin admonished.
“Bin, quit saying that. ESPs can lie,” Christie retorted bristly.
“No they don’t!” Bin shot back. “Don’t believe me if you like, but I know.”
“Know what?” Christie asked, her eyes narrowing.
“Who’s Mam?” Zahra wanted to know.
“Yeah,” Rakey said “Who is she?”
“Jogob’s neighbour’s baby,” said Bin.
“I still don’t believe you,” Christie said softly. However, she could not help thinking that Bin was right. “I
hope she’s wrong,” Christie thought.
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The Cathedral of St. Mary, Banjul City, The Gambia

\
The Cathedral of Our Lady of the Assumption, Banjul City, The Gambia
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The King Fahad Mosque, Banjul City, The Gambia: two views
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The Bundung Mosque in Serekunda, Banjul Local Government Area, The Gambia

The Great Mosque, Serekunda, Banjul Local Government Area, The Gambia
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A village mosque outside Kanifing, Kanifing Local Government Area, The Gambia

The Al-Akbar Mosque, Gunjur, Brikama Local Government Area: two views
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A mosque in Kuloro Village, Brikama Local Government Area, The Gambia

A mosque in Tujering Village, Brikama Local Government Area, The Gambia
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A mosque in Pakau Njogu, Kerewan Local Government Area, The Gambia

A mosque in Mansa Konko, Mansa Konko Local Government Area, The Gambia
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A mosque in Kanuma, Mansa Konko Local Government Area, The Gambia

A mosque in Nyanga Bantang, MacCarthy Island, Kuntaur Local Government Area, The Gambia
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A mosque in Basse Santa Su, Basse Local Government Area, The Gambia

Caption: “Photo of Gambia Mosque”, often encountered, no more specific location ever specified.
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